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Certara, Inc.

Unless otherwise indicated, references to the “Company,” “Certara,” “we,” “us” and “our” refer to Certara, Inc. and its
consolidated subsidiaries.

SPECIAL NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

This Annual Report on Form 10-K (this “Annual Report”) contains “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of
Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”), which are subject to the “safe harbor” created by those sections. All
statements (other than statements of historical facts) in this Annual Report regarding the prospects of the industry and our
prospects, plans, financial position and business strategy may constitute forward-looking statements. In addition, forward-
looking statements generally can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “may,” “should,”
“expect,” “might,” “intend,” “will,” “estimate,” “anticipate,” “plan,” “believe,” “predict,” “potential,” “continue,”
“suggest,” “project” or “target” or the negatives of these terms or variations of them or similar terminology. Although we
believe that the expectations reflected in these forward-looking statements are reasonable, we cannot provide any assurance
that these expectations will prove to be correct. Such statements reflect the current views of our management with respect
to our operations, results of operations and future financial performance. The following factors are among those that may
cause actual results to differ materially from the forward-looking statements:

● our ability to compete within our market;
● any deceleration in, or resistance to, the acceptance of model-informed biopharmaceutical discovery and

development;
● our ability to retain key personnel or recruit additional qualified personnel;
● changes or delays in government regulation relating to the biopharmaceutical industry;
● increasing competition, regulation and other cost pressures within the pharmaceutical and biotechnology

industries;
● trends in research and development (“R&D”) spending, the use of third parties by biopharmaceutical companies

and a shift toward more R&D occurring at smaller biotechnology companies;
● our ability to successfully enter new markets, increase our customer base and expand our relationships with

existing customers;
● the occurrence of natural disasters and epidemic diseases, including the ongoing COVID 19 pandemic, which

may result in delays or cancellations of customer contracts or decreased utilization by our employees;
● our ability to sustain recent growth rates;
● any future acquisitions and our ability to successfully integrate such acquisitions;
● consolidation within the biopharmaceutical industry;
● reduction in the use of our products by academic institutions;
● pricing pressures due to increased customer utilization of our products;
● any delays or defects in our release of new or enhanced software or other biosimulation tools;
● failure of our existing customers to renew their software licenses or any delays or terminations of contracts or

reductions in scope of work by our existing customers;
● our ability to accurately estimate costs associated with our fixed-fee contracts;
● risks related to our contracts with government customers, including the ability of third parties to challenge our

receipt of such contracts;
● the accuracy of our addressable market estimates;
● the length and unpredictability of our software and service sales cycles;
● our ability to successfully operate a global business;
● our ability to comply with applicable anti-corruption, trade compliance and economic sanctions laws and

regulations;;
● our ability to perform our services in accordance with contractual requirements, regulatory standards and ethical

considerations;
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● the loss of more than one of our major customers;
● our future capital needs;
● the ability or inability of our bookings to accurately predict our future revenue and our ability to realize the

anticipated revenue reflected in our bookings;
● any disruption in the operations of the third-party providers who host our software solutions or any limitations on

their capacity or interference with our use;
● our ability to reliably meet our data storage and management requirements, or the experience of any failures or

interruptions in the delivery of our services over the internet;
● our ability to comply with the terms of any licenses governing our use of third-party open source software utilized

in our software solutions;
● any unauthorized access to or use of customer or ither proprietary or confidential data or other breach of our

cybersecurity measures;
● our ability to comply with applicable privacy and cybersecurity laws;
● our ability to adequately enforce or defend our ownership and use of our intellectual property and other

proprietary rights;
● any allegations that we are infringing, misappropriating or otherwise violating a third party’s intellectual property

rights;
● risks related to litigation against us;
● the adequacy of our insurance coverage and our ability to obtain adequate insurance coverage in the future;
● our ability to meet the obligations under our current or future indebtedness as they become due and have

sufficient capital to operate our business and react to changes in the economy or industry;
● any limitations on our ability to pursue our business strategies due to restrictions under our current or future

indebtedness or inability to comply with any restrictions under such indebtedness;
● any impairment of goodwill or other intangible assets;
● our ability to use our net operating loss (“NOLs”) and R&D tax credit carryforwards to offset future taxable

income;
● the accuracy of our estimates and judgments relating to our critical accounting policies and any changes in

financial reporting standards or interpretations;
● any inability to design, implement, and maintain effective internal controls when required by law, or inability to

timely remediate internal controls that are deemed ineffective; and
● the other factors discussed under “Risk Factors.”

You should not rely upon forward-looking statements as predictions of future events. The forward-looking statements in
this Annual Report are based on our beliefs, assumptions and expectations of future performance, taking into account the
information currently available to us. These statements are only predictions based upon our current expectations and
projections about future events. There are important factors, including those described in the section titled “Risk Factors”
and elsewhere in this Annual Report, that could cause our actual results, level of activity, performance or achievements to
differ materially from the results, level of activity, performance or achievements expressed or implied by the forward-
looking statements. Other sections of this Annual Report may include additional factors that could adversely impact our
business and financial performance. Moreover, we operate in a very competitive and rapidly changing environment. New
risks emerge from time to time and it is not possible for our management to predict all risks, nor can we assess the impact
of all factors on our business or the extent to which any factor, or combination of factors, may cause actual results to differ
materially from those contained in any forward-looking statements we may make in this Annual Report. Before investing
in our common stock, investors should be aware that the occurrence of the events described under the caption “Risk
Factors” and elsewhere in this Annual Report could have a material adverse effect on our business, results of operations
and financial condition.
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Although we believe that the expectations reflected in the forward-looking statements are reasonable, we cannot guarantee
that the future results, levels of activity, performance and events and circumstances reflected in the forward-looking
statements will be achieved or occur. For a more detailed discussion of the risks, uncertainties and other factors that could
cause actual results to differ, please refer to the “Risk Factors” in this Annual Report, as such risk factors may be updated
from time to time in our periodic filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”). Our periodic
filings are accessible on the SEC’s website at www.sec.gov.

The forward-looking statements made in this Annual Report relate only to events as of the date on which the statements are
made. Except as required by law, we undertake no obligation to update publicly any forward-looking statements for any
reason after the date of this Annual Report to conform these statements to actual results or to changes in our expectations.

In addition, statements that “we believe” and similar statements reflect our beliefs and opinions on the relevant subject.
These statements are based upon information available to us as of the date of this Annual Report, and while we believe
such information forms a reasonable basis for such statements, such information may be limited or incomplete, and our
statements should not be read to indicate that we have conducted an exhaustive inquiry into, or review of, all potentially
available relevant information. These statements are inherently uncertain and investors are cautioned not to unduly rely
upon these statements.

Channels for Disclosure of Information

Investors and others should note that we may announce material information to the public through filings with the SEC, our
Investors Relations website (https://ir.certara.com), press releases, public conference calls and public webcasts. We use
these channels to communicate with the public about the Company, our products, our services and other matters. We
encourage our investors, the media and others to review the information disclosed through such channels as such
information could be deemed to be material information. The information on such channels, including on our website, is
not incorporated by reference in this Annual Report and shall not be deemed to be incorporated by reference into any other
filing under the Securities Act or the Exchange Act, except as expressly set forth by specific reference in such a filing.
Please note that this list of disclosure channels may be updated from time to time.
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PART I

Item 1. Business.

Our Company

We accelerate medicines to patients using biosimulation software, technology, and services to transform traditional drug
discovery and development.

Biosimulation is a powerful technology used to conduct virtual trials using virtual patients to better understand how drugs
behave in different individuals. Biopharmaceutical companies use our proprietary biosimulation software throughout drug
discovery and development to inform critical decisions that not only save significant time and money but also advance drug
safety and efficacy, improving millions of lives each year.

As a global leader in biosimulation based on 2022 revenue, we provide an integrated, end-to-end platform used by more
than 2,300 biopharmaceutical companies and academic institutions across 70 countries, including 39 of the top 40
biopharmaceutical companies by R&D spend in 2021. Since 2014, customers who use our biosimulation software and
technology-driven services have received 90% of all new drug approvals by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(“FDA”). Moreover, 20 global regulatory authorities license our biosimulation software to independently analyze, verify,
and review regulatory submissions, including the FDA, Health Canada, Japan’s Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices
Agency (“PMDA”), and the UK’s Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (“MHRA”). Demand for our
offerings continues to expand rapidly.

While traditional drug development has led to important therapies, such as vaccines and chemotherapy, many patients still
wait for life-saving medicines, which can take more than 10 years and $2 billion to bring to market. Change is necessary to
continue delivering meaningful gains in human health at an accelerated pace. We believe that biosimulation helps enable
this change.

We build our biosimulation technology on first principles of biology, chemistry, and pharmacology with proprietary
mathematical algorithms that model how medicines and diseases behave in the body. For over two decades, we have honed
and validated our biosimulation technology with an abundance of data from scientific literature, lab research, and
preclinical and clinical studies. In turn, our customers use biosimulation to conduct virtual trials to answer critical
questions, such as: What will be the human response to a drug based on preclinical data? How will other drugs interfere
with this new drug? What is a safe and efficacious dose for children, the elderly, or patients with pre-existing conditions?
Virtual trials may be used to optimize dosing on populations that are otherwise difficult to study for ethical or logistical
reasons, such as infants, pregnant women, the elderly, and cancer patients.

The benefits of biosimulation are significant. One of our customers, a top ten global biopharmaceutical company by R&D
spend, estimated that they saved more than half a billion dollars over three years using biosimulation to inform key
decisions. Biosimulation can reduce the size of and cost of human trials, the most expensive and time-consuming part of
drug development, and in some cases, eliminate certain human trials completely, thereby accelerating time to market. An
analysis published on Applied Clinical Trials Online, to which we contributed, estimated that $1 billion was saved in
clinical trial costs using biosimulation for a cancer drug due to consistently shorter completion times in the later phase
clinical trials.

We develop and apply our biosimulation technology throughout drug discovery and development with what we believe to
be the largest and best team of scientists with deep expertise in biosimulation. Our scientists are recognized key opinion
leaders who are at the forefront of the science and technology underpinning the rapidly emerging biosimulation field. We
have collaborated on more than 7,000 customer projects in the past decade in therapeutic areas ranging from cancer and
hematology to diabetes and hundreds of rare diseases.
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Biosimulation results need to be incorporated into regulatory documents for compelling submissions. Accordingly, we
provide regulatory science solutions and integrate them with biosimulation, so that our customers can navigate the complex
and evolving regulatory landscape and maximize their chances of approval. Our differentiated regulatory services are
powered by submissions management software and natural language processing for scalability and speed, allowing us to
deliver more than 300 regulatory submissions over the past five years. Our team of regulatory professionals has extensive
experience applying industry guidelines and global regulatory requirements. In addition, in October 2021, we completed
the acquisition of Pinnacle 21, LLC (“Pinnacle”), which develops advanced software for standards-based data management
for regulatory submission. Pinnacle enhances our software offerings in data management and the regulatory drug approval
process, accelerating the speed and efficiency of developing and bringing drugs to market. Pinnacle’s products are used by
the FDA and Japan’s PMDA to review the quality of submissions.

A final hurdle to delivering medicines to patients is market access, defined as strategies, processes, and activities to ensure
that therapies are available to patients at the right price. We believe that biosimulation and market access will continue to
be increasingly intertwined as healthcare systems and countries move toward outcomes-based pricing. We provide
technology-driven market access solutions, which help our customers understand the real-world impact of therapies and
dosing regimens earlier in the process and effectively communicate this to payors and health authorities. Our solutions are
underpinned by software as a service (“SaaS”) based offerings.

We have a proven track record of steady growth, driven by higher adoption of biosimulation, expansion of our technology
portfolio, strategic acquisitions, and cross-selling of biosimulation, regulatory science, and market access solutions across
our end-to-end platform:

● From 2021 to 2022, our revenue increased by 17% from $286.1 million to $335.6 million.

● The number of customers with Annual Customer Value (“ACV”) of $100,000 or more in revenue increased from
299 in 2021 to 370 in 2022.

We believe that biosimulation continues to grow in adoption, driven by increasing global regulatory support and
advancements in technology. We believe we are well-positioned to capture the significant market opportunity ahead of us.
Our growth strategy is to build out the depth and breadth of our scalable, end-to-end biopharmaceutical platform to
advance all stages of the continuum, from discovery and development to regulatory submission and market access. We
continue to innovate and introduce new functionality and uses of biosimulation and technology-driven solutions. We
increasingly integrate the science and data we obtain across this end-to-end platform to inform critical decisions. We
further reduce the cost and time of human trials to materially accelerate the speed of development and availability of
therapies to patients worldwide. As exciting new research areas arise, we attract and hire specialized talent and acquire
complementary businesses to expand our offerings to address these market opportunities.

With continued innovation in and adoption of our biosimulation software, technology and services, we believe more
biopharmaceutical companies worldwide will leverage more of our end-to-end platform to reduce cost, accelerate speed to
market, and ensure safety and efficacy of medicines for all patients.

Our Markets

We believe our addressable market within the biopharmaceutical industry is large and rapidly expanding. The current total
addressable market (“TAM”) for our solutions represents an estimated $12 billion today and is expected to grow at a
compound annual growth rate (“CAGR”) of approximately 9% to 17% annually over the next four years. Our TAM
estimate includes the biosimulation market estimated at $2.8 billion, which is estimated to grow at 17% CAGR over such
period according to Grand View Research; the regulatory science market estimated at $7.1 billion, which is estimated to
grow at 9% CAGR over such period according to Grand View Research; and the market access market estimated at
$1.8 billion, which is estimated to grow at 12% CAGR over such period according to SpendEdge. With increasing adoption
of technology across all stages of drug discovery and development, we believe our end-to-end platform and growth
strategies position us to further penetrate the rapidly growing technology-driven biopharmaceutical R&D market of the
future that leverages advanced modeling and analytics.
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Traditional drug discovery and development is costly and prone to failure. The biopharmaceutical industry was estimated
to have spent a total of approximately $238 billion in 2022 on R&D. The probability of success of compounds entering
Phase I trials continues under 10%. With less than 50% of Phase III drugs reaching the market, late-stage failures are
common and especially disappointing as sponsors have already incurred significant cost and time. At the same time,
scientific advances are driving increased complexity as the R&D pipeline shifts from small molecules to biologics and cell
and gene therapies.

With greater investment dollars being spent and increasing competition in the race to develop novel medicines, the speed
and efficiency with which drugs are developed and brought to market have never been more critical. As a result, the
demand for and willingness to adopt innovative approaches to discovery, development, and commercialization are rapidly
increasing. Continued development and innovation in software and technology such as biosimulation, virtual trials, and
real-world evidence tools are helping biopharmaceutical companies increase efficiency and decrease costs. This is further
supported by regulatory agencies that have increasingly issued guidance that supports adoption of many of these
innovations. For example, the FDA recently announced their Project Optimus initiative to reform the dose selection and
optimization paradigm in oncology drug development to maximize both efficacy and safety. Biosimulation's use cases in
dose finding and optimization are well-suited to help biopharmaceutical companies navigate this evolving regulatory
landscape.

As technology and analytics become increasingly powerful and the application of new solutions is validated, we anticipate
this will drive further demand for these innovations. We believe we are still in the early stages of a long-term trend that will
continue to advance traditional drug discovery and development into a technology-driven era of advanced modeling and
analytics.

In addition, as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, we believe that the demand for innovative technology solutions in drug
discovery and development will continue to be strong. Sponsors and regulators have adopted a number of technology-
driven solutions and procedures, which we believe they will continue to use and benefit from in the post-COVID
environment.

Our core markets today include:

● Biosimulation:   Biosimulation is the mathematical modeling of biological processes and systems to simulate
how a drug affects the body, how the body affects the drug, how potential doses will affect different patient
groups, and how patients will respond under various clinical scenarios. Biosimulation informs every stage of the
drug discovery and development process and brings value through:

● Identifying potential winners and losers at an earlier stage and allowing programs to “fail faster;”

● Streamlining preclinical and clinical studies or eliminating certain ones altogether;

● Optimizing dosing for different populations for enhanced safety and efficacy; and

● Increasing probability of success and return on R&D, among others.

● Regulatory Science:   Regulatory science is the development and application of scientific methods, tools, and
approaches to support regulatory and other policy objectives. Expert management of these processes is critical to
drugs receiving regulatory approval and ultimately reaching patients and generating sales. Providers of regulatory
technology and expertise drive significant value for biopharmaceutical companies through:

● Utilizing best-in-class technology to reduce time-intensive regulatory writing activities and the need for
regulatory writing staff;

● Managing submission timelines and other requirements of global regulatory agencies;
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● Generating clear, accurate applications and submissions; and

● Developing comprehensive global regulatory strategies, among others.

● Market Access:   To achieve commercial access, sponsors must assess, optimize and persuasively communicate
the value of a new therapy, both therapeutic and economic, that stakeholders such as payors and health care
providers will accept and act on. Market access services, including real-world evidence and health economics
outcomes research, generate value by:

● Creating cost and comparative effectiveness models to support pricing and payor reimbursement;

● Analyzing payor needs and using economic models to develop contracting strategies that optimize value;
and

● Collecting and analyzing real-world data for use in market and payor communications, among others.

We believe that our end-to-end platform is well-positioned to continue benefiting from market trends. In addition to
continued growth in our core markets, we expect to capture a broader share of overall biopharmaceutical R&D spend as we
continue to innovate and add new solutions to our end-to-end platform.

Our Competitive Strengths

We compete by offering a broad and deep combination of industry-standard biosimulation software and technology-driven
services across all stages of the continuum, from discovery and development to regulatory approval and market access. We
have cultivated the following competitive strengths for more than two decades.

Our Proprietary, Scalable Biosimulation Software

Our proprietary, scalable biosimulation software, built on first principles integrates biosimulation models, scientific
knowledge, and data, which we believe would require years of effort, immense resources, and scarce expertise to duplicate.
Our versatile biosimulation software is deployed to public and private cloud networks, on-premises, and data centers.
Scientists can run multiple simulation projects on a cloud compute platform or internal clusters. We protect our proprietary
technology through intellectual property rights, including copyrights, patents, trade secrets, know-how, and trademarks.

Our Integrated End-to-End Platform

We have developed a differentiated, integrated end-to-end platform of software and technology-driven services, powered
by proprietary technology and unique talent, spanning discovery through market access. Our customers, facing declining
R&D productivity and an increasingly complex regulatory and market access environment, seek trusted partners to
accelerate their R&D programs and achieve regulatory and commercial success. Our integrated set of solutions uniquely
positions us to be their first-choice partner. Nearly ninety percent of our top 300 customers by revenue use two or more of
 our biosimulation solutions, regulatory and market access offerings, and other major solutions.

Our Innovation Framework

We are at the forefront of innovation in biosimulation. Beyond our sustained R&D investment ($39.3 million or 12% of
revenues in 2022), our innovation framework advances both incremental and breakthrough innovations in biosimulation to
transform traditional drug discovery and development.

● Customer-Centricity:   Through our consortium model and over 2,000 biosimulation projects and workshops in
2022, we derive significant insights that inform the development of our biosimulation software. These insights
help us to anticipate and align our technology roadmap with our customers’ needs and priorities.
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● Regulatory Alignment:   As we continuously engage with regulators through our customers’ programs, training
workshops, and attendance at FDA and other regulator meetings, we develop an in-depth understanding of how to
align our biosimulation software and services to meet evolving regulatory expectations and requirements.

● Scalable Data Collection and Curation:  Using artificial intelligence and our scientific team, we have curated
data from more than 10,000 clinical studies and nearly 15,000 peer-reviewed manuscripts. We have created 29
different virtual patient populations, approximately 115 compound drug files, 56 clinical outcomes databases, and
advanced mathematical models for ten organs.  

● Scientific Research:  We work with our customers, a scientific advisory board of thought leaders, and academic
institutions to innovate bottom-up, mechanistic models of drug, disease, and human biology. Each mathematical
equation or parameter estimation is based on up-to-date scientific knowledge and data. We use scientific
literature, lab data, and our customers’ preclinical and clinical studies to refine, verify, and validate these models
to ensure that they meet rigorous scientific and quality standards.

Our Trusted, Long-Term Customer and Regulatory Partnerships

We work continuously and closely with our customers to provide software and technology-driven services from drug
discovery and development to regulatory science and market access, applying biosimulation throughout the continuum to
maximize R&D productivity and increase the probability of success. We have substantial repeat business and long-term
partnerships. Our top 30 customers by revenue in 2022 have been with us for more than ten years on average. We are often
favored by our customers for follow-on projects throughout a drug’s lifecycle, leveraging our early engagements in
preclinical or Phase I to provide continuous support in later phases such as dose optimization for a Phase III study or a new
drug application regulatory filing.

● Consortium Model with Biopharmaceutical Companies: Our Simcyp Platform benefits from a unique business
and customer collaboration model that we term a “consortium.” Established more than 20 years ago, our
consortium model provides for intense and detailed customer input into software enhancements. This R&D
feedback loop, driven by customer needs, results in ongoing advancement and incorporation of more scientific
data that increases the value of our Simcyp Platform over time. Our consortium members, consisting of scientists
from leading global biopharmaceutical companies, sign multi-year contracts and actively participate in
consortium meetings, so that we continuously extend our scientific and commercial leadership.

● Long-Standing Regulatory Partnerships:   Twenty regulatory agencies license our biosimulation software. In
addition, our scientists are regularly invited by U.S, European, and Japanese regulatory agencies to teach and
participate in their workshops. We have received six grants and a Cooperative Research and Development
Agreement from the FDA as well as grants from seven European organizations, including the EU Commission, to
develop biosimulation models and conduct biosimulation analyses.

● Academic Centers of Excellence:  We work closely with the global academic community on research,
publications, and training of the next generation of biopharmaceutical scientists. We have established nine
Centers of Excellence worldwide, which use our biosimulation software in their courses and scientific research.
Additionally, nearly 400 academic institutions worldwide license our biosimulation software.

● Certara University:   We recognize that education in the theory and practice of biosimulation is pivotal to
adoption and achieving the benefits of biosimulation. Certara University provided in-person and online training
on biosimulation and the use of our biosimulation software to more than 4,500 scientists in 2022.

The Deep Expertise of Our People and Our Culture of Innovation

We are led by a diverse, global, and talented team of scientists, software engineers, and subject matter experts who not only
advance our technology but also seek to understand and tackle our customers’ greatest challenges. Over the last decade, we
have worked on more than 7,000 customer projects, leading to extensive experience, which our customers
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highly value. As of December 31, 2022, 380 of our employees held PhD degrees. Our team of software engineers and
technologists excels at applying computer science, engineering, and scientific and mathematical principles in designing and
developing complex software with consistent execution. World-leading experts in biosimulation, drug discovery and
development, software development, regulatory science, and market access work and thrive at Certara.

Our global executive management team brings together extensive experience in science, technology, and business. Sharing
core values of dedication, quality, and respect, the executive management team is focused on fostering our passion for
science and growing our culture of innovation, excellence, collaboration, and customer-centricity as well as delivering
exceptional performance.

Our Growth Strategy

Our growth strategy is to build upon our scalable, end-to-end platform. We continue to innovate in biosimulation, engage
with regulatory agencies, and land and expand our customer partnerships. We remain focused on reducing the cost, time,
and probability of failure of clinical trials for our customers, so that they can materially accelerate the availability of future
therapies that are needed by patients worldwide. As exciting, new research areas arise, such as cell and gene therapy, we
attract and hire specialized talent and acquire complementary businesses to expand our offerings accordingly.

Advance Our Technology

The science, technology, and data behind biosimulation continue to advance rapidly, and our top investment priority is to
develop additional functionality and uses for biosimulation to improve decision making and patient outcomes. We release
new software, additional features, and upgrades on a frequent and regular basis. In 2022, we introduced 20 new software
applications and upgrades, including Simcyp Discovery Simulator and Pinnacle 21 Enterprise Tier 2, a new advanced tier
of modules for Data Exchange and Specification Design.  

We are investing in four major areas to elevate our technology:

● Spearheading the Frontier of QSP and Toxicology, an emerging approach with enormous potential for industry-
wide transformation to optimize decisions in both drug discovery and development. In addition to QSP for
immunogenicity, immuno-oncology, and COVID-19, we are ramping up our quantitative systems pharmacology
(“QSP”) consortia for neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s, and for quantitative
systems toxicology and safety (“QSTS”). Neuroscience is expected to have the most growth in QSP modeling
over the next several years, followed by oncology and autoimmune disorders. All of our mechanistic simulators
communicate seamlessly with each other, which is a major advantage for complex drug discovery and
development programs.

● Continuing to Develop Cloud-Based Solutions, such as Certara Integral Data Repository, CODEx Clinical
Outcomes Databases, BaseCase Value Communication Software, and Pinnacle 21 Enterprise, which enhance
computing scalability, significantly reduce maintenance time and cost, and promote access, collaboration and
mobility. This also allows us to easily deliver new features and explore new business models.

● Architecting an Ecosystem of Interconnected Software Applications to facilitate seamless workflows and
sharing of data across the drug discovery and development continuum for efficiency and speed.

● Applying and embedding Artificial Intelligence across our technologies and databases to drive further insights
and analysis.

Grow Within Our Existing Customer Base

As we continue to expand our portfolio of offerings, we integrate our solutions and sell more across our end-to-end
platform. Our scientists and regulatory and market access experts, business developers, marketing professionals, and
business leaders work together to ensure a high-quality customer experience and nurture long-term partnerships. As a
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result, our customer relationships grow steadily over time, driven by higher adoption of biosimulation with additional user
licenses and more modules.

We also cross-sell our software and technology-driven services throughout our end-to-end platform. Many of our
customers who use biosimulation also rely on us for regulatory strategy, writing, and submissions support, including the
majority of our top 50 customers. The number of customers with annual customer value of $100,000 or more in revenue
increased from 299 in 2021 to 370 in 2022, a 24% increase. The success of our land and expand approach is further
demonstrated by our high re-occurring revenue streams with an aggregate renewal rate of 91% for our software customers
from 2021 to 2022 and net revenue repeat rate (defined as the level of technology-driven services revenue generated from
our existing services customers from period to period, accounting for expansion and churn) of 101% for our technology-
driven services customers from 2021 to 2022.

Expand Our Customer Base Globally

We are growing our footprint globally to match that of the biopharmaceutical industry. There are more than 5,400
biopharmaceutical companies worldwide with active R&D pipelines in 2022, up from nearly 2,400 in 2011, according to
Informa’s Pharma R&D Annual Review 2022. Informa also estimates that the R&D pipeline encompassed more than
20,000 drug programs in 2022. As drug discovery and development in Asia Pacific grows, we are investing heavily to
expand our presence in the region to work with these customers where they are, just as we already have in North America,
Europe, China and Japan. We continue to build our sales and marketing capabilities and capacity to expand our global
reach.

Scale Through Acquisitions

Biosimulation is an exciting technology with many promising, future developments, and we believe there are numerous
opportunities to pursue strategic acquisitions to accelerate our development roadmap. We have a proven record of
successfully acquiring and integrating software and services companies. From 2012, we have acquired 17 companies of
which 12 included software or technology such as Simcyp, the core of our mechanistic biosimulation platform, Xenologiq,
which jumpstarted our biosimulation initiative using QSP, Pinnacle 21, which enhances our software offerings in data
management and the regulatory drug approval process, and Vyasa, which brings state-of-the-art artificial intelligence (AI)
capabilities to our end-to-end platform. As we build out the depth and breadth of our biosimulation platform, we
continually seek and assess a range of highly focused opportunities in our immediately addressable market and in related
adjacent markets, whether through acquisitions, licenses, or partnerships.

Inspire Our People

Our more than 1,200 employees are the key to our success. The diversity and depth of expertise, experience, and
backgrounds in our vibrant community bring richness of ideas, problem-solving capabilities, and mutual respect. We are
dedicated to attracting, retaining, and growing leading scientists and experts who are passionate about developing
medicines that matter. We strive to encourage intellectual curiosity and offer a myriad of professional development
opportunities. We continue to invest in our people to help them thrive and solidify our position as an employer of choice in
our industry.

The Certara End-to-End Platform

We provide both software and technology-driven services to enable customers to realize the full benefits of biosimulation
in drug discovery, preclinical and clinical research, regulatory submission, and market access. Our software is primarily
subscription-based with licenses ranging from one to three years.

Software

Our software, utilized by more than 20,000 licensed users in biosimulation and 40,000 more in regulatory, compliance and
market access, addresses seven main applications: 1) mechanistic biosimulation; 2) empirical pharmacokinetic and
pharmacodynamic biosimulation; 3) data standardization and compliance software; 4) scientific informatics; 5) clinical
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outcomes databases for biosimulation; 6) authoring and management of regulatory submissions; and 7) market access
communication. We deploy our software to customers on public and private cloud networks, on-premises, and in data
centers.

● Mechanistic Biosimulation Platform (Simcyp): Mechanistic biosimulation predicts both how a drug is handled
within the body (known as “pharmacokinetics” or “PK”) and drug effect (known as “pharmacodynamics” or
“PD”), without the need for actual in vivo human or animal studies. Seventeen of the top 20 biopharmaceutical
companies by R&D spend in 2021 used the Simcyp Platform in 2022. Simcyp includes three main modules:

● Physiologically-based pharmacokinetic (“PBPK”) modeling and simulation:   Our industry-standard Simcyp
PBPK Simulator includes a whole-body model to run virtual “what if?” scenarios without human clinical
studies. One benefit is understanding how dosing should be adjusted for special populations such as children
or the elderly. A second is to identify potential drug-drug interactions so they can be included on drug labels
to make the product safer. Simcyp is used by 13 regulatory agencies to evaluate submissions.

● Quantitative systems pharmacology:   A rapidly growing field in biosimulation, QSP combines
computational modeling and vast amounts of omics (e.g., genomics, proteomics, metabolomics) data to
predict clinical efficacy outcomes for novel targets, drug modalities, and combination therapies. By using
QSP to understand the physiological mechanisms driving efficacy, customers can terminate unpromising
discovery programs earlier, and promote stronger candidates to clinical testing, thus reducing costly late-
stage failures. Once marketed, the same physiological knowledge can differentiate launch messaging, helping
the drug to stand out from the competition.

● Quantitative systems toxicology and safety:   Secondary Intelligence, our QSTS software, integrates
toxicology with quantitative analysis of large networks of molecular and functional biological changes to
identify drug toxicity and adverse drug reactions earlier.

Our Simcyp Platform has generated results that inform more than 300 label claims for nearly 90 drugs. Had customers
attempted to acquire the same information through conventional human trials, we believe they would have faced in
aggregate tens of millions of dollars in additional costs and significant launch delays, given that clinical trials are
estimated to take 1 to 2.5 years on average and cost many millions of dollars, according to Nature Reviews Drug
Discovery.

● Empirical PK/PD Biosimulation Platform (Phoenix): Once our customers have empirical data from their actual
trials assessing drug dissolution, blood concentration, and effect, they must interpret the data and make
interpolations and extrapolations to inform dosing, handling of drug-drug interactions, and formulation decisions
for subsequent trials and for patient use after launch. Phoenix includes multiple modules for the full empirical
biosimulation workflow including conventional and biosimulation-driven interpretation (WinNonlin, NLME, and
IVIVC), and related workflow modules for validated data handling, model management, and regulatory reporting
(PK Submit, Certara Integral, Validation Suites). Customers benefit by gaining a validated, streamlined workflow
for reporting their clinical pharmacology information to the FDA and other agencies. Furthermore, customers can
be confident they are using the same tools used by regulators to evaluate their products.

● Data Standardization and Compliance Software (Pinnacle 21 Enterprise): Pinnacle 21 Enterprise helps to
ensure that submission data is compliant with regulatory standards, which helps to enable a more efficient review
process. Data standards are complex and increasingly challenging to adhere to as the volume of data in clinical
trials continues to grow. Pinnacle 21 Enterprise creates consistent, compliant, and high-quality datasets that
reduce the risk of costly regulatory delays, while accelerating the speed and efficiency of developing and bringing
drugs to market. It is the same tool used by the FDA and Japan’s PMDA to review the quality of submissions.

● Scientific Informatics Platform (D360): D360 provides customers with self-service access and analytics to
manage their small molecule and biologics discovery projects. The platform includes chemical structure search
capabilities for structure-activity relationship analysis, molecular design tools and visualization solutions. The
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product connects seamlessly with biology and chemistry data systems from third-party companies, without
extensive IT setup and maintenance.

● Clinical Outcomes Databases for Biosimulation (CODEx): Our customers license our 56 proprietary CODEx
databases in a range of disease areas for meta-analysis of a new drug’s safety and efficacy in relation to
competitive products. The databases cover more than 10,000 clinical trials and observational studies and are
accessible via an online portal with analytical and visualization tools.

● Authoring and Management of Regulatory Submissions Platform (GlobalSubmit):   Our customers license our
advanced, cloud-based electronic common technical document (“eCTD”) software for publishing, reviewing,
validating and electronic filing of regulatory submissions.

● Market Access Communication Platform (BaseCase): We license a cloud-based SaaS platform for drag-and-
drop visualization of biosimulation results and other complex data. Customers use our software to communicate
the value of a new therapy to payors and providers to gain formulary acceptance and reimbursement.

Technology-Driven Services

Our technology-driven, biosimulation services help our customers who do not have staff capability or availability to gain
the benefits of biosimulation. We also provide related, technology-driven services to guide our customers’ new drugs
through the regulatory submission process and into the market. Our technology-driven services include integrated drug
development services include mechanistic biosimulation, empirical biosimulation, drug development and regulatory
writing and medical communications, regulatory operations, and market access. Regulatory agencies promote and endorse
the use of biosimulation in drug development as “model informed drug discovery and development,” which integrates our
software and technology-driven services to inform key decisions during drug discovery, development, approval, and
subsequent market access.

● Mechanistic Biosimulation: We utilize our Simcyp Platform for predicting PK to determine first-in-human dose
selection, design more efficient and effective clinical studies, evaluate new drug formulations, and predict drug-
drug interactions. We use our QSP and QSTS software to advise customers on target selection and ranking and
strategies for avoiding toxicities.

● Empirical Biosimulation: We use our Phoenix Platform and other tools to provide a wide range of quantitative
biosimulation approaches such as non-compartmental analysis, PK/PD modeling, and population PK/PD
analyses.

● Drug Development and Regulatory Strategy: We develop and deliver drug development and regulatory plans and
provide high-level regulatory input to customer projects, incorporating biosimulation and supporting decision
making through critical development and investment stage gates.

● Clinical Pharmacology: We provide early-phase development plans and study designs across the development
life cycle, often incorporating biosimulation. We use clinical pharmacology gap analysis and modeling to
anticipate and manage development risks.

● Model-Based Meta-Analysis: We utilize curated clinical trial and real-world data from our CODEx clinical
outcomes database platform together with model-based meta-analysis to assess a new drug’s safety and efficacy
in relation to competitive products.

● Regulatory Writing and Medical Communications: We support submissions from early-stage investigational
new drugs to late-stage new drug applications, biologics license applications, and market authorization
applications, by writing regulatory documents such as clinical study protocols/reports, safety submissions, and
other summary documents for submission to the FDA and global regulatory authorities. We manage technical
editing including transparency and disclosure services to ensure that our customers’ regulatory documents are
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“filing-ready.” Our team also offers advanced publication planning and writing support for scientific and medical
publications. We deploy natural language processing software and other technology to enable efficient and
scalable document creation.

● Regulatory Operations: We manage the submission of regulatory documents using our GlobalSubmit platform.
Our submission management services include submission leadership, program management and planning, due
diligence and readiness preparation, submission compilation, and eCTD publishing. We support applications to all
major health agencies, including the FDA, Europe’s European Medicines Agency ("EMA"), Health Canada,
Japan’s PMDA, and China’s NMPA.

● Market Access: We assist customers in demonstrating the value of new drugs and health technologies to payors
and other stakeholders to support their efforts in securing reimbursement and access in global markets. These
services include conducting real-world evidence and health economics outcomes research, delivering value and
access consultancy solutions, creating cost and comparative effectiveness models to support pricing and payor
reimbursement, and collecting and analyzing real-world data for use in market and payor communications.

Sales and Marketing

Our sales and marketing functions pursue a coordinated approach with a global commercial team of business development,
product management, and marketing experts. Our global commercial team collaborates with our scientists, subject matter
experts, and technologists to engage with customers and prospects to understand their needs and offer tailored solutions
with our biosimulation software and technology-driven services. Our scientists and experts have authored thousands of
scientific publications, posters, and articles to share biosimulation knowledge and methods to advance adoption. We also
partner with software distributors in global regions to expand our reach.

Competition

The market for our biosimulation products and related services for the biopharmaceutical industry is competitive and
highly fragmented. In the biosimulation software market, we primarily compete with companies smaller than ourselves,
such as Simulations Plus and NONMEM, a division of ICON. Other competitors include Schrodinger, open-sourced
solutions such as R and PK-Sim, and internally-developed software in biopharmaceutical companies. We generally
compete in the biosimulation software market on the basis of the quality and capabilities of our products, our scientific and
technical expertise, our ability to innovate and develop solutions attractive to customers, our customer and regulatory
agency partnerships, and price, among other factors.

Our technology-driven services generally compete with companies significantly smaller than ourselves, such as Metrum
Research Group and Simulations Plus. We also face competition in this space from in-house teams at biopharmaceutical
companies and academic and government institutions. In some standard biosimulation services and in regulatory science
and market access, we compete with contract research organizations. We generally compete in the technology-driven
services markets on the basis of our reputation and experience, our expertise and the qualifications of our team, our ability
to offer services that are attractive to customers, and price, among other factors.

We believe that our competitive position is strong, and that we are able to effectively win new projects with our integrated,
end-to-end platform.

Intellectual Property

We safeguard and enhance our innovative technology platforms, systems, processes, and databases with a full array of
intellectual property rights, including copyrights, trade secrets, know-how, patents, and tradenames/trademarks.

All of our proprietary software products are copyright protected, and further reinforced by contractual provisions in our
software license agreements prohibiting our users from reverse engineering, deriving, or otherwise using the source code
and underlying algorithms for anything other than the permitted and intended use. Embedded within some of our
biosimulation tools, including the Simcyp Simulator, are several decades’ worth of proprietary data that have been
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compiled and collated from both public and private sources. These data, in tandem with our proprietary source code and
algorithms, create powerful modeling tools that cannot be readily duplicated. Continual ongoing development of source
code and algorithms as well as new version release of modeling tools also ensures that our proprietary software products
are difficult to copy. Our processes and systems are further protected by trade secrets and know-how, which we secure by
requiring and strictly enforcing confidentiality obligations with our employees, contractors, customers, and other third
parties, and invention assignment agreements with our employees, as well as through administrative and technical
safeguards. However, trade secrets and confidential know-how are difficult to protect. Agreements may not always provide
meaningful protection. These agreements may also be breached, and we may not have an adequate remedy for any such
breach. In addition, our trade secrets and/or confidential know-how may become known or be independently developed by
a third party, or misused by any collaborator to whom we disclose such information. Despite any measures taken to protect
our intellectual property, unauthorized parties may attempt to copy aspects of our products or to obtain or use information
that we regard as proprietary. Although we take steps to protect our proprietary information, third parties may
independently develop the same or similar proprietary information or may otherwise gain access to our proprietary
information. As a result, we may be unable to meaningfully protect our trade secrets and proprietary information. We
license and use the intellectual property of third parties, primarily in our software development, although no one such
license is considered to be material to the business as a whole.

We also maintain a portfolio of issued and pending patents in several of jurisdictions in which we do business. As of
December 31, 2022 our patent portfolio consisted of 28 issued patents and 11 pending patent applications related to our
software and technology. We do not currently consider any of our issued patents to be material to our business. Several of
our most recently filed patent applications relate to our liquid biopsy project, and describe a method of gleaning
information from a simple blood test that can be used to predict and optimize how that individual patient will absorb and
metabolize a drug, thereby allowing a clinician to determine the optimal dosing of a drug on an individual basis. We
believe these patent applications, if issued, will accelerate our leadership in individualized precision dosing. We cannot
predict whether the patent applications we are currently pursuing will issue as patents in any particular jurisdiction or
whether the claims of any issued patents will provide sufficient proprietary protection from competitors.

We also have applied for and/or obtained and maintain registration in the United States and other countries for numerous
trademarks, including Certara, Simcyp, Phoenix, Pinnacle 21, Virtual Twin, WinNonlin, Vyasa, and BaseCase. We pursue
trademark registrations to the extent we believe doing so would be beneficial to our competitive position.

We are not presently a party to any legal proceedings relating to intellectual property that, in the opinion of our
management, would individually or taken together have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition,
results of operations or cash flows.

Human Capital

We are led by a diverse, global, and talented team of scientists, software developers, and subject matter experts who seek to
understand our customers’ challenges and are dedicated to tackling these challenges. As of December 31, 2022, we
employed a total of 1,204 individuals, including 1,150 full-time employees and 54 part-time employees, of which 380 held
PhDs. in their respective disciplines, including clinical pharmacology and pharmacometrics. As of December 31, 2022, we
employed 372 scientists, 247 regulatory experts, 75 market access specialists, and 154 software developers and
technologists. Most of the senior management team and the members of our board of directors hold either PhDs and/or
other advanced degrees.

We offer our employees a myriad of professional development opportunities and support a performance-driven
environment. In 2022, we focused on continuing to build a robust culture in a remote work environment by encouraging
engagement and retention through Employee Spotlight programs and CEO Chats, and instituting a number of health and
wellness initiatives, such as a global fitness challenge, yoga and meditation programs. We also enhanced our diversity and
inclusion programs, including continuing company-wide unconscious bias training and expanding our recruiting efforts to
reach a more diverse talent pool, in keeping with our CEO’s pledge to act on supporting a more inclusive workplace. None
of our employees are represented by a labor union, and we have never experienced a work stoppage. In alignment with our
purpose to accelerate medicine to patients, we strive to reinforce a positive and rewarding work environment for our
employees.
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Government Regulation

Regulation of Biopharmaceutical Products

The development, testing, manufacturing, labeling, approval, promotion, distribution and post-approval monitoring and
reporting of biopharmaceutical products are subject to regulation by numerous governmental authorities at both the
national and local levels, including the FDA in the United States, as well as those of other countries, such as the EMA in
the European Union and the MHRA in the United Kingdom. Although our biosimulation software products and platforms
are not approved by the FDA or other government agencies, our customers’ products are subject to these regulations, which
may be applicable to us to the extent that the services and deliverables we provide to our customers are used in their
marketing applications. Consequently, we must comply with relevant laws and regulations relating to certain aspects of the
drug and biologic development and approval process. For example, our customers may require that documents or records
we produce that may be used in the approval process be compliant with part 11 of Title 21 of the U.S. Code of Federal
Regulations, which relates to the creation, modification, maintenance, storage, retrieval, or transmittal of electronic records
submitted to the FDA. Further, certain portions of our business, such as the biosimulation work we conduct in connection
with designing clinical trials, must comply with current Good Laboratory Practices (“GLP”) and Good Clinical Practices
(“GCP”) requirements as established by the International Council on Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for
Registration of Pharmaceuticals for Human Use, as adopted by the FDA and similar regulatory authorities in other
countries, which helps ensure the quality and integrity of the data we produce. To help ensure compliance with GLP and
GCP, we have established a robust quality management system that includes standard operating procedures, working
practice documents and processes, and quality assurance personnel to audit deliverables intended to be used in our
customers’ drug and biologic approval applications.

Privacy and Cybersecurity Laws

The collection, use, disclosure, disposal, protection other processing of information about individuals, in particular
healthcare data, is highly regulated both in the United States, EU and other jurisdictions, including but not limited to, under
the U.S. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (“HIPAA”), as amended by the Health Information
Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (“HITECH”) and other U.S. privacy, security and breach notification
and healthcare information laws; the European Union’s General Data Protection Directive (“GDPR” and its national
implementing laws) and other European privacy laws as well as privacy laws in other jurisdictions around the world.
Although most of the clinical data we receive from our customers is de-identified within the meaning of HIPAA, in certain
parts of our business, such as our real-world data and analytics program, we hold personal health and other information
relating to persons who have been, are and may in the future be involved in clinical trials. The collection, retention, use,
disclosure and other processing of such information is highly regulated, including under the laws described above. These
data privacy and cybersecurity laws govern the use, handling and disclosure of information about individuals.

In relation to HIPAA, we do not consider our service offerings to generally cause us to be subject as a covered entity;
however, in certain circumstances we are subject to HIPAA as a business associate.  HIPAA requires the use of standard
contracts (business associate agreements), notice and consent procedures and other privacy and cybersecurity standards.
Accordingly, we may enter into business associate agreements with our customers who are covered entities under HIPAA.
These business associate agreements define our obligations to safeguard the protected health information of patients
provided by our covered-entity customers. We have adopted practices and have implemented procedures to satisfy the
privacy and security rules and other to safeguard the receipt, maintenance and transmission of protected health information.

In addition, the Federal Trade Commission (the “FTC”) and many state attorneys general interpret federal, state and local
consumer protection laws to impose evolving standards for the handling and security of personal information, including
health-related information. Courts may also adopt the standards for fair information practices promulgated by the FTC,
which concern consumer notice, choice, security and access. Consumer protection laws require us to publish statements
that describe how we handle information about individuals and choices individuals may have about the way we handle
their information.

Certain states have also adopted robust data privacy laws. For example, the California Consumer Privacy Act (“CCPA”),
which became effective on January 1, 2020,  as amended by the California Privacy Rights Act , which became effective
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on January 1, 2023, imposes obligations and restrictions on businesses regarding their collection, use, and sharing of
personal information and provides new and enhanced data privacy rights to California residents, such as affording them the
right to access and delete their personal information and to opt out of certain sharing of personal information.  Additional
privacy laws in Virginia, Connecticut, Colorado and Utah which also take effect during 2023 have similar requirements but
more limited application (i.e., only consumers and not employees or B2B data).  The interpretation and application of the
new state laws and their pending regulations are uncertain.

The processing of any personal data regarding individuals in the European Economic Area (“EEA”) , including personal
health data, is subject to the GDPR as of  May 25, 2018. The GDPR and the UK’s post-Brexit equivalent of the GDPR
(“UK GDPR”) is wide-ranging in scope and imposes numerous requirements on companies that process personal data,
including requirements relating to processing health and other sensitive personal data, cross-border transfers, notice and
consent and contractual obligations with vendors and service providers. The GDPR permits data protection authorities to
impose large administrative penalties for violations of the GDPR or UK GDPR, including potential fines of up to €20
million or 4% of annual global revenues, whichever is greater, for each law.

Legal developments in Europe have created complexity and uncertainty regarding transfers of personal data from the EEA
to the United States, including the Court of Justice of the European Union (the “CJEU”) decision to invalidate the  EEA to
U.S. personal data transfer framework as well as decisions from regulators in Austria, Denmark, France and Italy about
transfers made by Google. We also currently rely on the standard contractual clauses to transfer personal data outside the
EEA, including to the United States, among other data transfer mechanisms pursuant to the GDPR.  While the CJEU
upheld the adequacy of the standard contractual clauses (a standard form of contract approved by the European
Commission as an adequate personal data transfer mechanism,), it made clear that reliance on them alone may not
necessarily be sufficient in all circumstances; this has created uncertainty.

In response to the data privacy laws discussed above and those in other countries in which we do business, we have
implemented a multi-disciplinary privacy management program that includes technological safeguards, processes,
contractual third-parties provisions, and employee trainings to help ensure that we handle information about our employees
and customers in a compliant manner. Concurrently, we observe a trend toward expanding privacy data protection law both
in number and scope that will expand our obligations.  We may need to modify our practices and incur expenses to
accommodate this evolving privacy compliance landscape.

Bribery, Anti-Corruption and Other Laws

We are subject to compliance with the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (“FCPA”) and similar anti-bribery laws, such as
the U.K. Bribery Act of 2010 (“Bribery Act”), which generally prohibit companies and their intermediaries from making
improper payments to foreign government officials for the purpose of obtaining or retaining business. In addition, in the
United States, we may also be subject to certain state and federal fraud and abuse laws, including the federal Anti-
Kickback Statute and False Claims Act, that are intended to reduce waste, fraud and abuse in the health care industry. Our
employees, distributors, and agents are required to comply with these laws, and we have implemented policies, procedures,
and training, to minimize the risk of violating these laws.

Our Corporate Information

Certara, Inc. was incorporated in Delaware on June 27, 2017. Our principal business office is located at 100 Overlook
Center, Suite 101, Princeton, New Jersey 08540, and the telephone number of our principal business office is (609) 716-
7900. Our internet address is www.certara.com. Our internet website and the information contained therein or connected to
or linked from our internet web site are not incorporated information and do not constitute a part of this Annual Report or
any amendment thereto.

Available Information

Our Investor Relations website is located at https://ir.certara.com. We have used, and intend to continue to use, our Investor
Relations website and our corporate website located at www.certara.com as a means of disclosing material non-public
information and for complying with our disclosure obligations under Regulation FD. The following filings are available
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through our Investor Relations website as soon as reasonably practicable after we file them with, or furnish them to, the
SEC: Annual Report on Form 10-K, Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q, Current Reports on Form 8-K, and our Proxy
Statement for our annual meeting of stockholders, as applicable (as well as any amendments to those reports). These
documents are also available for download free of charge through a link on our Investor Relations website. The SEC also
maintains a website at www.sec.gov that contains reports, proxy and information statements, and other information about
reporting issuers, like us, that file electronically with the SEC. Our internet website and the information contained therein
or connected to or linked from our internet web site are not incorporated information and do not constitute a part of this
Annual Report.

Item 1A. Risk Factors.

Investing in our common stock involves a high degree of risk. You should carefully consider the following risk factors
together with other information in this filing, including our consolidated financial statements and related notes included
elsewhere in this filing, before deciding whether to invest in shares of our common stock. The occurrence of any of the
events described below could harm our business, financial condition, results of operations and growth prospects. In such
an event, the trading price of our common stock may decline and you may lose all or part of your investment.

Summary of Risk Factors

Our business is subject to numerous risks and uncertainties, discussed in more detail in the following section. These risks
include, among others, the following key risks:

● Deceleration in, or resistance to, the acceptance of model-informed biopharmaceutical discovery and
development by regulatory authorities or academic institutions could damage our reputation or reduce the
demand for our products and service.

● We compete in a competitive and highly fragmented market.
● We depend on key personnel and may not be able to retain these employees or recruit additional qualified

personnel, which could harm our business.
● Changes or delays in government regulation relating to the biopharmaceutical industry could decrease the need

for some of the services we provide.
● Reduction in research and development spending by our customers for a variety of reasons, as well as delays in

the drug discovery and development process, may reduce demand for our products and services and negatively
impact our results of operations and financial condition.

● Consolidation within the biopharmaceutical industry may reduce the pool of potential customers for our
products and services or reduce the number of licenses for our software products.

● As customers increase their utilization of our products and services, we may be subject to additional pricing
pressures.

● Our continued revenue growth depends on our ability to successfully enter new markets, increase our customer
base and expand our relationship and the products and services we provide to our existing customers.

● Delays or defects in the release of new or enhanced software or other biosimulation tools may result in increased
cost to us, delayed market acceptance of our products, diminished demand for our products, delayed or lost
revenue, and liability.

● If our existing customers do not renew their software licenses, do not buy additional solutions from us or renew
at lower prices, our business and operating results will suffer.

● Our customers may delay or terminate contracts, or reduce the scope of work, for reasons beyond our control, or
we may underprice or overrun cost estimates with our fixed-fee contracts, potentially resulting in financial
losses.

● We depend on key personnel and may not be able to retain these employees or recruit additional qualified
personnel, which could harm our business.

● We have government customers and have received government grants, which subject us to risks including early
termination, audits, investigations, sanctions, or penalties.
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● Our recent growth rates may not be sustainable or indicative of future growth.
● We regularly evaluate potential acquisitions of other companies and technologies, which could divert our

management’s attention, result in additional dilution to our stockholders, and otherwise disrupt our operations
and adversely affect our operating results.

● Our estimated addressable market is subject to inherent challenges and uncertainties. If we have overestimated
the size of our addressable market or the various markets in which we operate, our future growth opportunities
may be limited.

● We are subject to risks associated with the operation of a global business.
● We are subject to the FCPA and the Bribery Act and similar anti-corruption laws and regulations in other

countries. Violations of these laws and regulations could harm our reputation and business, or materially
adversely affect our business, results of operations, financial condition and/or cash flows.

● Our failure to comply with trade compliance and economic sanctions laws and regulations of the United States
and applicable international jurisdictions could materially adversely affect our reputation and results of
operations.

● Current and future litigation against us, which may arise in the ordinary course of our business, could be costly
and time consuming to defend.

● Our insurance coverage may not be sufficient to avoid material impact on our financial position resulting from
claims or liabilities against us, and we may not be able to obtain insurance coverage on attractive terms, or at all,
in the future.

● If we fail to perform our services in accordance with contractual requirements, regulatory standards and ethical
considerations, we could be liable for significant costs or penalties and our reputation could be harmed.

● We derive a significant percentage of our revenues from a concentrated group of customers and the loss of more
than one of our major customers could materially and adversely affect our business, results of operations and/or
financial condition.

● We may need additional funding.  If we are unable to raise additional capital on terms acceptable to us or at all
or generate cash flows necessary to maintain or expand our operations, we may not be able to compete
successfully.

● Our bookings might not accurately predict our future revenue, and we might not realize all or any part of the
anticipated revenue reflect in our bookings.  

● We rely upon third-party providers of cloud-based infrastructure to host our software solutions. Any disruption
in the operations of these third-party providers, limitations on capacity or interference with our use could
adversely affect our business, financial condition and results of operations.

● If we are not able to reliably meet our data storage and management requirements, or if we experience any
failure or interruption in the delivery of our services over the internet, customer satisfaction and our reputation
could be harmed and customer contracts may be terminated.

● Our software solutions utilize third-party open source software, and any failure to comply with the terms of one
or more of these open source licenses could adversely affect our business, subject us to litigation and create
potential liability.

● If our security measures are breached or unauthorized access to customer or other proprietary data is otherwise
obtained, our solutions may be perceived as not being secure, customers may reduce the use of or stop using our
solutions and we may incur significant liabilities and loss of customer confidence.

● We are subject to numerous privacy and data security laws and related contractual requirements and our failure
to comply with those obligations could cause us significant harm, including financial and reputational losses.

● We may be unable to adequately enforce or defend our ownership and use of our intellectual property and other
proprietary rights.

● Third parties may initiate legal proceedings alleging that we are infringing, misappropriating or otherwise
violating their intellectual property rights, the outcome of which would be uncertain and could have a material
adverse effect on the success of our business.

● Failure to comply with requirements to design, implement and maintain effective internal controls, or inability to
timely remediate internal controls that are deemed ineffective could have a material adverse effect on our
business and stock price.

● Our amended and restated certificate of incorporation provides, subject to limited exceptions, that the Court of
Chancery of the State of Delaware and, to the extent enforceable, the federal district courts of the United States
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of America will be the sole and exclusive forums for certain stockholder litigation matters, which could limit our
stockholder’s ability to obtain a favorable judicial forum for disputes with us or our current and former directors,
officers, employees or stockholders.

● Our board of directors are authorized to issue and designate shares of our preferred stock in additional series
without stockholder approval.

Risks Related to Our Industry

Deceleration in, or resistance to, the acceptance of model-informed biopharmaceutical discovery and development by
regulatory authorities or academic institutions could damage our reputation or reduce the demand for our products and
services.

There has been a steady increase in the recognition by regulatory and academic institutions of the role that modeling and
simulation can play in the biopharmaceutical development and approval process, as demonstrated by new regulations and
guidance documents describing and encouraging the use of modeling and simulation in the biopharmaceutical discovery,
development, testing and approval process, which has directly led to an increase in the demand for our services. Changes in
government or regulatory policy, or a reversal in the trend toward increasing the acceptance of and reliance upon in silico
data (trials, studies, or experiments conducted via computer or computer simulation) in the drug approval process, could
decrease the demand for our products and services or lead regulatory authorities to cease use of, or to recommend against
the use of, our products and services. This, in turn, could have a material adverse impact on our revenue and future growth.

Our software products are licensed by the FDA, Japan’s PMDA and 18 other regulatory authorities, who use them in
assessing new drug applications. These licenses, which accounted for 0.1 % of our annual revenue in 2022, are typically
renewed on an annual basis, and there is no obligation for these regulatory authorities to renew these licenses at the same or
any level. Although we do not believe that reduction or elimination of the use of any of our software products that are
currently licensed by regulatory authorities would have a direct impact on the use of those products by our industry
customers, it could diminish our reputation and negatively impact our ability to effectively market and sell our software
products, particularly if such move were part of a wider reversal of government or regulatory acceptance of in silico data.

We also work closely with the global academic community on research, publications, and training of the next generation of
biopharmaceutical scientists. Our software products are used in many academic institutions, often free of charge, where
students, including PhD candidates, are first exposed to the types of tools and models that we offer. Upon graduating, these
students often become employed by biopharmaceutical companies, where they continue to use our products and advocate
for their continued use. If academic institutions decide to use competitive products, or develop their own biosimulation
products, or reduce the exposure to biosimulation tools in general, familiarity with our products by the future generations
of pharmacometricians and clinical pharmacologists will be diminished, which could ultimately result in a reduction in
demand for our products.

We compete in a competitive and highly fragmented market.

The market for our biosimulation products and related services for the biopharmaceutical industry is competitive and
highly fragmented. In biosimulation software, we compete with other scientific software providers, technology companies,
in-house development by biopharmaceutical companies, and certain open source solutions. In the technology-driven
services market, we compete with specialized companies, in-house teams at biopharmaceutical companies, academic and
government institutions. In some standard biosimulation services, and in regulatory, and market access, we also compete
with contract research organizations. Some of our competitors and potential competitors have longer operating histories in
certain segments of our industry than we do and could have greater financial, technical, marketing, research and
development and other resources. Some of our competitors offer products and services directed at more specific markets
than those we target, enabling these competitors to focus a greater proportion of their efforts and resources on those
specific markets. Some competing products are developed and made available at lower cost by government organizations
and academic institutions, and these entities may be able to devote substantial resources to product development. Some
clinical research organizations or technology companies may decide to enter into or expand their offerings in the
biosimulation
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area, whether through acquisition or internal development. We also face competition from open source software initiatives,
in which developers provide software and intellectual property free of charge, such as R and PK-Sim software. In addition,
some of our customers spend significant internal resources in order to develop their own solutions. Our current or potential
competitors may develop products, services or technologies that are comparable, or superior to, or will render obsolete, the
products, services and technologies we offer. In addition, our competitors may adapt more quickly than we do to
technological advances and customer demands, thereby increasing such competitors’ market share relative to ours. Any
material decrease in demand for our technologies or services may have a material adverse effect on our business, financial
condition and results of operations.

Changes or delays in government regulation relating to the biopharmaceutical industry could decrease the need for
some of the services we provide.

Governmental agencies throughout the world strictly regulate the biopharmaceutical development process. Our business
involves assisting biopharmaceutical companies strategically and tactically navigate the regulatory approval process. New
or amended regulations are expected to result in higher regulatory standards and potentially additional revenues for
companies that service these industries. However, some changes in regulations, such as a relaxation in regulatory
requirements or the introduction of streamlined or expedited approval procedures, or an increase in regulatory requirements
that we have difficulty satisfying or that make our regulatory strategy services less competitive, could eliminate or
substantially reduce the demand for our regulatory services. Regulatory developments that could potentially increase
demand for our services could also be postponed or not fully implemented. Any material decrease or delay in demand for
our technologies or services may have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of
operations.

We cannot predict the likelihood, nature or extent of government regulation that may arise from future legislation or
administrative action, or changes to governmental regulation that may be required as a result of judicial decisions, either in
the United States or abroad. If we are slow or unable to adapt to changes in existing requirements or the adoption of new
requirements or policies, or if we are not able to maintain regulatory compliance, our business may be harmed.

Reduction in research and development spending by our customers for a variety of reasons, as well as delays in the drug
discovery and development process, may reduce demand for our products and services and negatively impact our results
of operations and financial condition.

We provide biosimulation software platforms and services to the biopharmaceutical industry, both private and public
companies as well as government and academic institutions. Because our products and services depend on our customers’
research and development expenditures, our revenues may be materially negatively affected by any economic, competitive,
regulatory, demand, or other market impact that decreases our customers’ profitability or their ability to raise capital, which
may cause them to decrease or delay research and development spend. In such an event, our revenues may be reduced
through increased downward pricing pressure, reduction in the scope of projects, delays or cancellations of ongoing
projects, or our customers’ shifting away from using third parties for their modeling and simulation work. Our customers’
expenses could continue to increase as a result of the higher costs of developing more complex drugs and biologics and
complying with more onerous government regulations. Furthermore, our customers finance their research and development
spending from both private and public sources, including the capital markets. As a result, our revenues and financial
performance may be adversely impacted if our customers are unable to obtain sufficient capital on acceptable terms to
finance their research and development spending. Government and university-based funding of scientific research can vary
for a number of reasons, including general economic conditions, political priorities, changes in the number of students and
other demographic changes.

Our customers’ revenue and/or profitability could decline as a result of efforts by government and third-party payors to
reduce the cost of healthcare. Governments worldwide have increased efforts to expand healthcare coverage while at the
same time curtailing and better controlling the increasing costs of healthcare. If cost-containment efforts or other measures
substantially change existing insurance models and limit our customers’ profitability, our customers may decrease research
and development spending, which could decrease the demand for our services and materially adversely affect our growth
prospects. In addition, industry trends, economic factors, regulatory developments, patent protection and political and
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other events and circumstances that affect the biopharmaceutical industry, such as volatility or declines in securities
markets limiting capital and liquidity, decreased government funding of scientific research, or other circumstances that
decrease our customers’ research and development spending also affect us.  

Delays in the biopharmaceutical development cycle, particularly related to clinical trials being delayed or canceled, such as
those caused by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, could also impact the demand or timing for our products and services.

Furthermore, our financial success depends upon the creditworthiness and ultimate collection of amounts due from our
customers. If we are not able to collect amounts due from our customers in a timely fashion due to funding or liquidity
challenges or for any other reason, we may be required to write-off significant accounts receivable and recognize bad debt
expenses, which could materially and adversely affect our operating results. All of these events could have a material
adverse effect on our business, results of operations or financial condition.

Consolidation within the biopharmaceutical industry may reduce the pool of potential customers for our products and
services or reduce the number of licenses for our software products.

A significant portion of our customer base consists of biopharmaceutical companies, and our revenue is dependent upon
expenditures by these customers. Consolidation through mergers or contraction through business failures within the
biopharmaceutical industry may reduce the number of potential customers, particularly larger customers, for our products
and services. Consolidation of major biopharmaceutical companies could result in consolidation of software licenses used
by those companies, reduction of the number of individual user licenses, or increased pressure to negotiate price discounts
or other terms for service that are less favorable to us, which may have a material adverse effect on our revenue and
financial condition. Personnel redundancies and layoffs by merged companies to achieve deal synergies would result in a
commensurate reduction in total users of our software, reducing the license fees we charge based on number of users.

As customers increase their utilization of our products and services, we may be subject to additional pricing pressures.

One of our strategic goals is to increase the breadth and utilization of products and services we provide to our existing
customers, such as increasing the number of user licenses for our software products, selling licenses for new software
products and expanding the number and scope of services we provide to individual customers. As the total annual
expenditure from a particular customer increases, we may experience pricing pressure, often from the customer’s
procurement department, in the form of requests for discounts or rebates, price freezes and less favorable payment terms.
This could have an adverse impact on our profitability.

Risks Related to Our Business

Our continued revenue growth depends on our ability to successfully enter new markets, increase our customer base
and expand our relationship and the products and services we provide to our existing customers.

Our products and services are used primarily by modeling and simulation specialists in pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and
government research or regulatory organizations. We have relationships with many large companies in the
biopharmaceutical sector, and part of our growth strategy entails deriving more revenues from these existing customers by
expanding their use of our existing and new products and services. Our ability to increase revenues with existing customers
may be limited without significant investment in marketing our existing products and services or developing new products,
which could be time-consuming and costly and may not be successful. We are also focused on increasing the number of
emerging or smaller biotechnology customers that we serve. These small companies are increasingly responsible for much
of the discovery and development of new molecules and treatments, and their share of the total industry research and
development discovery and development dollars is rapidly growing. Attracting these smaller customers may require us to
expend additional resources on targeted marketing, as they may not be as familiar with our company or products. And
although these small biotechnology companies tend to use third parties such as Certara for many of their development
activities, these smaller companies also tend to be less financially secure. If their products are not successful or they have
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difficulty raising sufficient investment capital, they may not be able to timely or fully pay for our services, or they may
terminate or decrease the scope of projects for which they use our products and services, which could adversely impact our
revenues.

Our strategy also includes expanding into new markets, new geographies, and new areas within our existing markets, either
organically or by acquiring other companies in these markets. If our strategies are not executed successfully, our products
and services may not achieve market acceptance or penetration in targeted new departments within our existing customers
or new customers. We cannot guarantee that we will be able to identify new biosimulation or regulatory and market access
technologies of interest to our customers, or develop or acquire them in a timely fashion. Even if we are able to identify
and develop new technologies and biosimulation tools of interest, we may not be able to negotiate license agreements on
acceptable terms, or at all. Some of our products, such as our QSP models, require significant time and investment to
develop to a point where they can achieve market acceptance, and we may not be able to develop them at a rate that
matches market demand. We may also face more significant pricing pressure as we expand geographically and our
customer profile evolves. For example, smaller biotechnology companies, or companies based in countries that have less
developed economies, may not be able to afford our products and services at our customary rates. If we are unable to
develop or acquire new services and products and/or create demand for those newly developed services and products,
accelerate the development of products where there is a market demand, or maintain or increase our historic pricing levels,
our future business, results of operations, financial condition and cash flows could be adversely affected.

We depend on key personnel and may not be able to retain these employees or recruit additional qualified personnel,
which could harm our business.

Our success depends to a significant extent on the continued services of our senior management and other key contributors
throughout our business. As of December 31, 2022, 380 of our employees held PhDs. It is challenging to attract and retain
critical and qualified employees because of the specialized scientific nature of our business and significant competition for
qualified personnel in the biopharmaceutical industry. Many of our scientists also play a significant role in marketing and
selling our products and services to new and existing customers. If any of our senior scientists or members of senior
management team, such as our CEO, CFO or division presidents, do not continue in their present positions, our operations
could be disrupted. Compensation for our employees makes up our most significant fixed cost. Unexpected revenue
shortfalls in the future and rapid wage inflation may make it difficult for us to retain all of our employees. The loss of any
key employee, or our inability to continue to recruit, retain, and motivate key personnel, replace departed personnel in a
timely fashion, or train our scientists to develop new business, may adversely impact our ability to compete effectively and
grow our business and negatively affect our ability to meet our short and long-term financial and operational objectives.

Our business may be subject to risks arising from natural disasters and epidemic diseases, including the ongoing
COVID 19 pandemic.

We may be subject to risks related to natural disasters and public health crises, such as the ongoing global COVID-19
pandemic.

The COVID-19 pandemic, and the numerous variants that have emerged in the last two years, have had a significant and
sustained negative impact on the global economy and a negative impact on many of our customers. Some of our customers
have experienced or may in the future be adversely impacted by supply chain interruptions, disruptions or delays to
pipeline development and clinical trials  and interruptions or delays in regulatory approvals due to the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic on the operations of certain regulatory authorities. These and other adverse impacts on our customers
and economic conditions related to COVID-19 may cause our customers to delay or cancel projects or significantly scale
back their operations or research and development spending and limit the use of third parties, which could have a material
adverse effect on our business.

Public health crises, such as the COVID 19 pandemic, could also impact the health of our employees and cause extensive
absences from work, which may delay the completion of internal projects and lower our consultant utilization rates. We
have in the past undertaken several actions to mitigate and/or limit the spread of COVID 19 amongst our employees,
including restricting employee travel, closing our offices in compliance with local guidelines and, when reopening offices,
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implementing a number of safety measures, such as increasing sanitation, use of personal protective equipment, and
limiting the number of employees at each location. As the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic have subsided, we have
relaxed some of these actions, but are prepared to reimplement them as and when necessary.  However, even if we follow
what we believe to be best practices, we may not be able to prevent the transmission of  disease between employees. Any
incidents of actual or perceived transmission may expose us to liability claims and adversely impact employee productivity
and morale.

Travel restrictions and the cancellation of industry conferences resulting from public health crises could limit face-to-face
interactions with existing and potential customers, which have traditionally been an effective avenue for developing new
business. If our scientists and consultants are not able to effectively communicate and interact with our existing and
potential customers remotely, a prolonged period of limited direct contact with customers could translate into reduced
bookings and negatively impact our revenue generation.

Our business could be negatively impacted by other natural disasters, such as new disease epidemics, significant weather
events, the outbreak of war or acts of terrorism, such as the war between Russia and Ukraine, or other “acts of God,” each
of which may be exacerbated by the effects of global climate change. We are a global company with offices in many
countries. Disruptions in the infrastructure, either on a local or global scale, caused by these types of events could
adversely affect our ability to serve our customers.

Although we have disaster recovery plans, carry business interruption insurance policies and typically have provisions in
our contracts that protect us in certain force majeure type events, our coverage might not be adequate to compensate us for
all losses that may occur.

Delays or defects in the release of new or enhanced software or other biosimulation tools may result in increased cost to
us, delayed market acceptance of our products, diminished demand for our products, delayed or lost revenue, and
liability.

Market acceptance of our products depends upon the continuous, effective and reliable operation of our software and other
biosimulation tools and models. New or enhanced products or services, whether developed internally or acquired through
acquisitions, can require long development and testing periods, which may result in delays in scheduled introduction. Our
software solutions and biosimulation tools and models are inherently complex and may contain defects or errors. The risk
of errors is particularly significant when a new product is first introduced or when new versions or enhancements of
existing software solutions are released, such as the integration of artificial intelligence technology with our existing
software products. Although we extensively test and conduct quality control on each new or enhanced biosimulation
product before it is released to the market, there can be no assurance that significant errors will not be found in existing or
future releases. As a result, in the months following the introduction of certain releases, we may need to devote significant
resources to correct these errors. There can be no assurance, however, that all of these errors can be corrected. Many of our
customers also require that new versions of our software be internally validated before implementing it, which can result in
implementation delays or the decision to skip smaller updates altogether. Any errors, defects, disruptions or other
performance problems with our products could hurt our reputation and may damage our customers’ businesses. Any delays
in the release schedule for new or enhanced products or services may delay market acceptance of these products or services
and may result in delays in new customer orders for these new or enhanced products or services or the loss of customer
orders, which may have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of operations.

To the extent that defects or errors cause our software or other biosimulation tools to malfunction and our customers’ use of
our products is interrupted, or the data derived from the use of our products is incorrect or incomplete, our customers may
delay or withhold payment to us, cancel their agreements with us or elect not to renew, make service credit claims,
warranty claims or other claims against us, and we could lose future sales. The occurrence of any of these events could
result in diminishing demand for our software, a reduction of our revenues, an increase in collection cycles for accounts
receivable, require us to increase our warranty provisions or incur the expense of litigation or substantial liability.
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If our existing customers do not renew their software licenses, do not buy additional solutions from us or renew at lower
prices, our business and operating results will suffer.

We expect to continue to derive a significant portion of our software revenues from the renewal of existing license
agreements. As a result, maintaining the renewal rate of our existing customers and selling additional or upgraded software
solutions to them is critical to our future operating results. Factors that may affect the renewal rate for our customers and
our ability to sell additional solutions to them include:

● the price, performance and functionality of our software solutions;
● the availability, price, performance and functionality of competing products;
● the effectiveness of our professional services;
● ability to develop complementary software solutions, applications and services;
● the stability, performance and security of our technological infrastructure; and
● the business environment of our customers.

We deliver our software through either (i) a product license that permits our customers to install the software solution
directly onto their own in-house hardware and use it for a specified term, or (ii) a subscription that allows our customers to
access the cloud-based software solution for a specified term. Our customers have no obligation to renew their product
licenses or subscriptions for our software solutions after the license term expires, which are typically between one and
three years, and some of our contracts may be terminated or reduced in scope either immediately or upon notice. In
addition, our customers may negotiate terms less advantageous to us upon renewal, which may reduce our revenues from
these customers.

Our customers depend on our support to resolve technical issues relating to our solutions, as our software requires expert
usage to fully exploit its capabilities. Any failure to offer high-quality technical support, or a market perception that we do
not offer high-quality support, could adversely affect our renewal rates and our ability to sell additional solutions to
existing or to sell to prospective customers. Factors that are not within our control may also contribute to a reduction in our
software revenues. For instance, our customers may reduce the number of their employees who are engaged in research and
who would have use of our software, which would result in a corresponding reduction in the number of user licenses
needed for some of our solutions and thus a lower aggregate renewal fee. The loss, reduction in scope or delay of a large
contract, or the loss or delay of multiple contracts, could materially adversely affect our business.

Our future operating results also depend, in part, on our ability to sell new software solutions and licenses to our existing
customers. The willingness of existing customers to license our software will depend on our ability to scale and adapt our
existing software solutions to meet the performance and other requirements of our customers, which we may not do
successfully. If our customers fail to renew their agreements, renew their agreements upon less favorable terms or at lower
fee levels or fail to purchase new software solutions and licenses from us, our revenues may decline and our future
revenues may be constrained. Furthermore, our sales process is dependent on the reputation of our solutions and business
and on positive recommendations from our existing customers. Any dissatisfaction from existing customers may adversely
impact our ability to sell our solutions to new customers.

Our customers may delay or terminate contracts, or reduce the scope of work, for reasons beyond our control, or we
may underprice or overrun cost estimates with our fixed-fee contracts, potentially resulting in financial losses.

Many of our technology-driven service contracts may be terminated by the customer at its discretion immediately or after a
short notice period without penalty. Customers terminate, delay or reduce the scope of these types of contracts for a variety
of reasons, including but not limited to:

● lack of available funding or financing;
● mergers or acquisitions involving the customer;
● a change in customer priorities;
● impacts to client trial operations, such as those caused by COVID-19 interruptions or other health crises;
● delay or termination of a specific product candidate development program; and
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● the customer decides to shift business to a competitor or to use internal resources.

As a result, contract terminations, delays and reductions in scope occur regularly in the normal course of our business.
However, the delay, loss or reduction in scope of a large contract or multiple smaller contracts could result in under-
utilization of our personnel, a decline in revenue and profitability and adjustments to our bookings, any or all of which
could have a material adverse effect on our business, results of operations, financial condition and/or cash flows.

Many of our contracts with customers also provide for services on a fixed-price or fee-for-service with a cap basis.
Accordingly, we bear the financial risk if we initially underprice our contracts or otherwise overrun our cost estimates. In
these situations, we attempt to revise the scope of activity from the contract specifications and negotiate contract
modifications shifting the additional cost to the customer, but are not always successful. If we fail to adequately price our
contracts or if we experience significant cost overruns (including direct and indirect costs such as pass-through costs), or if
we are delayed in, or fail to, execute contract modifications with customers increasing the scope of activity, our results of
operations could be materially adversely affected. From time to time, we have had to commit unanticipated resources to
complete fixed-fee projects, resulting in lower margins and profitability on those projects. We might experience similar
situations in the future, which could have a material adverse impact on our results of operations and cash flows.

We have government customers and have received government grants, which subject us to risks including early
termination, audits, investigations, sanctions, or penalties.

We derive limited revenue from contracts with U. S. government, including the FDA and the Center for Disease Control
and Prevention within the Department of Health and Human Services. We have also accepted limited grant funds from
governmental entities, whereby we are reimbursed for certain expenses incurred, subject to our compliance with the
specific requirements of the applicable grant, including rigorous documentation requirements. We may enter into further
contracts with the U.S. or foreign governments in the future, or accept additional grant funds. These subject us to statutes
and regulations applicable to companies doing business with the government. These types of contracts customarily contain
provisions that give the government substantial rights and remedies, many of which are not typically found in commercial
contracts and which are unfavorable to contractors, including provisions that allow the government to unilaterally terminate
or modify our federal government contracts, in whole or in part, at the government’s convenience or in the government’s
best interest, including if funds become unavailable to the applicable government agency. Under general principles of
government contracting law, if the government terminates a contract for convenience, the terminated company may
generally recover only its incurred or committed costs and settlement expenses and profit on work completed prior to the
termination. If the government terminates a contract for default, the defaulting company may be liable for any extra costs
incurred by the government in procuring undelivered items from another source. Further, the laws and regulations
governing the procurement of goods and services by the U.S. government provide procedures by which other bidders and
interested parties may challenge the award of a government contract at the U.S. Government Accountability Office
(“GAO”) or in federal court. If we are awarded a government contract, such challenges or protests could be filed even if
there are not any valid legal grounds on which to base the protest. If any such protests are filed, the government agency
may decide to suspend our performance under the contract while such protests are being considered by the GAO or the
applicable federal court, thus potentially delaying delivery of payment.

In addition, government contracts and grants normally contain additional requirements that may increase our costs of doing
business, reduce our profits, and expose us to liability for failure to comply with these terms and conditions. These
requirements include, for example:

● compliance with complex regulations for procurement, formation, administration, and performance of
government contracts under the Federal Acquisition Regulations, agency-specific regulations supplemental to the
Federal Acquisition Regulations, and regulations specific to the administration of grants by the U.S. government.

● specialized disclosure and accounting requirements unique to government contracts and grants.
● mandatory financial and compliance audits that may result in potential liability for price or cost adjustments,

recoupment of government funds after such funds have been spent, civil and criminal penalties, or administrative
sanctions such as suspension or debarment from doing business with the U.S. government.

● public disclosures of certain contract, grant, and company information; and
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● mandatory socioeconomic compliance requirements, including labor requirements, non-discrimination and
affirmative action programs and environmental compliance requirements.

Government contracts and grants are also generally subject to greater scrutiny by the government, which can unilaterally
initiate reviews, audits and investigations regarding our compliance with government contract and grant requirements. In
addition, if we fail to comply with government contract laws, regulations and contract or grant requirements, our contracts
and grants may be subject to termination or suspension, and we may be subject to financial and/or other liability under our
contracts or under the Federal Civil False Claims Act. The False Claims Act’s “whistleblower” provisions allow private
individuals, including present and former employees, to sue on behalf of the U.S. government. The False Claims Act
statute provides for treble damages and other penalties and, if our operations are found to be in violation of the False
Claims Act, we could face other adverse action, including suspension or prohibition from doing business with the United
States government. Any penalties, damages, fines, suspension, or damages could adversely affect our ability to operate our
business and our financial results.

Our recent growth rates may not be sustainable or indicative of future growth.

We have experienced significant growth in recent years. Revenue increased from $286.1 million for 2021 to $335.6 million
for 2022. Our historical rate of growth may not be sustainable or indicative of our future rate of growth. We believe that
our continued growth in revenue, as well as our ability to improve or maintain margins and profitability, will depend upon,
among other factors, our ability to address the challenges, risks and difficulties described elsewhere in this “Risk Factors”
section and the extent to which our various product offerings grow and contribute to our results of operations. In addition,
our customer base may not continue to grow or may decline due to a variety of possible risks, including increased
competition, changes in the regulatory landscape and the maturation of our business. Any of these factors could cause our
revenue growth to decline and may adversely affect our margins and profitability. Failure to continue our revenue growth
or improve margins would have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of operations. You
should not rely on our historical rate of revenue growth as an indication of our future performance.

We regularly evaluate potential acquisitions of other companies or technologies, which could divert our management’s
attention, result in additional dilution to our stockholders, and otherwise disrupt our operations and adversely affect our
operating results.

We have acquired multiple businesses and technologies in the past and we regularly evaluate opportunities to acquire or
invest in businesses, solutions or technologies that we believe could complement or expand our solutions, enhance our
technical capabilities or otherwise offer growth opportunities. The pursuit of potential acquisitions may divert the attention
of management and cause us to incur various expenses in identifying, investigating and pursuing suitable acquisitions,
whether or not they are consummated.

If we acquire additional businesses, we may not be able to integrate the acquired personnel, operations and technologies
successfully, effectively manage the combined business following the acquisition or preserve the operational synergies
between our business units that we underwrite at the time of the acquisition. The following factors could result in our
failure to achieve the expected synergies:

● inability to integrate or benefit from acquired technologies or services in a profitable manner;
● unanticipated costs or liabilities associated with the acquisition;
● incurrence of acquisition-related costs;
● difficulty integrating the accounting systems, operations and personnel of the acquired business;
● difficulties and additional expenses associated with supporting legacy products and hosting infrastructure of the

acquired business;
● difficulty converting the customers of the acquired business onto our solutions and contract terms, including

disparities in the revenues, licensing, support or professional services model of the acquired company;
● diversion of management’s attention from other business concerns;
● adverse effects to our existing business relationships with business partners and customers as a result of the

acquisition;
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● the potential loss of key employees;
● use of resources that are needed in other parts of our business; and
● use of substantial portions of our available cash to consummate the acquisition.

For example, we also recently acquired Vyasa Analytics, which provides a novel deep learning AI-powered platform for
organizations to integrate and analyze content across enterprise data landscape. The planned integration of the Vyasa
technology into our existing software products may be delayed or may not achieve sufficient market acceptance to justify
the increase in price to our enhanced products.

Furthermore, acquired businesses may change or increase the risks to which we are exposed. For example, in October 2021
we acquired Pinnacle, whose software is used by the FDA and PMDA to validate compliance with the Clinical Data
Interchange Standards Consortium (CDISC) standards. As a result, this acquisition increased our exposure to risks related
to changes in the FDA’s or the PMDA’s regulatory standards and risks related to government customers. Some acquisitions
are structured in such a way that a portion of the purchase price may be based on achieving certain post-closing conditions
(i.e. “earn-outs”), such as the Company recognizing certain levels of revenue generated by the acquired business. Failure to
achieve the expected synergies or market acceptance could also result in the failure to achieve some or all of these
conditions, which could result in disputes with the seller of the applicable business.

In addition, a significant portion of the purchase price of companies we acquire may be allocated to acquired goodwill and
other intangible assets, which must be assessed for impairment at least annually. In the future, if our acquisitions do not
yield the expected returns, we may be required to take charges to our operating results based on this impairment assessment
process, which could adversely affect our results of operations.

Acquisitions could also result in dilutive issuances of equity securities or the incurrence of debt, which could adversely
affect our operating results. In addition, if an acquired business fails to meet our expectations, our operating results,
business and financial position may suffer.

Our estimated addressable market is subject to inherent challenges and uncertainties. If we have overestimated the size
of our addressable market or the various markets in which we operate, our future growth opportunities may be limited.

Our TAM is based on publicly available third-party market research and internal estimates regarding the size of our
markets, and is subject to significant uncertainty and is based on assumptions that may not prove to be accurate. We base
the TAM for our business on our current core markets, biosimulation, regulatory science, and market access. These
estimates may change or prove to be inaccurate. While we believe the information on which we base our TAM is generally
reliable, such information is inherently imprecise. In addition, our expectations, assumptions and estimates of future
opportunities are necessarily subject to a high degree of uncertainty and risk due to a variety of factors, including those
described herein. If third-party or internally generated data prove to be inaccurate or if we make errors in our assumptions
based on that data, our future growth opportunities may be affected. If our TAM, or the size of any of the various markets
in which we operate, proves to be inaccurate, our future growth opportunities may be limited and there could be a material
adverse effect on our prospects, business, financial condition and results of operations.

We are subject to risks associated with the operation of a global business.

We derive a significant portion of our total revenue from our operations in international markets. During the years ended
December 31, 2022 and 2021, 26% and 29%, respectively, of our revenues were transacted in foreign currencies, the
majority of which included the British pound sterling, the euro and Japanese yen. Our global business may be affected by
local economic conditions, including inflation, recession and currency exchange rate fluctuations. Changes in the value of
the U.S. dollar relative to other currencies could result in material foreign currency exchange rate fluctuations and, as a
result, our revenue and net earnings could be materially adversely affected. In addition, political and economic changes,
including international conflicts and terrorist acts, throughout the world may interfere with our or our customers’ activities
in particular locations and result in a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and operating results.
Although we do not believe the current conflict between Russia and Ukraine poses any immediate material impact to our
business, if the conflict intensifies or expands beyond Ukraine, it could have an adverse impact on our business,
particularly our operations in Poland and our ability to use consultants in that region of the world. We could also
experience a delay
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or cancellation of work orders to the extent they rely on clinical trials being conducted in Ukraine. Potential trade
restrictions, exchange controls, adverse tax consequences and legal restrictions may affect our revenue from customers
located outside the United States and the repatriation of funds into the United States. Also, we could be subject to
unexpected changes in regulatory requirements, the difficulties of compliance with a wide variety of foreign laws and
regulations, potentially negative consequences from changes in or interpretations of U.S. and foreign tax laws, import and
export licensing requirements and longer accounts receivable cycles in certain foreign countries. Foreign currency
exchange rate hedges, transactions, re-measurements, or translations could also materially impact our financial results.
These risks, individually or in the aggregate, could have an adverse effect on our operating and financial results.

We are subject to the FCPA and the Bribery Act and similar anti-corruption laws and regulations in other countries.
Violations of these laws and regulations could harm our reputation and business, or materially adversely affect our
business, results of operations, financial condition and/or cash flows.

We operate in numerous countries around the world and are subject to the FCPA, the Bribery Act and similar anti-bribery
laws in the countries in which we operate. Our business involves sales to government and state-owned agencies and brings
us and others acting on our behalf, into contact with government officials around the world. The FCPA and the Bribery Act
prohibit us and our officers, directors, employees and third parties acting on our behalf, including agents, from corruptly
offering, promising, authorizing or providing anything of value to a “foreign official” for the purposes of influencing
official decisions or obtaining or retaining business or otherwise obtaining favorable treatment. The FCPA further requires
us to make and keep books, records and accounts that accurately reflect transactions and dispositions of assets and to
maintain a system of adequate internal accounting controls. The Bribery Act also prohibits “commercial” bribery and
accepting bribes.

Although our officers, directors, employees, distributors, and agents are required to comply with these laws, we cannot be
sure that our internal policies and procedures will always protect us from liability for violations of these laws committed by
persons associated with us, including our employees or third parties acting on our behalf. Violations of anti-corruption
laws, or even allegations of such violations, could disrupt our business and result in a material adverse effect on our
reputation, business, results of operations, financial condition and/or cash flows. For example, violations may result in
criminal or civil penalties, disgorgement of profits, related stockholder lawsuits, debarment from government contracting
and other remedial measures.

Our failure to comply with trade compliance and economic sanctions laws and regulations of the United States and
applicable international jurisdictions could materially adversely affect our reputation and results of operations.

We must operate our business in compliance with applicable economic and trade sanctions laws and regulations, such as
those administered and enforced by the U.S. Department of Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control, the U.S.
Department of State, the U.S. Department of Commerce, the United Nations Security Council and other relevant sanctions
authorities. Our global operations and use of distributors in jurisdictions outside the U.S. expose us to the risk of violating,
or being accused of violating, either directly or indirectly through our distributors, economic and trade sanctions laws and
regulations. Our failure to comply with these laws and regulations may expose us to reputational harm as well as
significant penalties, including criminal fines, imprisonment, civil fines, disgorgement of profits, injunctions and
debarment from government contracts, as well as other remedial measures. Investigations of alleged violations can be
expensive and disruptive. Despite our compliance efforts and activities we cannot assure compliance by our employees or
representatives, such as our distributors or resellers, for which we may be held responsible, and any such violation could
materially adversely affect our reputation, business, financial condition and results of operations.

Current and future litigation against us, which may arise in the ordinary course of our business, could be costly and
time consuming to defend.

We are subject to claims that arise in the ordinary course of business, such as claims in connection with commercial
disputes, employment claims made by our current or former employees, or claims brought by third-parties for failure to
adequately protect their personal data.  Third parties may in the future assert intellectual property rights to technologies that
are important to our business and demand back royalties or that we license their technology. Litigation may result in
substantial costs and may divert management’s attention and resources, which may seriously harm our business, overall
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financial condition and operating results. Insurance may not cover such claims, may not be sufficient for one or more of
such claims and may not continue to be available on terms acceptable to us. A claim brought against us that is uninsured or
underinsured could result in unanticipated costs, negatively affecting our business, financial condition and results of
operations.

Our insurance coverage may not be sufficient to avoid material impact on our financial position resulting from claims
or liabilities against us, and we may not be able to obtain insurance coverage on attractive terms, or at all, in the future.

We maintain insurance coverage for protection against many risks of liability, including directors and officers liability,
professional errors and omissions, breach of fiduciary duty, and cybersecurity risks. The extent of our insurance coverage is
under continuous review and is modified as we deem it necessary. Despite this insurance, it is possible that claims or
liabilities against us may not have been fully insured, or our insurance carriers may contest coverage, which could have a
material adverse impact on our financial position or results of operations. In addition, we may not be able to obtain any
insurance coverage, or adequate insurance coverage on attractive terms, or at all, when our existing insurance coverage
expires and the cost of obtaining such insurance coverage may materially increase.

If we fail to perform our services in accordance with contractual requirements, regulatory standards and ethical
considerations, we could be liable for significant costs or penalties and our reputation could be harmed.

The services we provide to biopharmaceutical companies and other customers are complex and subject to contractual
requirements, regulatory standards and ethical considerations. For example, some of our services must adhere to the
regulatory requirements of the FDA governing our activities relating to preclinical studies and clinical trials, including
GLP and GCP. Additionally, we are subject to compliance with FDA’s regulations set forth in part 11 of title 21 of the Code
of Federal Regulations, which relates to the creation, modification, maintenance, storage, retrieval, or transmittal of
electronic records submitted to the FDA. FDA may also issue or finalize guidance documents that may have implications
for our customers and our products, platforms, and services. We may be subject to inspection by regulatory authorities in
connection with our customers’ marketing applications and other regulatory submissions. If we fail to perform our services
in accordance with regulatory requirements, regulatory authorities may take action against us or our customers for failure
to comply with applicable regulations governing the development and testing of therapeutic products. Regulatory
authorities may also disqualify certain data or analyses from consideration in connection with applications for regulatory
approvals, which would result in our customers not being able to rely on our services in connection with their regulatory
submissions and may subject our customers to additional or repeat clinical trials and delays in the development and
regulatory approval process. Mistakes in providing services to our customers, such as dosing models, could affect medical
decisions for patients in clinical trials and create liability for personal injury. Such actions may include sanctions, such as
warning or untitled letters, injunctions, or failure of such regulatory authorities to grant marketing approval of products,
delay, suspension, or withdrawal of approvals, license revocation, loss of accreditation; product seizures or recalls;
operational restrictions; civil or criminal penalties or prosecutions, damages or fines. Customers may also bring claims
against us for breach of our contractual obligations or errors in the outcomes of our products or services, may terminate
their contracts with us and/or may choose not to award further work to us. Any such action could have a material adverse
effect on our reputation, business, financial condition and results of operations.

We derive a significant percentage of our revenues from a concentrated group of customers and the loss of more than
one of our major customers could materially and adversely affect our business, results of operations and/or financial
condition.

Our ten largest customers accounted for 28% and 29% of revenues for the years ended December 31, 2022 and 2021,
respectively. The loss of any of our major customers could have a material adverse effect on our results of operations and
financial condition. We may not be able to maintain our customer relationships, and our customers may delay payment
under, or fail to renew, their agreements with us, which could adversely affect our business, results of operations or
financial condition. Any reduction in the amount of revenues that we derive from these customers, without an offsetting
increase in new sales to other customers, could have a material adverse effect on our operating results. A significant change
in the liquidity or financial position of our customers could also have a material adverse effect on the collectability of our
accounts receivable, our liquidity, and our future operating results.
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We may need additional funding. If we are unable to raise additional capital on terms acceptable to us or at all or
generate cash flows necessary to maintain or expand our operations, we may not be able to compete successfully, which
would harm our business, results of operations, and financial condition.

We expect to devote substantial financial resources to our ongoing and planned activities, including the continued
investment in our biosimulation software platform.

As of December 31, 2022, we had cash and cash equivalents of $236.6 million. We believe that our existing cash and cash
equivalents will be sufficient to fund our operations and capital expenditure requirements for an extended period. However,
we have based this estimate on assumptions that may prove to be wrong, and our operating plans may change as a result of
many factors currently unknown to us. As a result, we could deplete our capital resources sooner than we currently expect.

Our future capital requirements will depend on many factors, including:

● the growth of our revenue;
● the growth of our employee base;
● the timing and launch of new products;
● the continued expansion of sales and marketing activities; and
● mergers and acquisitions of technologies or services complementing or extending our biosimulation, regulatory

science and market access businesses.

In the event that we require additional financing, we may not be able to raise such financing on terms acceptable to us or at
all. In addition, we may seek additional capital due to favorable market conditions or strategic considerations, even if we
believe we have sufficient funds for our current or future operating plans. If we are unable to raise additional capital on
terms acceptable to us or at all or generate cash flows necessary to maintain or expand our operations and invest in our
computational platform, we may not be able to compete successfully, which would harm our business, operations, and
financial condition.

Our bookings might not accurately predict our future revenue, and we might not realize all or any part of the
anticipated revenue reflected in our bookings.

Our bookings represent anticipated revenue for work not yet completed or performed under a signed contract or purchase
order where there is sufficient or reasonable certainty about the customer’s ability and intent to fund and commence the
software or services. Bookings vary from period to period depending on numerous factors, including sales performance and
the overall health of the biopharmaceutical industry, among others. Once work begins, we recognize direct revenue over
the life of the contract based on our performance of services under the contract. Contracts may be terminated or delayed by
our customers for reasons beyond our control. To the extent projects are delayed, the anticipated timing of our direct
revenue could be materially affected.

In the event a customer terminates a contract, we are generally entitled to be paid for services rendered through the
termination date and for services provided in winding down the project. However, we are generally not entitled to receive
the full amount of direct revenue reflected in our bookings in the event of a contract termination. A number of factors may
affect bookings and the direct revenue generated from our bookings, including:

● the size, complexity and duration of solutions;
● changes in the scope of work during the course of a project; and
● the cancellation or delay of a solution.

Our bookings for the year ended December 31, 2022 were $409.0 million compared to bookings of $341.7 million for the
year ended December 31, 2021. Although an increase in bookings will generally result in an increase in future revenue to
be recognized over time (depending on future contract modifications, contract cancellations and other adjustments), an
increase in bookings at a particular point in time does not necessarily correspond to an increase in revenues during a
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particular period. The timing and extent to which bookings will result in direct revenue depend on many factors, including
the timing of the commencement of work, the rate at which we perform services, scope changes, cancellations, delays, the
receipt of regulatory approvals, and the nature, duration, size, complexity, and phase of the studies. In addition, delayed
projects remain in bookings until they are canceled. As a result of these factors, our bookings are not necessarily a reliable
indicator of future direct revenue, and we might not realize all or any part of the revenue from the authorizations in
bookings at any given point in time.

Risks Related to Intellectual Property, Information Technology and Data Privacy

We rely on third-party providers of cloud-based infrastructure to host our software solutions. Any disruption in the
operations of these third-party providers, limitations on capacity or interference with our use could adversely affect our
business, financial condition, reputation and results of operations.

We outsource substantially all of the infrastructure relating to our hosted software solutions to third-party hosting services.
Customers of our hosted software solutions need to be able to access our software platform at any time, without
interruption or degradation of performance, and we provide them with service-level commitments with respect to uptime.
Our hosted software solutions depend on protecting the virtual cloud infrastructure hosted by third-party hosting services
by maintaining its configuration, architecture, features and interconnection specifications, as well as the information stored
in these virtual data centers, which is transmitted by third-party internet service providers. Any limitation on the capacity of
our third-party hosting services could impede our ability to onboard new customers or expand the usage of our existing
customers, which could adversely affect our business, financial condition and results of operations. In addition, any
incident affecting our third-party hosting services’ infrastructure that may be caused by cyber-attacks, natural disasters,
fire, flood, severe storm, earthquake, power loss, telecommunications failures, terrorist or other attacks or other similar
events beyond our control could negatively affect our cloud-based solutions. Work-from-home and other measures
introduced to mitigate the spread of the COVID 19 pandemic have impacted our third-party vendors by increasing
operational challenges and risks, including vulnerabilities to cybersecurity and information technology infrastructure
threats. A prolonged service disruption affecting our cloud-based solutions for any of the foregoing reasons would
negatively impact our ability to serve our customers and could damage our reputation with current and potential customers,
expose us to liability, cause us to lose customers or otherwise harm our business. We may also incur significant costs for
using alternative equipment or taking other actions in preparation for, or in reaction to, events that damage the third-party
hosting services we use.

In the event that our service agreements with our third-party hosting services are terminated, or there is a lapse of service,
elimination of services or features that we utilize, interruption of internet service provider connectivity or damage to such
facilities, we could experience interruptions in access to our platform as well as significant delays and additional expense
in arranging or creating new facilities and services and/or re-architecting our hosted software solutions for deployment on a
different cloud infrastructure service provider, which could adversely affect our business, financial condition and results of
operations.

If we are not able to reliably meet our data storage and management requirements, or if we experience any failure or
interruption in the delivery of our services over the internet, customer satisfaction and our reputation could be harmed
and customer contracts may be terminated.

As part of our current business model, the portion of our software that is delivered over the internet as SaaS is increasing,
and we store and manage significant data for our customers, resulting in substantial information technology infrastructure
and ongoing technological challenges, which we expect to continue to increase over time. If we do not reliably meet these
data storage and management requirements, or if we experience any failure or interruption in the delivery of our services
over the internet, customer satisfaction and our reputation could be harmed, leading to reduced revenues and increased
expenses. Our hosting services are subject to service-level agreements and, in the event that we fail to meet guaranteed
service or performance levels, we could be subject to customer credits or termination of these customer contracts. If the
cost of meeting these data storage and management requirements increases, our results of operations could be harmed.
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Our software solutions utilize third-party open source software, and any failure to comply with the terms of one or more
of these open source licenses could adversely affect our business, subject us to litigation and create potential liability.

Some of our software solutions utilize software covered by open source licenses, and we expect to continue to incorporate
open source software in our solutions in the future. Open source software is typically freely accessible, usable and
modifiable, and is used by our development team in an effort to reduce development costs and speed up the development
process. Use of open source software also in some respects entails greater risks than use of third party commercial
software, as open source licensors generally do not provide warranties or other contractual protections regarding
infringement claims or the quality of the code, including with respect to security vulnerabilities.

Although we have processes intended to fully comply with all license requirements in our software, certain open source
software licenses require, among other things, that a licensor that distributes the open source software as a component of
the licensor’s proprietary software to provide or offer to provide to the customer-licensee part or all of the source code to
the licensor’s proprietary software. If the owner of the copyright of the relevant open source software were to allege that
we had not complied with the conditions of one or more of these licenses, we could be required to incur significant legal
expenses defending against such allegations and could be subject to significant damages, enjoined from the sale of our
solutions that contain the open source software and required to comply with onerous conditions or restrictions on these
solutions, which could disrupt the distribution and sale of these solutions. Litigation or other enforcement actions initiated
by a copyright owner could have a negative effect on our business, financial condition and results of operations, or require
us to devote additional research and development resources to change our solutions. Moreover, we could effectively be
required to publicly release the affected portions of our source code, re-engineer all or a portion of our solutions or
otherwise be limited in the licensing of our solutions, each of which could reduce or eliminate the value of our solutions.
Disclosing our proprietary source code could allow our competitors to create similar products with lower development
effort and time and ultimately could result in a loss of sales. Any of these events could create liability for us and damage
our reputation, which could have a material adverse effect on our revenue, business, results of operations and financial
condition and the market price of our shares.

If our security measures are breached or unauthorized or unlawful access to customer or other proprietary data occurs,
our solutions may be perceived as not being secure, customers may reduce the use of or stop using our solutions and we
may incur significant liabilities.

The evolution of technology systems introduces ever more complex security risks that are difficult to predict and defend
against. An increasing number of companies, including those with significant online operations, have recently disclosed
breaches of their security, some of which involved sophisticated tactics and techniques allegedly attributable to criminal
enterprises or nation-state actors. While we believe that we have taken appropriate measures to prevent unintended access
to the data we hold (including implementing security and privacy controls, training our workforce and implementing new
technology) and we continue to improve and enhance our systems in this regard, our efforts may not always be successful.
In addition, we do not know whether our current practices will be deemed sufficient under applicable laws or whether new
regulatory requirements might make our current practices insufficient.

Our solutions involve the collection, analysis and retention of our customers’ proprietary information related to their drug
development efforts, including clinical data. Unauthorized access to this information or data, whether  deliberate or
unintentional, could result in the loss of information, litigation, indemnity obligations, damage to our reputation and other
liability. Our increased reliance on remote access to our information systems due to the COVID 19 pandemic has increased
our exposure to potential cybersecurity breaches and the risk of loss or exposure of such information and data.
Additionally, we rely on third parties and their security procedures for the secure storage, processing, maintenance, and
transmission of information that is critical to our operations and such third- parties may also suffer cybersecurity incidents.
Depending on their nature and scope, this could potentially result in the misappropriation, destruction, corruption or
unavailability of critical data and confidential or proprietary information (our own or that of third parties, including
information about our customers and employees) and the disruption of business operations.

If there is a cybersecurity incident and we know or reasonably suspect that certain personal information has been subject to
unauthorized or unlawful access or use, we may need to inform the affected individuals and may be subject to significant
fines and penalties. Further, under certain regulatory schemes, such as the CCPA, individual California residents  may
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bring private claims for our failure to deploy reasonable and appropriate cybersecurity controls and we also may be liable
for statutory and multiple damages in California and other states. Further, if our technical and operational safeguards fail,
our existing and prospective  customers may lose confidence in our ability to maintain the confidentiality of their
intellectual property and other proprietary data, we may be subject to breach of contract claims by our customers and we
may suffer reputational and other harm as a result. Our insurance may not be adequate to cover losses associated with such
events, and in any case, such insurance may not cover all of the types of costs, expenses and losses we could incur to
respond to and remediate a security breach. Defending against investigations, claims or litigation based on any security
breach or incident, regardless of their merit, will be costly and may cause reputation harm. The successful assertion of one
or more large claims against us that exceed available insurance coverage, denial of coverage as to any specific claim, or
any change or cessation in our insurance policies and coverages, including premium increases or the imposition of large
deductible requirements, could have a material adverse effect on our reputation, business, financial condition and results of
operations.

We are subject to numerous privacy and cybersecurity laws and related contractual requirements and our failure to
comply with those obligations could cause us significant harm, including financial losses and reputational harm.

In the normal course of our business, we collect, process, use and disclose information about individuals, including
protected health information and other patient data, as well as information relating to health professionals and our
employees. The collection, processing, use, disclosure, disposal and protection of such information is highly regulated both
in the U. S. and other jurisdictions, including but not limited to, under HIPAA, as amended by HITECH; United States state
privacy, security and breach notification and healthcare information laws; the European Union’s GDPR, UK GDPR,  and
other European and UK privacy laws, as well as the expanding number of privacy laws  around the world, including China
and Canada. These laws are complex and their interpretation is rapidly evolving, making implementation and enforcement,
and thus compliance requirements, uncertain and potentially inconsistent. In addition, our collection, use, disclosure,
protection and other processing of information is subject to related contractual requirements. Compliance with such laws
and related contractual requirements may require changes to our information processing practices, and may thereby
increase compliance costs. Failure to comply with such laws and/or related contractual obligations could result in
regulatory enforcement or claims against us for breach of contract, or may lead third parties to terminate their contracts
with us and/or choose not to work with us in the future. Should this occur, there could be a material adverse effect on our
reputation, business, financial condition, and results of operations.

These regulations often govern the handling of information about individuals, including personal health information and
require the use of standard contracts, privacy and security standards and other administrative simplification provisions. In
relation to HIPAA, we do not consider our service offerings to generally cause us to be subject as a covered entity;
however, in certain circumstances, we are subject to HIPAA as a business associate and may enter into business associate
agreements.

Additionally, the Federal Trade Commission (the “FTC”) and many state attorneys general are interpreting existing federal
and state consumer protection laws to impose evolving standards for the online collection, use, dissemination and security
of information about individuals, including health-related information. Courts may also adopt the standards for fair
information practices promulgated by the FTC, which concern consumer notice, choice, security and access. Consumer
protection laws require us to publish statements that describe how we handle information about individuals and choices
individuals may have about the way we handle their information. If such information that we publish is considered untrue,
we may be subject to government claims of unfair or deceptive trade practices, which could lead to significant liabilities
and consequences. Furthermore, according to the FTC violating consumers’ privacy rights or failing to take appropriate
steps to keep information about consumers secure may constitute unfair acts or practices in or affecting commerce in
violation of Section 5(a) of the FTC Act.

In addition, certain states have adopted robust privacy and security laws and regulations. Such laws and regulations will be
subject to interpretation by various courts and other governmental authorities, thus creating potentially complex
compliance issues for us and our future customers and strategic partners. For example, the California Consumer Privacy
Act (“CCPA”), which took effect in 2020, imposes obligations and restrictions on businesses regarding their collection,
use, and sharing of personal information and provides new and enhanced data privacy rights to California residents, such
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as affording them the right to access and delete their personal information and to opt out of certain sharing of personal
information. Protected health information that is subject to HIPAA is excluded from the CCPA, however, information we
hold about individuals that is not subject to HIPAA would be subject to the CCPA. It is unclear how HIPAA and the other
exceptions may be applied under the CCPA. The CCPA may increase our compliance costs and potential liability. Many
similar privacy laws have been proposed at the federal level and in other states.

The GDPR became enforceable on May 25, 2018. The GDPR and the UK’s version of the GDPR regulate our processing
of personal data, and imposes stringent requirements. Failure to comply with the GDPR or UK GDPR  may result in fines
up to the greater of €20 million or 4.0% of worldwide gross annual revenue and applies to services providers such as us
under each of GDPR and UK GDPR.

Recent legal developments in Europe have created complexity and uncertainty regarding transfers of personal data from the
EEA to the United States, e.g., on July 16, 2020, the Court of Justice of the European Union (“CJEU”) invalidated the  EU-
US Privacy Shield Framework (“Privacy Shield”) under which personal data could be transferred from the EEA to U.S.
entities who had self-certified under the Privacy Shield scheme. While the CJEU upheld the adequacy of the standard
contractual clauses (a standard form of contract approved by the European Commission as an adequate personal data
transfer mechanism, and potential alternative to the Privacy Shield), it made clear that reliance on them alone may not
necessarily be sufficient in all circumstances; this has created uncertainty. In June 2021, the European Commission
published revised standard contractual clauses, and shortly thereafter the European Data Protection Board promulgated
guidance on implementation of the new clauses. Even with the additional clarity provided by these developments, the
validity of the standard contractual clauses as a transfer mechanism remains uncertain. The concerns raised by the CJEU
relating to the perceived risks of transferring personal data to the United States, and the ability of the standard contractual
clauses to address those risks, persist under the new standard contractual clauses framework. We have previously relied on
our own Privacy Shield certification and our relevant customers’ and third parties’ Privacy Shield certification(s) for the
purposes of transferring personal data from the EEA to the United States in compliance with the GDPR’s data export
conditions. We also currently rely on the standard contractual clauses to transfer personal data outside the EEA, including
to the United States. If all or some jurisdictions within the European Union or the United Kingdom determine that the
standard contractual clauses do not provide sufficient safeguards to transfer personal data to the United States, our ability to
effect cross-border transfers of personal data will be severely limited or cause us to need to establish systems to maintain
certain data in the EEA or UK, and thereby divert resources from other aspects of our operations, all of which may
adversely affect our business or we may face governmental enforcement actions, litigation, fines and penalties or adverse
publicity, which could have an adverse effect on our reputation and business.  

We believe we maintain adequate processes and systems in compliance with the requirements of the GDPR and UK GDPR,
but it is possible that we could fail to comply or that we could incur liability due to the acts or omissions of our vendors. In
the event we are not able to secure indemnification or the indemnification and any insurance coverage is inadequate to
cover our losses, we could suffer significant financial, operational, reputational and other harm and our business, results of
operations, financial condition and/or cash flows could be materially adversely affected. Furthermore, as supervisory
authorities issue further guidance on personal data export mechanisms, including circumstances where the standard
contractual clauses cannot be used, and/or start taking enforcement action, we could suffer additional costs, complaints
and/or regulatory investigations or fines, and/or if we are otherwise unable to transfer personal data between and among
countries and regions in which we operate, it could affect the manner in which we provide our services, the geographical
location or segregation of our relevant systems and operations, and could adversely affect our financial results.

Privacy and data security laws are rapidly evolving both in the United States and internationally, and the future
interpretation of those laws is somewhat uncertain. Additional legislation or regulation might, among other things, require
us to implement new security measures and processes or bring within the legislation or regulation de-identified health or
other information about individuals, each of which may require substantial expenditures or limit our ability to offer some of
our services.
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We may be unable to adequately enforce or defend our ownership and use of our intellectual property and other
proprietary rights.

Our success is dependent upon our intellectual property and other proprietary rights. We rely upon a combination of
trademark, trade secret, copyright, patent and unfair competition laws, as well as contractual provisions, to protect our
intellectual property and other proprietary rights. In addition, we attempt to protect our intellectual property and proprietary
information by enforcing cyber and physical security measures and requiring our employees and certain of our consultants
to enter into confidentiality, non-competition and assignment-of-inventions agreements. The steps we take to protect these
rights may not be adequate to prevent misappropriation of our technology by third parties or may not be adequate under the
laws of some foreign countries, which may not protect our intellectual property rights to the same extent as do the laws of
the United States. Our attempts to protect our intellectual property may be challenged by others or invalidated through
administrative process or litigation, and agreement terms that address non-competition are difficult to enforce in many
jurisdictions and may not be enforceable in any particular case. In addition, there remains the possibility that others will
“reverse engineer” our software products in order to introduce competing products, or that others will develop competing
technology independently. If we resort to legal proceedings to enforce our intellectual property rights or to determine the
validity and scope of the intellectual property or other proprietary rights of others, the proceedings could be burdensome
and expensive, even if we were to prevail. The failure to adequately protect our intellectual property and other proprietary
rights may have a material adverse effect on our business, results of operations or financial condition.

Third parties may initiate legal proceedings alleging that we are infringing, misappropriating or otherwise violating
their intellectual property rights, the outcome of which would be uncertain and could have a material adverse effect on
the success of our business.

Our commercial success depends upon our ability to develop, market and sell our products and services, allowing our
customers to use our proprietary technologies without infringing, misappropriating or otherwise violating the intellectual
property and proprietary rights of third parties. There is considerable patent and other intellectual property litigation in the
software, pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries. We may become party to, or be threatened with, adversarial
proceedings or litigation regarding intellectual property rights with respect to our technology and product candidates.

The legal threshold for initiating litigation or contested proceedings is low, so that even lawsuits or proceedings with a low
probability of success might be initiated and require significant resources to defend. Litigation and contested proceedings
can also be expensive and time-consuming, and our adversaries in these proceedings may have the ability to dedicate
substantially greater resources to prosecuting these legal actions than we can. The risks of being involved in such litigation
and proceedings may increase with the greater visibility associated with being a public company. Third parties may assert
infringement claims against us based on existing patents or patents that may be granted in the future, regardless of merit.
We may not be aware of all such intellectual property rights potentially relating to our technology, or we may incorrectly
conclude that third-party intellectual property is invalid or that our activities do not infringe such intellectual property.
Thus, we do not know with certainty that our technology does not and will not infringe, misappropriate or otherwise violate
any third party’s intellectual property.

Parties making claims against us may obtain injunctive or other equitable relief, which could effectively block our ability to
further develop and commercialize the product candidates that we may identify. Defense of these claims, regardless of their
merit, would involve substantial litigation expense and would be a substantial diversion of employee resources from our
business. In the event of a successful claim of infringement against us, we may have to pay substantial damages (including
treble damages and attorneys’ fees for willful infringement), pay royalties, redesign our infringing products, be forced to
indemnify our customers or collaborators or obtain one or more licenses from third parties, which may be impossible or
require substantial time and monetary expenditure.

We may choose to take a license or, if we are found to infringe, misappropriate or otherwise violate a third party’s
intellectual property rights, we could also be required to obtain a license from such third party to continue developing and
marketing our technology. However, we may not be able to obtain any required license on commercially reasonable terms
or at all. Even if we were able to obtain a license, it could be non-exclusive, thereby giving our competitors and other third
parties access to the same technologies licensed to us and could require us to make substantial licensing and royalty
payments. We could be forced, including by court order, to cease developing and commercializing the infringing
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technology or product. A finding of infringement could prevent us from commercializing any product candidates or force
us to cease some of our business operations, which could materially harm our business. In addition, we may be forced to
redesign a product. Claims that we have misappropriated the confidential information or trade secrets of third parties could
have a similar material adverse effect on our reputation, business, financial condition and results of operations.

If we fail to comply with certain healthcare laws, including fraud and abuse laws, we could face substantial penalties
and our business, results of operations, financial condition and prospects could be adversely affected.

Even though we do not order healthcare services or bill directly to Medicare, Medicaid or other third party payors, as a
result of contractual, statutory or regulatory requirements, we may be subject to healthcare fraud and abuse laws of both the
federal government and the states in which we conduct our business. Because of the breadth of these laws and the
narrowness of available statutory and regulatory exceptions, it is possible that some of our business activities could be
subject to challenge under one or more of such laws. If we or our operations are found to be in violation of any of the laws
described above or any other governmental regulations that apply to us, we may be subject to penalties, including civil and
criminal penalties, damages, fines, imprisonment and the curtailment or restructuring of our operations, any of which could
materially adversely affect our ability to operate our business and our financial results.

Risks Related to Our Indebtedness

Our indebtedness could materially adversely affect our financial condition and our ability to operate our business, react
to changes in the economy or industry or pay our debts and meet our obligations under our debt and could divert our
cash flow from operations to debt payments.

As of December 31, 2022, we had $297.5 million in total borrowings under our credit agreement, originally dated July 15,
2017, as amended (“Credit Agreement”). As of December 31, 2022, we had a $100.0 million revolving credit facility under
our Credit Agreement of which we had $99.9 million of availability after giving effect to outstanding letters of credit. In
addition, subject to restrictions governing our Credit Agreement, we may incur additional debt.

Our debt could have important consequences to you, including the following:

● it may be difficult for us to satisfy our obligations, including debt service requirements under our outstanding
debt, resulting in possible defaults on and acceleration of such indebtedness;

● our ability to obtain additional financing for working capital, capital expenditures, debt service requirements or
other general corporate purposes may be impaired;

● a portion of cash flow from operations may be dedicated to the payment of principal and interest on our debt,
therefore reducing our ability to use our cash flow to fund our operations, capital expenditures, future business
opportunities, acquisitions and other purposes;

● we may be more vulnerable to economic downturns and adverse industry conditions and our flexibility to plan
for, or react to, changes in our business or industry may be more limited;

● our ability to capitalize on business opportunities and to react to competitive pressures, as compared to our
competitors, may be compromised due to our level of debt; and

● our ability to borrow additional funds or to refinance debt may be limited.

Furthermore, all of our debt under our Credit Agreement bears interest at variable rates. If these rates were to increase
significantly, whether because of an increase in market interest rates or a decrease in our creditworthiness, our ability to
borrow additional funds may be reduced and the risks related to our debt would intensify.
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Servicing our debt requires a significant amount of cash. For the years ended December 31, 2022 and 2021, we used
operating cash of $19.1 million and $17.9 million, respectively, to service our debt. Our ability to generate sufficient cash
depends on numerous factors beyond our control, and we may be unable to generate sufficient cash flow to service our debt
obligations.

Our business may not generate sufficient cash flow from operating activities to service our debt obligations. Our ability to
make payments on and to refinance our debt and to fund planned capital expenditures depends on our ability to generate
cash in the future. To some extent, this is subject to general economic, financial, competitive, legislative, regulatory and
other factors that are beyond our control.

If we are unable to generate sufficient cash flow from operations to service our debt and meet our other commitments, we
may need to refinance all or a portion of our debt, sell material assets or operations, delay capital expenditures or raise
additional debt or equity capital. We may not be able to effect any of these actions on a timely basis, on commercially
reasonable terms or at all, and these actions may not be sufficient to meet our capital requirements. In addition, the terms of
our existing or future debt agreements may restrict us from pursuing any of these alternatives.

Restrictive covenants governing our Credit Agreement may restrict our ability to pursue our business strategies, and
failure to comply with any of these restrictions could result in acceleration of our debt.

The operating and financial restrictions and covenants governing our Credit Agreement may materially adversely affect our
ability to finance future operations or capital needs or to engage in other business activities. Such agreements limit our
ability, among other things, to:

● incur additional indebtedness and guarantee indebtedness;

● pay dividends on or make distributions in respect of our common stock or make other restricted payments;

● make certain acquisitions, investments, loans and advances;

● transfer or sell certain assets;

● create liens on certain assets;

● consolidate, merge, sell or otherwise dispose of all or substantially all of our assets;

● make certain payments in respect of certain junior debt obligations;

● create negative pledges;

● enter into certain transactions with our affiliates; and

● designate our subsidiaries as unrestricted subsidiaries.

In addition, the restrictive covenants in our Credit Agreement require us to maintain a specified first lien leverage ratio
when a certain percentage of our revolving credit facility commitments are borrowed and outstanding as of the end of each
fiscal quarter. In certain circumstances, our ability to meet this financial covenant may be affected by events beyond our
control.

A breach of any of these covenants could result in a default under our Credit Agreement. Upon the occurrence of an event
of default under our Credit Agreement, the lenders could elect to declare all amounts outstanding under our Credit
Agreement to be immediately due and payable and terminate any commitments to extend further credit. If we were unable
to repay those amounts, the lenders under our Credit Agreement could proceed against the collateral granted to them to
secure that indebtedness. We have pledged substantially all of our assets as collateral to secure our Credit Agreement. In
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the event of an acceleration of our debt upon a default, we may not have or be able to obtain sufficient funds to make any
accelerated payments.

Furthermore, the terms of any future indebtedness we may incur could have further additional restrictive covenants. We
may not be able to maintain compliance with these covenants in the future, and in the event that we are not able to maintain
compliance, we cannot assure you that we will be able to obtain waivers from the lenders or amend the covenants.

We and our subsidiaries may still be able to incur substantially more debt. This could further exacerbate the risks
associated with our leverage.

We and our subsidiaries may be able to incur substantial additional debt in the future. Although the agreements governing
our Credit Agreement contain restrictions on the incurrence of additional debt, these restrictions are subject to a number of
qualifications and exceptions, and the debt incurred in compliance with these restrictions could be substantial. Additionally,
we may successfully obtain waivers of these restrictions. If we incur additional debt above the levels currently in effect, the
risks associated with our leverage, including those described above, would increase.

Risks Related to our Financial Statements and Results

Impairment of goodwill or other intangible assets may adversely impact future results of operations.

We have intangible assets, including goodwill and other finite-lived and indefinite-lived intangibles, on our balance sheet
due to our acquisitions of businesses. The initial identification and valuation of these intangible assets and the
determination of the estimated useful lives at the time of acquisition involve use of management judgments and estimates.  
                                              These estimates are based on, among other factors, input from accredited valuation
consultants, reviews of projected future income cash flows and statutory regulations. The use of alternative estimates and
assumptions might have increased or decreased the estimated fair value of our goodwill and other intangible assets that
could potentially result in a different impact to our results of operations. If the future growth and operating results of our
business are not as strong as anticipated and/or our market capitalization declines, this could impact the assumptions used
in calculating the fair value of goodwill or other indefinite-lived intangibles. To the extent goodwill or other indefinite-
lived intangibles are impaired, their carrying value will be written down to its implied fair value and a charge will be made
to our income from continuing operations. Such an impairment charge could materially and adversely affect our operating
results. As of December 31, 2022, and 2021, the carrying amount of goodwill and other intangibles was $1.2 billion and
$1.2 billion, respectively, on our consolidated balance sheets.

Our ability to use our NOLs and R&D tax credit carryforwards to offset future taxable income may be subject to certain
limitations.

As of December 31, 2022, we had federal and state NOLs of approximately $1.8 million and $0.05 million, respectively,
which are available to reduce future taxable income and expire between 2024 and 2036 and 2029 and 2040, respectively.
We had federal R&D tax credit carryforwards of approximately $0.4 million, which expire between 2025 and 2042, and
state R&D tax credit carryforwards of approximately $0.1 million with indefinite carryover period, which are available to
offset future income taxes. We also had foreign tax credits of approximately $10.6 million, which will start to expire in
2027. These carryforwards that may be utilized in a future period may be subject to limitations based upon changes in the
ownership of our stock in a future period. Additionally, we carried forward foreign NOLs of approximately $65.8 million
which began to expire in 2022, foreign research and development credits of $0.4 million which will start to expire in 2029,
and Canadian investment tax credits of approximately $3.5 million which will expire if unused in years 2030 through 2040.
Our carryforwards are subject to review and possible adjustment by the appropriate taxing authorities.

In addition, in general, under Section 382 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the “Code”), and
corresponding provisions of state law, a corporation that undergoes an “ownership change,” generally defined as a greater
than 50 percentage point change (by value) in its equity ownership by certain stockholders over a three year period, is
subject to limitations on its ability to utilize its pre-change NOLs, R&D tax credit carryforwards and disallowed interest
expense carryforwards to offset future taxable income. We have performed an analysis for the period January 1, 2022
through December 31, 2022 and determined that an ownership change did not occur during this period. In addition, we
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determined that ownership changes occurred in prior periods and therefore our NOLs and R&D tax credit carryforwards
reflect the amounts available after considering such limitations. We may experience further ownership changes in the future
and/or subsequent changes in our stock ownership (which may be outside our control). As a result, if, and to the extent that,
we earn net taxable income, our ability to use our pre-change NOLs, R&D tax credit carryforwards and disallowed interest
expense carryforwards to offset such taxable income may be subject to limitations.

If our estimates or judgments relating to our critical accounting policies prove to be incorrect or financial reporting
standards or interpretations change, our results of operations could be adversely affected.

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with U. S. generally accepted accounting principles (“GAAP”)
requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the amounts reported in the consolidated financial
statements and accompanying notes. We base our estimates on historical experience, known trends and events, and various
other factors that we believe to be reasonable under the circumstances, as provided in “Management’s Discussion and
Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations—Critical Accounting Policies and Significant Judgments and
Estimates.” The results of these estimates form the basis for making judgments about the carrying values of assets and
liabilities that are not readily apparent from other sources. Significant assumptions and estimates used in preparing our
consolidated financial statements include the estimated variable consideration included in the transaction price in our
contracts with customers and equity-based compensation. Our results of operations may be adversely affected if our
assumptions change or if actual circumstances differ from those in our assumptions, which could cause our results of
operations to fall below the expectations of securities analysts and investors, resulting in a decline in the trading price of
our common stock.

Additionally, we regularly monitor our compliance with applicable financial reporting standards and review new
pronouncements and drafts thereof that are relevant to us. As a result of new standards, changes to existing standards and
changes in their interpretation, we might be required to change our accounting policies, alter our operational policies, and
implement new or enhance existing systems so that they reflect new or amended financial reporting standards, or we may
be required to restate our published financial statements. Such changes to existing standards or changes in their
interpretation may have an adverse effect on our reputation, business, financial position, and profit.

Risks Related to Ownership of Our Common Stock

We are a holding company with no operations and rely on our operating subsidiaries to provide us with funds necessary
to meet our financial obligations.

We are a holding company with no material direct operations. Our principal assets are the shares of common stock of
Certara Holdco, Inc. (“Certara Holdco”) that we hold indirectly through our subsidiaries. Certara Holdco, together with its
subsidiaries, owns substantially all of our operating assets. As a result, we are dependent on loans, dividends and other
payments from our subsidiaries to generate the funds necessary to meet our financial obligations. Our subsidiaries are
legally distinct from us and may be prohibited or restricted from paying dividends or otherwise making funds available to
us, including restrictions under the covenants of the agreements governing our Credit Agreement. If we are unable to
obtain funds from our subsidiaries, we may be unable to meet our financial obligations.

Future sales, or the perception of future sales, by us or our existing stockholders in the public market could cause the
market price for our common stock to decline.

The sale of additional shares of our common stock in the public market, or the perception that such sales could occur, could
harm the prevailing market price of shares of our common stock. These sales, or the possibility that these sales may occur,
also might make it more difficult for us to sell equity securities in the future at a time and at a price that we deem
appropriate.

On December 8, 2022, an entity controlled by Arsenal Capital Partners (“Arsenal”) acquired all of our stock shares held by
EQT Avatar Parent LP(“EQT”). As of December 31, 2022, shares controlled by Arsenal and our officers and directors in
aggregate represented approximately 25.3% of our outstanding common stock. Although Arsenal agreed with the Company
not to sell any of the shares acquired by EQT for a 2-year period (with certain limited exceptions or without the
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written consent of the Company), the market price of our shares of common stock could drop significantly if Arsenal or our
officers and directors sell their shares or are perceived by the market as intending to sell them. These factors could also
make it more difficult for us to raise additional funds through future offerings of our shares of common stock or other
securities.

In addition, the shares of our common stock reserved for future issuance under the 2020 Incentive Plan (“Plan Share
Reserve”) or our 2020 Employee Stock Purchase Plan will become eligible for resale in the public market once those
shares are issued, subject to provisions relating to various vesting agreements, lock-up agreements and Rule 144, as
applicable. As of December 31, 2022, a total of 19,460,378 and 1,700,000 shares of common stock have been reserved for
future issuance under the 2020 Incentive Plan and our 2020 Employee Stock Purchase Plan, respectively. Pursuant to the
terms of the 2020 Incentive Plan, the Plan Share Reserve automatically increases on the first day of each fiscal year by a
number of shares of common stock equal to the lesser of (i) the positive difference, if any, between (A) 4% of the
Company’s outstanding common stock on the last day of the immediately preceding fiscal year, and (B) the Plan Share
Reserve on the last day of the immediately preceding fiscal year, and (ii) the number of shares of common stock as may be
determined by the Board.

In the future, we may also issue our securities in connection with investments or acquisitions. For example, we issued
2,239,717 shares of common stock in connection with our acquisition of Pinnacle in October 2021. We may issue
additional shares in connection with our acquisition of Vyasa Analytics, LLC based on the results of its future performance.
The amount of shares of our common stock issued in connection with an investment or acquisition could constitute a
material portion of our then-outstanding shares of our common stock. Any issuance of additional securities in connection
with investments or acquisitions may result in additional dilution.

Provisions in our organizational documents could delay or prevent a change of control.

Certain provisions of our amended and restated certificate of incorporation, amended and restated bylaws and stockholders
agreement may have the effect of delaying or preventing a merger, acquisition, tender offer, takeover attempt or other
change of control transaction that a stockholder might consider to be in its best interest, including attempts that might result
in a premium over the market price of our common stock.

These provisions provide, among other things:

● for the division of our board of directors into three classes, as nearly equal in size as possible, with directors in
each class serving three-year terms and with terms of the directors of only one class expiring in any given year;

● that directors may only be removed for cause, and only by the affirmative vote of the holders of at least two-thirds
in voting power of all the then-outstanding shares of stock entitled to vote thereon, voting together as a single
class;

● for the ability of our board of directors to issue one or more series of preferred stock with voting or other rights or
preferences that could have the effect of impeding the success of an attempt to acquire us or otherwise effect a
change of control;

● for advance notice for nominations of directors by stockholders and for stockholders to include matters to be
considered at stockholder meetings;

● that special stockholder meetings may be called only by or at the direction of our board of directors or the
chairman of our board of directors; and

● that certain provisions of our amended and restated certificate of incorporation and amended and restated bylaws
pertaining to amendments, our board of directors, limitation of director liability, stockholder consents, annual and
special stockholder meetings, competition and corporate opportunities and business combinations, may be
amended only by the affirmative vote of the holders of at least two-thirds in voting power of all the then-
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outstanding shares of our stock entitled to vote thereon, voting together as a single class, which limitation may
have the effect of deferring, delaying or discouraging hostile takeovers, or changes in control or management of
our Company.

These provisions could make it more difficult for a third party to acquire us, even if the third party’s offer may be
considered beneficial by many of our stockholders. As a result, our stockholders may be limited in their ability to obtain a
premium for their shares.

Arsenal holds a substantial amount of our outstanding common stock, and its interests may be different than the
interests of other holders of our common stock.

As of December 31, 2022, Arsenal owns or controls approximately 22.8% of our outstanding common stock, and subject to
the terms of the Stockholder Agreement, maintains the right to nominate up to two board members. In addition, Arsenal
will have significant influence over the outcome of all matters requiring stockholder approval, including any potential
change of control of our Company. The concentration of ownership could deprive investors of an opportunity to receive a
premium for shares of common stock as part of a sale of our Company and ultimately might affect the market price of our
common stock.

Arsenal is in the business of making investments in companies and may from time to time acquire and hold interests in
businesses that compete directly or indirectly with us. Our amended and restated certificate of incorporation provides that
any director who is not employed by us  or his or her affiliates will have any duty to refrain from engaging, directly or
indirectly, in the same business activities or similar business activities or lines of business in which we operate. Arsenal
also may pursue acquisition opportunities that may be complementary to our business, and, as a result, those acquisition
opportunities may not be available to us..

Our amended and restated certificate of incorporation provides, subject to limited exceptions, that the Court of
Chancery of the State of Delaware and, to the extent enforceable, the federal district courts of the United States of
America will be the sole and exclusive forums for certain stockholder litigation matters, which could limit our
stockholder’s ability to obtain a favorable judicial forum for disputes with us or our current and former directors,
officers, employees or stockholders.

Our amended and restated certificate of incorporation provides, subject to limited exceptions, that unless we consent in
writing to the selection of an alternative forum, the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware shall, to the fullest extent
permitted by law, be the sole and exclusive forum for any (i) derivative action or proceeding brought on behalf of our
company, (ii) action asserting a claim of breach of a fiduciary duty owed by any current or former director, officer,
employee or stockholder of our company to the Company or our stockholders, (iii) action asserting a claim against the
Company or any current or former director, officer, employee or stockholder of the Company arising pursuant to any
provision of the Delaware General Corporation Law (“DGCL”), or our amended and restated certificate of incorporation or
our amended and restated bylaws (as either might be amended from time to time) or (iv) action asserting a claim governed
by the internal affairs doctrine of the State of Delaware. Unless we consent in writing to the selection of an alternative
forum, the federal district courts of the United States of America shall be the exclusive forum for the resolution of any
complaint asserting a cause of action arising under the federal securities laws of the United States of America. Any person
or entity purchasing or otherwise acquiring any interest in shares of our capital stock shall be deemed to have notice of and
consented to the forum provisions in our amended and restated certificate of incorporation. Although our amended and
restated certificate of incorporation contains the exclusive forum provision described above, it is possible that a court could
find that such a provision is inapplicable for a particular claim or action or that such provision is unenforceable.

These choice of forum provisions may limit a stockholder’s ability to bring a claim in a different judicial forum, including
one that it may find favorable or convenient for disputes with us or any of our directors, officers or other employees which
may discourage lawsuits with respect to such claims. Alternatively, if a court were to find the choice of forum provisions
that will be contained in our amended and restated certificate of incorporation to be inapplicable or unenforceable with
respect to one or more of the specified types of actions or proceedings, we may incur additional costs associated with
resolving such action in other jurisdictions, which could harm our business, operating results and financial condition.
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Our board of directors are authorized to issue and designate shares of our preferred stock in additional series without
stockholder approval.

Our amended and restated certificate of incorporation authorizes our board of directors, without the approval of our
stockholders, to issue 50,000,000 shares of our preferred stock, subject to limitations prescribed by applicable law, rules
and regulations and the provisions of our amended and restated certificate of incorporation, as shares of preferred stock in
series, to establish from time to time the number of shares to be included in each such series and to fix the designation,
powers, preferences and rights of the shares of each such series and the qualifications, limitations or restrictions thereof.
The powers, preferences and rights of these additional series of preferred stock may be senior to or on parity with our
common stock, which may reduce its value.
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General Risk Factors

Our stock price may change significantly, and you may not be able to resell shares of our common stock at or above the
price you paid or at all, and you could lose all or part of your investment as a result.

The trading price of our common stock is likely to be volatile. The stock market has experienced extreme volatility. This
volatility often has been unrelated or disproportionate to the operating performance of particular companies. You may not
be able to resell your shares at or above the initial price you paid due to a number of factors such as those listed in other
portions of this “Risk Factors” section and the following:

● results of operations that vary from the expectations of securities analysts and investors;

● results of operations that vary from those of our competitors;

● changes in expectations as to our future financial performance, including financial estimates and investment
recommendations by securities analysts and investors;

● declines in the market prices of stocks generally;

● strategic actions by us or our competitors;

● announcements by us or our competitors of significant contracts, new products, acquisitions, joint marketing
relationships, joint ventures, other strategic relationships or capital commitments;

● changes in general economic or market conditions or trends in our industry or markets;

● changes in business or regulatory conditions;

● additions or departures of key management personnel;

● future sales of our common stock or other securities by us or our existing stockholders, or the perception of such
future sales;

● investor perceptions of the investment opportunity associated with our common stock relative to other investment
alternatives;

● the public’s response to press releases or other public announcements by us or third parties, including our filings
with the SEC;

● announcements relating to litigation;

● guidance, if any, that we provide to the public, any changes in this guidance or our failure to meet this guidance;

● the development and sustainability of an active trading market for our stock;

● changes in accounting principles; and

● other events or factors, including those resulting from natural disasters, war, acts of terrorism or responses to
these events.
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These broad market and industry fluctuations may materially adversely affect the market price of our common stock,
regardless of our actual operating performance. In addition, price volatility may be greater if the public float and trading
volume of our common stock are low.

In the past, following periods of market volatility, stockholders have instituted securities class action litigation. If we were
involved in securities litigation, it could have a substantial cost and divert resources and the attention of executive
management from our business regardless of the outcome of such litigation.

Our quarterly operating results fluctuate and may fall short of prior periods, our projections or the expectations of
securities analysts or investors, which could materially adversely affect our stock price.

Our operating results have fluctuated from quarter to quarter at points in the past, and they may do so in the future.
Therefore, results of any one fiscal quarter are not a reliable indication of results to be expected for any other fiscal quarter
or for any year. If we fail to increase our results over prior periods, to achieve our projected results or to meet the
expectations of securities analysts or investors, our stock price may decline, and the decrease in the stock price may be
disproportionate to the shortfall in our financial performance. Results may be affected by various factors, including those
described in these risk factors.

If securities analysts do not publish research or reports about our business or if they downgrade our stock or our sector,
our stock price and trading volume could decline.

The trading market for our common stock will rely in part on the research and reports that industry or financial analysts
publish about us or our business or industry. We do not control these analysts. Furthermore, if one or more of the analysts
who do cover us were to downgrade our stock or our industry, or the stock of any of our competitors, or publish inaccurate
or unfavorable research about our business or industry, the price of our stock could decline. If one or more of these analysts
ceases coverage of us or fails to publish reports on us regularly, we could lose visibility in the market, which in turn could
cause our stock price or trading volume to decline.

Failure to comply with requirements to design, implement and maintain effective internal controls could have a
material adverse effect on our business and stock price.

As a public company, we have significant requirements for enhanced financial reporting and internal controls. The process
of designing and implementing effective internal controls is a continuous effort that requires us to anticipate and react to
changes in our business and the economic and regulatory environments and to expend significant resources to maintain a
system of internal controls that is adequate to satisfy our reporting obligations as a public company. If we are unable to
establish or maintain appropriate internal financial reporting controls and procedures, it could cause us to fail to meet our
reporting obligations on a timely basis, result in material misstatements in our consolidated financial statements and harm
our results of operations. In addition, we are required, pursuant to Section 404, to furnish a report by management on,
among other things, the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting in our annual report.

This assessment will need to include disclosure of any material weaknesses identified by our management in our internal
control over financial reporting. The rules governing the standards that must be met for our management to assess our
internal control over financial reporting are complex and require significant documentation, testing and possible
remediation. Testing internal controls may divert our management’s attention from other matters that are important to our
business.

In connection with the implementation of the necessary procedures and practices related to internal control over financial
reporting, we may identify deficiencies that we may not be able to remediate in time to meet the deadline imposed by the
SOX for compliance with the requirements of Section 404. In addition, we may encounter problems or delays in
completing the remediation of any deficiencies identified by our independent registered public accounting firm in
connection with the issuance of their attestation report.

Our testing, or the subsequent testing by our independent registered public accounting firm, may reveal deficiencies in our
internal controls over financial reporting that are deemed to be material weaknesses. A material weakness in internal
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controls could result in our failure to detect a material misstatement of our annual or quarterly consolidated financial
statements or disclosures. We may not be able to conclude on an ongoing basis that we have effective internal controls over
financial reporting in accordance with Section 404. If we are unable to conclude that we have effective internal controls
over financial reporting, investors could lose confidence in our reported financial information, which could have a material
adverse effect on the trading price of our common stock.

We incur substantial costs as a result of operating as a publicly traded company, and our management is required to
devote substantial time to compliance initiatives.

As a publicly traded company, and a large accelerated filer, we incur material legal, accounting, and other expenses that we
did not previously incur. In addition, the Sarbanes-Oxley, the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection
Act, and the rules of the SEC, and the stock exchange on which our common shares are listed, have imposed various
requirements on public companies. Our management and other personnel need to devote a substantial amount of time to
these compliance initiatives as well as investor relations. Moreover, these rules and regulations increase our legal and
financial compliance costs and make some activities more time-consuming and costly.

Item 1B. Unresolved Staff Comments.

None.
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Item 2. Properties.

As of December 31, 2022, we had 32 offices in 15 countries, with our headquarters located in Princeton, New Jersey. We
lease or sublease all of our offices. None of our facilities are used for anything other than general office use. We believe
that our facilities are suitable and adequate for our operations and we anticipate that additional suitable space will be
available when needed.

As of December 31, 2022, our material operating locations, which we define as the facilities we lease with more than
10,000 square feet, were as follows:

APPROXIMATE LEASE EXPIRATION
LOCATION     SQUARE FOOTAGE     DATES
Wilmington, Delaware, USA  18,250 2/28/2027
Princeton, New Jersey, USA   17,560  6/30/2025
Sheffield, UK   13,910  1/28/2028
Raleigh, North Carolina, USA   11,250  8/31/2027

Item 3. Legal Proceedings.

From time to time, we may become involved in legal proceedings arising in the ordinary course of our business.
Management believes that there is no pending or threatened litigation to which the Company and any of its subsidiaries, or
any of the Company or its subsidiaries’ properties is the subject of or party to, which, individually or in the aggregate,
would have a material adverse effect on our business, results of operations, financial condition and/or cash flows.

Item 4. Mine Safety Disclosures.

Not applicable.
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PART II

Item 5. Market for Registrant’s Common Equity, Related Stockholder Matters and Issuer Purchases of Equity
Securities.

Market Information

Our common stock has been listed on The Nasdaq Global Select Market (the “Nasdaq”) under the symbol “CERT” since
December 11, 2020. Prior to that date, there was no public trading market for our common stock.

As of February 15, 2023, there were 50 holders of record of our common stock as reported by our transfer agent. Holders
of record are defined as those stockholders whose shares are registered in their names in our stock records and do not
include beneficial owners of common stock whose shares are held in the names of brokers, dealers, and clearing agencies.

Dividend Policy

We currently do not expect to declare any dividends on our common stock in the foreseeable future. Instead, we anticipate
that all of our earnings in the foreseeable future will be used to provide working capital, to support our operations, to
finance the growth and development of our business and to reduce our net debt. Any determination to declare dividends in
the future will be at the discretion of our board of directors, subject to applicable laws, and will be dependent on a number
of factors, including our earnings, capital requirements and overall financial condition. In addition, because we are a
holding company, our ability to pay dividends on our common stock may be limited by restrictions on our ability to obtain
sufficient funds through dividends from subsidiaries, including restrictions under our Credit Agreement, and may be further
restricted by the terms of any future debt or preferred securities.

Stock Performance Graph

This performance graph shall not be deemed “soliciting material” or to be “filed” with the Securities and Exchange
Commission, or the SEC, for purposes of Section 18 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, or the Exchange
Act, or otherwise subject to the liabilities under that Section, and shall not be deemed to be incorporated by reference into
any of our filings under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or the Securities Act.

The following graph compares (i) the cumulative total stockholder return on our common stock from December 11, 2020
(the date our common stock commenced trading on the Nasdaq) through December 31, 2022 with (ii) the cumulative total
return of the NASDAQ Index and the S&P Small Cap 600 HealthCare Index over the same period, assuming the
investment of $100 in our common stock and in each index on December 11, 2020 and the reinvestment of dividends. The
graph uses the closing market price on December 11, 2020 of $38.08 per share as the initial value of our common stock.
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As discussed above, we have never declared or paid a cash dividend on our common stock and do not anticipate declaring
or paying a cash dividend in the foreseeable future.

Issuer Purchases of Equity Securities

The following table summarizes our purchases of common stock in the three months ended December 31, 2022:

Total Number of
Shares Purchased(a)

Weighted Average Price
Paid per Share

Total Number of
Shares Purchased
Under Announced

Programs

Approximate Dollar
Value of Shares That

May Yet be Purchased
Under Announced

Programs
10/1/2022 to 10/31/2022 4,751 $ 13.28 0 $ 0
11/1/2022 to 11/30/2022 2,248 $ 12.23 0 $ 0
12/1/2022 to 12/31/2023 2,664 $ 16.98 0 $ 0

Total 9,663 $ 14.06 0

(a) Shares purchased were due to shares delivered by employees to us for the payment of taxes resulting from issuance of common
stock upon the vesting of restricted stock or restricted stock units (RSUs) relating to stock-based compensation plans.

Item 6. [Reserved]
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Item 7. Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations.

For purposes of this Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations ("MD&A")
section, we use the terms "Certara Inc.", "the Company", “we”, “us”, and “our” to refer to Certara, Inc.

You should read the following discussion of our financial condition and results of operations in conjunction with our
audited consolidated financial statements and the related notes and other financial information included elsewhere in this
Form 10K and our audited consolidated financial statements and notes thereto.

As discussed in the section titled “Special Note Regarding Forward Looking Statements,” the following discussion and
analysis, in addition to historical financial information, contains forward-looking statements that involve risks and
uncertainties. Our actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking statements as a
result of various factors, including those set forth in the section titled “Risk Factors” under Part I, Item 1A above.

We intend the discussion of our financial condition and results of operations that follows to provide information that will
assist the reader in understanding our consolidated financial statements, the changes in certain key items in those financial
statements from year to year, and the primary factors that accounted for those changes, as well as how certain accounting
principles, policies and estimates affect our Consolidated Financial Statements.

Executive Overview

We accelerate medicines to patients using biosimulation software, technology, and services to transform traditional drug
discovery and development. Biosimulation is a powerful technology used to conduct virtual trials using virtual patients to
predict how drugs behave in different individuals. Biopharmaceutical companies use our proprietary biosimulation
software throughout drug discovery and development to inform critical decisions that not only save significant time and
money but also advance drug safety and efficacy, improving millions of lives each year.

As a global leader in biosimulation based on 2022 revenue, we provide an integrated, end-to-end platform used by more
than 2,300 clients including biopharmaceutical companies, regulatory agencies and academic institutions across 70
countries, including 39 of the top 40 biopharmaceutical companies by research and development spend in 2021. Since
2014, customers who use our biosimulation software and technology-driven services have received 90% of all new drug
approvals by the FDA. Moreover, 20 global regulatory authorities license our biosimulation software to independently
analyze, verify, and review regulatory submissions, including the FDA, Health Canada, Japan’s PMDA, and UK’s MHR.
Demand for our offerings continues to expand rapidly.

We build our biosimulation technology on first principles of biology, chemistry, and pharmacology with proprietary
mathematical algorithms that model how medicines and diseases behave in the body. For over two decades, we have honed
and validated our biosimulation technology with an abundance of data from scientific literature, lab research, and
preclinical and clinical studies. In turn, our customers use biosimulation to conduct virtual trials to answer critical
questions, such as: What will be the human response to a drug based on preclinical data? How will other drugs interfere
with this new drug? What is a safe and efficacious dose for children, the elderly, or patients with pre-existing conditions?
Virtual trials may be used to optimize dosing on populations that are otherwise difficult to study for ethical or logistical
reasons, such as infants, pregnant women, the elderly, and cancer patients.

Biosimulation results need to be incorporated into regulatory documents for compelling submissions. Accordingly, we
provide regulatory science solutions and integrate them with biosimulation so that our customers can navigate the complex
and evolving regulatory landscape and maximize their chances of approval. Our differentiated regulatory services are
powered by submissions management software and natural language processing for scalability and speed, allowing us to
deliver more than 300 regulatory submissions over the past five years. Our team of regulatory professionals has extensive
experience applying industry guidelines and global regulatory requirements.
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A final hurdle to delivering medicines to patients is market access, defined as strategies, processes, and activities to ensure
that therapies are available to patients at the right price. We believe that biosimulation and market access will continue to
be increasingly intertwined as health systems and countries move toward outcomes-based pricing. We have expanded into
market access solutions, which help our customers understand the real-world impact of therapies and dosing regimens
earlier in the process and effectively communicate this to payors and health authorities. Our solutions are underpinned by
SaaS-based value communication tools.

With continued innovation in and adoption of our biosimulation software, technology, and services, we believe more
biopharmaceutical companies worldwide will leverage more of our end-to-end platform to reduce cost, accelerate speed to
market, and ensure safety and efficacy of medicines for all patients.

Public Offerings and Other Key Shareholders Transactions

On December 11, 2020, we completed our initial public offering (“IPO”), pursuant to which we issued and sold 14,630,000
shares of common stock and certain selling stockholders, including former controlling shareholder, EQT, sold 18,783,250
shares of our common stock (representing the full exercise of the underwriters’ option to purchase additional shares), at a
public offering price of $23.00 per share. We received net proceeds of $316,3 million, after deducting underwriters'
discounts and commissions. In addition, $4,4 million of legal, accounting and other offering costs, net of the tax effect of
$0.3 million, incurred in connection with the sale of the Company's common stock in the IPO, were capitalized and offset
against the proceeds received in the IPO.

On March 29, 2021, we completed an underwritten secondary public offering in which certain selling stockholders,
including EQT, sold 11,500,000 shares of our common stock, which included 1,500,000 shares of common stock pursuant
to the full exercise of the underwriters’ option to purchase additional shares. We did not offer any common stock in that
transaction and did not receive any proceeds from the sale of the shares of common stock by the selling stockholders.  We
incurred cost of $1.1 million in relation to the secondary public offering.

On September 13, 2021, we completed another public offering, at a public offering price of $31.00 per share, pursuant to
which we sold 4,500,000 shares of our common stock, and certain selling stockholders sold 18,500,000 shares of our
common stock, which included 3,000,000 shares of common stock pursuant to the full exercise of the underwriters’ option
to purchase additional shares. We received net proceeds of $134.1 million, after deducting underwriters' discounts and
commissions.  In addition, $0.7 million of legal, accounting and other offering costs incurred in connection with the sale of
our common stock in the public offering, were capitalized and offset against the proceeds received.

On November 22, 2021, we completed another secondary public offering in which certain selling stockholders, including
EQT, sold 10,000,000 shares of our common stock. We did not offer any common stock in this transaction and did not
receive any proceeds from the sale of the shares of common stock by the selling stockholders. We incurred costs of $0.6
million, recorded in general and administrative expenses, in relation to the secondary public offering.

On August 11, 2022, the Company completed another secondary public offering in which certain selling stockholders,
including EQT, sold 7,000,000 shares of the Company’s common stock. The Company did not offer any common stock in
this transaction and did not receive any proceeds from the sale of the shares of common stock by the selling stockholders.
The Company incurred costs of $0.6 million, recorded in general and administrative expenses, in relation to the secondary
public offering.

On December 8, 2022, Arsenal acquired an aggregate of 29,954,521 shares of our common stock from EQT at a price of
$15.00 per share.  In connection with this transaction, we entered into a letter agreement, effective December 8, 2022, with
Arsenal providing that, subject to certain exceptions, Arsenal is prohibited from transferring the acquired shares until
December 8, 2024. Also, in connection with the transaction, we entered into a stockholders agreement with Arsenal,
effective December 8, 2022, which, among other things, grants certain conditional rights to Arsenal to nominate up to two
directors to our Board.
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Key Factors Affecting Our Performance

We believe that the growth of and future success of our business depends on many factors. While each of these factors
presents significant opportunities for our business, they also pose important challenges that we must successfully address to
sustain our growth and improve results of operations.

Customer Retention and Expansion

Our future operating results depend, in part, on our ability to successfully enter new markets, increase our customer base,
and retain and expand our relationships with existing customers. We monitor two key performance indicators to evaluate
retention and expansion: new bookings and renewal rates.

● Bookings:   Our new bookings represent the estimated annual contract value of a signed contract or purchase order
where there is sufficient or reasonable certainty about the customer’s ability and intent to fund and commence the
software and/or services. Bookings vary from period to period depending on numerous factors, including the overall
health of the biopharmaceutical industry, regulatory developments, industry consolidation, and sales performance.
Bookings have varied and will continue to vary significantly from quarter to quarter and from year to year. See “Risk
Factors — Risks Related to Our Business — Our bookings might not accurately predict our future revenue, and we
might not realize all or any part of the anticipated revenue reflected in our backlog.”

● Renewal Rates:   Our renewal rates measure the percentage of software customers who renew their licenses or
subscriptions at the end of the license or subscription periods. The renewal rate is based on revenues and excludes the
effect of price increases or expansions.

The table below summarizes our quarterly bookings and renewal rate trends:

    2020     2021     2022  

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 FULL YEAR Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 FULL YEAR Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
FULL
YEAR  

Bookings   61.0   70.1   72.9   84.3   288.3   81.9   75.1   72.3   112.4   341.7   108.5   100.3   79.8   120.4   409.0
Renewal Rate   92 %   96 %  84 %   89 %   90 %   92 %   90 %   87 %  96 %   92 %   92 %   92 %   93 %  88 %   91 %

Investments in Growth

We have invested and intend to continue to invest in expanding the breadth and depth of our solutions, including through
acquisitions and international expansion. We expect to continue to invest (i) in scientific talent to expand our ability to
deliver solutions across the drug development spectrum; (ii) in sales and marketing to promote our solutions to new and
existing customers and in existing and expanded geographies; (iii) in research and development to support existing
solutions and innovate new technology; (iv) in other operational and administrative functions to support our expected
growth; and (v) in complementary business. We expect that our headcount will increase over time and also expect our total
operating expenses will continue to increase over time.
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Our Operating Environment

The acceptance of model-informed biopharmaceutical discovery and development by regulatory authorities affects the
demand for our products and services. Support for the use of biosimulation in discovery and development from regulatory
bodies, such as the FDA and EMA, has been critical to its rapid adoption by the biopharmaceutical industry. There has
been a steady increase in the recognition by regulatory and academic institutions of the role that modeling and simulation
can play in the biopharmaceutical development and approval process, as demonstrated by new regulations and guidance
documents describing and encouraging the use of modeling and simulation in the biopharmaceutical discovery,
development, testing, and approval process, which has directly led to an increase in the demand for our services. Changes
in government or regulatory policy, or a reversal in the trend toward increasing the acceptance of and reliance upon in
silico data in the drug approval process, could decrease the demand for our products and services or lead regulatory
authorities to cease use of, or recommend against the use of, our products and services.

Governmental agencies throughout the world, but particularly in the United States where the majority of our customers are
based, strictly regulate the biopharmaceutical development process. Our business involves helping biopharmaceutical
companies strategically and tactically navigate the regulatory approval process. New or amended regulations are expected
to result in higher regulatory standards and often additional revenues for companies that service these industries. However,
some changes in regulations, such as a relaxation in regulatory requirements or the introduction of streamlined or expedited
approval procedures, or an increase in regulatory requirements that we have difficulty satisfying or that make our
regulatory strategy services less competitive, could eliminate or substantially reduce the demand for our regulatory
services.

Competition

The market for our biosimulation products and related services for the biopharmaceutical industry is competitive and
highly fragmented. In biosimulation software, we compete with other scientific software providers, technology companies,
in-house development by biopharmaceutical companies, and certain open source solutions. In the technology-driven
services market, we compete with specialized companies, in-house teams at biopharmaceutical companies, and academic
and government institutions. In some standard biosimulation services, and in regulatory and market access, we also
compete with contract research organizations. Some of our competitors and potential competitors have longer operating
histories in certain segments of our industry than we do and could have greater financial, technical, marketing, R&D, and
other resources. Some of our competitors offer products and services directed at more specific markets than those we
target, enabling these competitors to focus a greater proportion of their efforts and resources on those specific markets.
Some competing products are developed and made available at lower cost by government organizations and academic
institutions, and these entities may be able to devote substantial resources to product development. Some clinical research
organizations or technology companies may decide to enter into or expand their offerings in the biosimulation area,
whether through acquisition or internal development. We also face competition from open source software initiatives, in
which developers provide software and intellectual property free of charge, such as R and PK-Sim software. In addition,
some of our customers spend significant internal resources in order to develop their own solutions.

Impact of COVID-19

The continued spread of COVID-19 may adversely impact our business, financial condition or results of operations. As of
December 31, 2022, we believe there have been and will be short-term impacts on our business due to new variants of
COVID-19. The presence of these new variants has caused a slowdown in closing out clinical trials and delays in
regulatory services projects. We believe that these are transitory impacts that we are well-equipped to manage going
forward.

non-GAAP measures

Management uses various financial metrics, including total revenues, income from operations, net income, and certain
metrics that are not required by, or presented in accordance with, GAAP, such as adjusted EBITDA, adjusted net income,
and adjusted diluted earnings per share, to measure and assess the performance of our business, to evaluate the
effectiveness of our business strategies, to make budgeting decisions, to make certain compensation decisions, and to
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compare our performance against that of other peer companies using similar measures. We believe that presentation of the
GAAP and the non-GAAP metrics in this filing will aid investors in understanding our business.

Management measures operating performance based on adjusted EBITDA defined for a particular period as net income
(loss) excluding interest expense, provision (benefit) for income taxes, depreciation and amortization expense, intangible
asset amortization, equity-based compensation expense, acquisition and integration expense, and other items not indicative
of our ongoing operating performance. Management also measures operating performance based on adjusted net income
defined for a particular period as net income (loss) excluding, equity-based compensation expense, amortization of
acquisition-related intangible assets, acquisition and integration expense, and other items not indicative of our ongoing
operating performance. Further, management measures operating performance based on adjusted diluted earnings per share
defined for a particular period as adjusted net income divided by the weighted-average diluted common shares outstanding.

We believe adjusted EBITDA, adjusted net income, and adjusted diluted earnings per share are helpful to investors,
analysts, and other interested parties because they can assist in providing a more consistent and comparable overview of
our operations across our historical periods. In addition, these measures are frequently used by analysts, investors, and
other interested parties to evaluate and assess performance.

Adjusted EBITDA, adjusted net income, and adjusted diluted earnings per share are non-GAAP measures and are
presented for supplemental purposes only and should not be considered as an alternative or substitute to financial
information presented in accordance with GAAP. Adjusted EBITDA, adjusted net income and adjusted diluted earnings per
share have certain limitations in that they do not include the impact of certain expenses that are reflected in our
consolidated statements of operations and comprehensive income (loss) that are necessary to run our business. Other
companies, including other companies in our industry, may not use these measures and may calculate both differently than
as presented, limiting the usefulness as a comparative measure.

The following table reconciles net income (loss) to adjusted EBITDA :

    YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31,
    2022     2021    2020

(in thousands)
Net income (loss) $  14,731 $  (13,266) $  (49,397)
Interest expense(a)   17,773   16,837   25,296
Interest income(a)   (1,294)   (271)   (44)
(Benefit from) provision  for income taxes(a)   4,024   9,891   (784)
Depreciation and amortization expense(a)   1,731   2,135   2,443
Intangible asset amortization(a)   50,739   42,980   40,310
Currency (gain) loss(a)  (3,166)   (175)   715
Equity-based compensation expense(b)   30,345   29,483   64,507
Acquisition-related expense(d)   2,233   11,241   1,456
Integration expense(e)   —   31   78
Transaction related expenses(f)   1,136   2,754   1,908
Severance expense(g)   653   60   557
Reorganization expense(h)   —   —   525
Loss on disposal of fixed assets(i)  169   351   19
Executive recruiting expense(j)  139   733   288
First-year Sarbanes-Oxley and ASC 842 implementation costs(k)  961  929  —
Adjusted EBITDA $  120,174 $  103,713 $  87,877
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The following table reconciles net income (loss) to adjusted net income:

    YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31,
    2022     2021     2020

(in thousands)
Net income (loss) $  14,731 $  (13,266) $  (49,397)
Currency (gain) loss(a)  (3,166)  (175)  715
Equity-based compensation expense(b)   30,345   29,483   64,507
Amortization of acquisition-related intangible assets(c)  43,822  36,413  33,534
Acquisition-related expense(d)   2,233   11,241   1,456
Integration expense(e)   —   31   78
Transaction related expenses(f)   1,136   2,754   1,908
Severance expense(g)   653   60   557
Reorganization expense(h)   —   —   525
Loss on disposal of fixed assets(i)  169  351  19
Executive recruiting expense(j)   139   733   288
First-year Sarbanes-Oxley and ASC 842 implementation costs(k)  961  929  —
Income tax expense impact of adjustments(l)   (17,633)   (15,344)   (10,213)
Adjusted net income $  73,390 $  53,210 $  43,977

The following table reconciles diluted earnings per share to adjusted diluted earnings per share:

    YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31,
    2022     2021     2020

Diluted earnings per share(a) $  0.09 $  (0.09) $  (0.37)
Currency (gain) loss(a)  (0.02)  —  0.01
Equity-based compensation expense(b)   0.19   0.19   0.48
Amortization of acquisition-related intangible assets(c)  0.28   0.24   0.25
Acquisition-related expense(d)   0.01   0.07   0.01
Integration expense(e)   —   —   —
Transaction related expenses(f)   0.01   0.02   0.01
Severance expense(g)   —   —   0.01
Reorganization expense(h)   —   —   0.01
Loss on disposal of fixed assets(i)  —  —  —
Executive recruiting expense(j)   —   —   —
First-year Sarbanes-Oxley and ASC 842 implementation costs(k)   0.01   0.01   —
Income tax expense impact of adjustments(l)  (0.11)  (0.10)  (0.08)
Adjusted diluted earnings per share $ 0.46 $ 0.34 $ 0.33
Basic weighted average common shares outstanding 156,876,942 149,842,668 133,247,212
Effect of potentially dilutive shares outstanding (m) 2,477,452 4,401,021 229,383
Adjusted diluted weighted average common shares outstanding 159,354,394 $154,243,689 133,476,595

(a) Represents amounts as determined under GAAP.

(b) Represents expense related to equity-based compensation. Equity-based compensation has been, and will continue to
be for the foreseeable future, a recurring expense in our business and an important part of our compensation strategy.

(c) Represents amortization costs associated with acquired intangible assets in connection with business acquisitions.

(d) Represents costs associated with acquisitions and any retention bonuses pursuant to the acquisitions.
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(e) Represents integration costs related to post - acquisition integration activities.

(f) Represents costs associated with our public offerings that are not capitalized.

(g) Represents charges for severance provided to former executives.

(h) Represents expense related to reorganization, including legal entity reorganization.

(i) Represents the gain/loss related to disposal of fixed assets.

(j) Represents recruiting and relocation expenses related to hiring senior executives.

(k) Represents the first-year Sarbanes-Oxley costs for accounting and consulting fees related to the Company's
preparation to comply with Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, as well as implementation cost of adopting ASC
842.

(l) Represents the income tax effect of the non-GAAP adjustments calculated using the applicable statutory rate by
jurisdiction.

(m) Represents dilutive shares or potentially dilutive shares that were excluded from the Company's GAAP diluted
weighted average common shares outstanding because the Company had a reported net loss and therefore including
these shares would have been anti-dilutive.

Components of Results of Operations

Revenues

Our business generates revenue from the sales of software products and delivery of consulting services.

● Software.  Our software business generates revenues from software licenses, software subscriptions and software
maintenance as follows:

● Software licenses:   We recognize revenue for software license fees upfront, upon delivery of the software
license.

● Software subscription:   Subscription revenue consists of subscription fees to provide our customers access to
and related support for our cloud-based solutions. We recognize subscription fees ratably over the term of the
subscription, usually one to three years. Any subscription revenue paid upfront that is not recognized in the
current period is included in deferred revenue in our consolidated balance sheet until earned.

● Software maintenance:   Software maintenance revenue includes fees for providing updates and technical
support for software offerings. Software maintenance revenue is recognized ratably over the contract term,
usually one year.

● Services.  Our services business generates revenues primarily from technology-driven services and professional
services, which include software implementation services. Our service arrangements are time and materials, fixed
fee, or prepaid. Revenues are recognized over the time services are performed for time and materials, and over
time by estimating progress to completion for fixed fee and prepaid services.
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Cost of Revenues

Cost of revenues consists primarily of employee related expenses, equity-based compensation, the costs of third-party
subcontractors, travel costs, distributor fees, amortization of capitalized software and allocated overhead. We may add or
expand computing infrastructure service providers, make additional investments in the availability and security of our
solutions, or add resources to support our growth.

Operating Expenses

● Sales and Marketing.  Sales and marketing expense consists primarily of employee-related expenses, equity-
based compensation, sales commissions, brand development, advertising, travel-related expenses and industry
conferences and events. We plan to continue to invest in sales and marketing to increase penetration of our
existing client base and expand to new clients.

● Research and Development.  Research and development expense consist primarily of employee-related expenses,
equity-based compensation, third-party consulting, allocated software costs and tax credits. We plan to continue
to invest in our R&D efforts to enhance and scale our software product offerings by development of new features
and increased functionality.

● General and Administrative.  General and administrative expense consists of personnel-related expenses
associated with our executive, legal, finance, human resources, information technology, and other administrative
functions, including salaries, benefits, bonuses, and equity-based compensation. General and administrative
expense also includes professional fees for external legal, accounting and other consulting services, allocated
overhead costs, and other general operating expenses.

● Intangible Asset Amortization.  Intangible asset amortization consists primarily of amortization expense related
to intangible assets recorded in connection with acquisitions and amortization of capitalized software
development costs.

● Depreciation and Amortization Expense.  Depreciation and amortization expense consists of depreciation of
property and equipment and amortization of leasehold improvements.

Other Expenses

● Interest Expense.  Interest expense consists primarily of interest expense associated with the Credit Agreement,
including amortization of debt issuance costs and discounts.

● Net Other Income (Expense).  Net other income (expense) consists of miscellaneous non-operating expenses
primarily comprised of foreign exchange transaction gains and losses.

● Provision for (Benefit from) Income Taxes.  Provision for (benefit from) income taxes consists of U.S. federal
and state income taxes and income taxes in certain foreign jurisdictions in which we conduct business. We expect
income tax expense to increase over time as the Company continues to grow more profitable.
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Acquisitions

Author! B.V.

On March 2, 2021, we completed a transaction that qualified as a business combination for a total consideration of $2.7
million. The business combination was not significant to our consolidated financial statements. Based on our purchase
price allocation, approximately $1.2 million, $0.1 million and $1.2 million of the purchase price was assigned to customer
relationships, non-compete agreements and goodwill, respectively.

Insight Medical Writing Limited

On June 7, 2021, we completed a transaction that qualified as a business combination for a total consideration of $15.2
million. The business combination was not significant to our consolidated financial statements. Based on our purchase
price allocation, approximately $7.4 million and $4.7 million of the purchase price was assigned to customer relationships
and goodwill, respectively.

Pinnacle 21, LLC

On October 1, 2021, we completed the acquisition of 100% of the equity of Pinnacle for a total consideration of $339.1
million, consisting of cash $266.3 million ($246.9 million net with cash acquired from the acquisition) and 2,239,717
shares of our restricted common stock. Based on our purchase price allocation, approximately $15.8 million, $103.0
million, $24.6 million and $180.9 million of the purchase price was assigned to trademark, acquired software, customer
relationships, and goodwill, respectively. Pinnacle has been included in our consolidated results of operations since the date
of acquisition.

Integrated Nonclinical Development Solutions, Inc.

On January 3, 2022, we completed an acquisition for a total consideration of $8.0 million, which qualified as a business
combination. The business combination was not significant to our consolidated financial statements. Based on the purchase
price allocation, approximately $2.4 million, $1.0 million, $0.1 million, and $2.9 million of the purchase price was
assigned to customer relationships, developed technology, non-compete agreements, and goodwill, respectively.

Vyasa Analytics, LLC

On December 28, 2022, we completed the acquisition of Vyasa Analytics, LLC (“Vyasa”), a company that provides an AI
powered, scalable deep learning software and analytics platform for organizations within healthcare and life sciences,
higher education and state and local governments for total estimated consideration of $29.3 million. The business
combination was not significant to the Company’s consolidated financial statements.

The total estimated consideration includes a portion of contingent consideration that is payable over the next three years in
a combination of 70% cash and 30% Certara common stock. Future payments of contingent consideration are based on
achieving certain eligible revenue thresholds for each of the twelve-month periods ended December 31, 2023, 2024, and
2025, respectively. Potential payments range from $0 to $60 million over the three years period.  The fair value of the
contingent consideration was estimated to be $19.8 million as of the acquisition date.

Based on the Company’s purchase price allocation, approximately $11.4 million, $1.5 million, $0.1 million, $0.1 million
and $16.6 million of the purchase price was assigned to developed technology, customer relationships, trademarks, non-
compete agreements and goodwill, respectively.

For more information about our acquisitions, see Note 5. “Business Combinations” in the notes to the consolidated
financial statements.
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Results of Operations

YEAR ENDED
DECEMBER 31, 

    2022     2021     2020
(dollars in thousands)

Statement of operations data:
Revenues $  335,644 $  286,104 $  243,530
Cost of revenues   132,577   111,616  100,765
Operating expenses:         

Sales and marketing   27,408   20,141  19,202
Research and development   28,205   20,379  19,644
General and administrative   71,773   79,539  88,482
Intangible asset amortization   41,429   38,715  37,414
Depreciation and amortization expense   1,731   2,135  2,443

Total operating expenses   170,546   160,909  167,185
Income (loss) from operations   32,521   13,579  (24,420)

Other expenses:       
Interest expense   (17,773)   (16,837)  (25,296)
Net other income (expense)   4,007   (117)  (465)

Total other expenses   (13,766)   (16,954)  (25,761)
Income (loss) before income taxes   18,755   (3,375)  (50,181)
Provision for (benefit from) income taxes   4,024   9,891  (784)

Net Income (loss) $  14,731 $  (13,266) $  (49,397)

Comparison of the Years Ended December 31, 2022 and 2021

Revenues

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31,     CHANGE  
    2022     2021     $     %  

(in thousands)  
Software $  115,466 $  86,825 $  28,641  33 %
Services   220,178   199,279   20,899  10 %

Total revenues $  335,644 $  286,104 $  49,540  17 %

Revenue increased by $49.5 million, or 17%, to $335.6 million for the year ended December 31, 2022, as compared to the
same period in 2021. The overall increase in revenue was primarily due to business acquisitions, growth in our technology-
driven services and software product offerings from strong renewal rates, client expansion, and new customers. The
increase was partially offset by the negative impact on our revenues from fluctuations in foreign currency exchange rates
and a decline in regulatory and access revenue.

Software revenue increased by $28.6 million, or 33%, to $115.5 million for the year ended December 31, 2022, as
compared to the same period in 2021. The overall growth is primarily attributable to maintaining high net revenue retention
rates and renewal rates for our core software products, growth from acquisitions, and new customers. The increase was
partially offset by the negative impact on our revenue from fluctuation of the foreign currency exchange rates.

Services revenue increased by $20.9 million, or 10%, to $220.2 million for the year ended December 31, 2022, as
compared to the same period in 2021. The growth in overall services revenue is primarily attributable to continued growth
in biosimulation. The increase was partially offset by the negative impact on our revenue from fluctuations in foreign
currency exchange rates and a decline in regulatory and access revenue.
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Cost of Revenues

    YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31,     CHANGE  
    2022     2021     $     %  

(in thousands)  
Cost of revenues $  132,577 $  111,616 $  20,961  19 %

Cost of revenues increased by $21.0 million, or 19%, to $132.6 million for the year ended December 31, 2022, as
compared to 2021. The increase was primarily due to a $12.8 million increase in employee-related costs resulting from
billable head count growth, a $5.0 million increase in intangible assets amortization, a $2.3 million increase in equity-based
compensation cost, a $1.5 million increase related to cost of licenses, a $1.2 million increase in travel, equipment, and
facility related expenses, partially offset by a $2.6 million decrease in consulting and professional services cost.

Sales and Marketing Expense

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, CHANGE  
    2022     2021     $     %  

(in thousands)  
Sales and marketing $  27,408 $  20,141 $  7,267  36 %
% of total revenues   8 %    7 %       

Sales and marketing expenses increased by $7.3 million, or 36%, to $27.4 million for the year ended December 31, 2022,
as compared to 2021. Sales and marketing expenses increased primarily due to a $5.2 million increase in employee-related
costs resulting from head count growth, a $0.9 million increase in marketing costs, a $0.5 million increase in travel related
expenses, and a $0.3 million increase in professional and consulting costs.

Research and Development Expense

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31,     CHANGE  
    2022     2021     $     %  

(in thousands)  
Research and development $  28,205 $  20,379 $  7,826  38 %
% of total revenues   8 %    7 %       

Research and development expenses increased by $7.8 million, or 38%, to $28.2 million for the year ended December 31,
2022, as compared to 2021. The increase in R&D expenses was primarily due to a $8.1 million increase in employee-
related costs resulting from head count growth and a $3.0 million increase in equity-based compensation cost, partially
offset by a $3.3 million increase in capitalized cost in R&D.

General and Administrative Expense

    YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31,     CHANGE  
    2022     2021     $     %  

(in thousands)  
General and administrative $  71,773 $  79,539 $ (7,766)  (10)%
% of total revenues   21 %    28 %       

General and administrative expenses decreased by $7.8 million, or 10 %, to $71.8 million for the year ended December 31,
2022, as compared to 2021. The decrease in general and administrative expenses was primarily due to a $9.7 million
decrease in acquisition-related costs, a $4.3 million decrease in equity-based compensation cost, a $1.6 million decrease in
transaction costs related to public offerings, and a $1.0 million decrease in facility and lease related expenses, partially
offset by a $5.1 million increase in employee-related costs resulting from head count growth, a $2.4 million increase in
professional and consulting costs, and a $1.0 million increase in travel and equipment related expenses.
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Intangible Asset Amortization Expense

    YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31,     CHANGE  
    2022     2021     $     %  

(in thousands)  
Intangible asset amortization $  41,429 $  38,715 $ 2,714  7 %
% of total revenues   12 %    14 %       

Intangible asset amortization expense increased by $2.7 million, or 7%, to $41.4 million for the year ended December 31,
2022, as compared to 2021. The increase in intangible asset amortization was primarily the result of increased amortization
in acquired intangible assets.

Depreciation and Amortization Expense

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31,     CHANGE  
    2022     2021     $     %  

(in thousands)  
Depreciation and amortization $  1,731 $  2,135 $  (404)  (19)%
% of total revenues   1 %    1 %       

Depreciation and amortization expense decreased by $0.4 million, or 19 %, to $1.7 million for the year ended December
31, 2022, as compared to 2021. The decrease was primarily due to a decrease in depreciation from computer equipment
and furniture for the year ended December 31, 2022 as compared to the same period in 2021.

Interest Expense

    YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31,     CHANGE  
    2022     2021     $     %   

(in thousands)  
Interest expense $  17,773 $  16,837 $  936  6 %
% of total revenues   5 %    6 %       

Interest expense increased by $0.9 million, or 6%, to $17.8 million for the year ended December 31, 2022, as compared to
2021. The increase in interest expense was primarily due to market interest rates increase reflected on our term loan
floating rate debt. The increase in interest expense was partially offset by $3.3 million of interest expense reclassified from
other comprehensive income due to hedge ineffectiveness in 2021 and the decrease of interest on interest swap.

Net other income (expense)

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31,     CHANGE  
    2022     2021     $     %  

(in thousands)  
Net other income (expense) $  4,007 $  (117) $  4,124 nm
% of total revenues   1 %    (0)%       

Net other income (expense) increased by $4.1 million to $4.0 million for the year ended December 31, 2022, as compared
to 2021. The increase in net other income (expense) was primarily due to a $3.0 million increase in remeasurement gains
related to the fluctuation of foreign currency exchange rates and a $1.0 million increase in interest income.

Provision for (Benefit from) Income Taxes

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, CHANGE  
    2022     2021     $     %   

(in thousands)  
Provision for (benefit from) income taxes $  4,024  $  9,891 $  (5,867) (59)%
Effective tax rate   21.5 %  (293.1)%     
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Our income tax expense was $4.0 million, resulting in an effective income tax rate of 21.5%, for the year ended December
31, 2022, as compared to an income tax expense of $9.9 million, or an effective income tax rate of (293.1)% in 2021. Our
income tax expense for the year ended December 31, 2022 was primarily due to the impact of rate changes in certain
jurisdictions, the impact of non-deductible items, and the relative mix of domestic and international earnings.

Net income (Loss)

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31,     CHANGE
    2022     2021     $     %  

(in thousands)
Net Income (loss) $  14,731 $  (13,266) $ 27,997 (211)%

Net income increased by $28.0 million, or 211%, to $14.7 million for the year ended December 31, 2022, as compared to
the same period in 2021. The increase was primarily due to a $49.5 million increase in revenues, a $5.9 million decrease in
tax expense, and a $4.1 million increase in net other income mainly related to increase in remeasurement gain and interest
income, partially offset by a $21.0 million increase in cost of revenue, a $9.6 million increase in operating expense, and a
$0.9 million increase in interest expense.

Comparison of the Years Ended December 31, 2021 and 2020

Revenues

    YEAR ENDED      
DECEMBER 31, CHANGE

    2021     2020     $     %  
( in thousands)  

Software $  86,825 $  73,463 $ 13,362  18 %
Services   199,279   170,067   29,212  17 %
Total revenues $ 286,104 $ 243,530 $ 42,574  17 %

Revenues increased by $42.6 million, or 17%, to $286.1 million for the year ended December 31, 2021, as compared to the
same period in 2020. Excluding $6.1 million revenue from Pinnacle 21, which was acquired in the fourth quarter of 2021,
the revenues increased $36.4 million, or 15% for the year ended December 31, 2021 as compared to the same period in
2020. The overall increase in revenues was primarily a result of growth in our technology enabled services and software
product offerings from strong renewal rates, client expansions and new customers.

Software revenue increased by $13.4 million, or 18%, to $86.8 million for the year ended December 31, 2021 as compared
to the same period in 2020, driven primarily by growth in sales of our software subscriptions of 29%, or $9.6 million and
sales of our software licenses of 10%, or $3.7 million.  Excluding $5.7 million revenue from Pinnacle 21, the revenue from
software subscription increased $3.9 million, or 12%. The overall growth is primarily attributable to maintaining high net
revenue retention rates and renewal rates for our core software products, growth from acquisitions and new customers.

Services revenue increased by $29.2 million, or 17%, to $199.3 million for the year ended December 31, 2021, as
compared to the same period in 2020, primarily driven by growth in our technology-driven services product lines, which
increased by 18%, or $29.5 million. The growth in overall services revenue is primarily attributable to strong growth in
biosimulation and regulatory services from client expansions with ACV greater than $0.1 million and new customers.  

Cost of Revenues

 
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, CHANGE

    2021     2020     $ %   
(in thousands)  

Cost of revenues $  111,616 $  100,765 $ 10,851  11 %
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Cost of revenues increased by $10.9 million, or 11%, to $111.6 million for the year ended December 31, 2021, as compared
to 2020. The increase was primarily due to a $10.0 million increase in employee-related costs resulting from billable head
count growth, a $2.8 million increase in consulting costs, and $1.4 million increase in intangible assets amortization,
partially offset by a $3.6 million decrease in equity-based compensation cost. Excluding $0.8 million expense from
Pinnacle, the cost of revenue increased $10.1 million.

Sales and Marketing Expense

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, CHANGE
    2021     2020     $     %  

(in thousands)

Sales and marketing $ 20,141 $ 19,202 $  
939  5 %

% of total revenues 7 %  8 %      
Sales and marketing increased by $0.9 million, or 5%, to $20.1 million for the year ended December 31, 2021, as compared
to 2020. Sales and marketing expenses increased primarily due to a $5.4 million increase in employee-related costs
resulting from head count growth and a $0.5 million increase in professional and consulting costs as well as $0.1 million
increase in equipment and software expenses, partially offset by a $5.2 million decrease in equity-based compensation cost.

Research and Development Expense

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, CHANGE
    2021     2020     $     %

(in thousands)
Research and development $ 20,379 $ 19,644 $735 4 %
% of total revenues 7 %  8 %      

Research and development expenses increased by $0.7 million, or 4%, to $20.4 million for the year ended December 31,
2021 as compared to 2020. The increase in R&D expenses was primarily due to a $5.1 million increases in employee-
related costs resulting from head count growth, partially offset by a $4.3 million decrease in equity-based compensation
cost. Excluding $1.3 million expense in research and development from Pinnacle, the research and development expense
decreased $0.6 million.

General and Administrative Expense

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, CHANGE
    2021     2020     $     %  

(in thousands)
General and administrative $ 79,539 $ 88,482 $ (8,943)  (10)%
% of total revenues 28 %  36 %      

General and administrative expenses decreased by $8.9 million, or 10 %, to $79.5 million for the year ended December 31,
2021 as compared to 2020. The decrease was primarily due to a $24.4 million decrease in employee-related costs resulting
from a $22.0 million decrease in equity-based compensation cost and a $2.4 million decrease in other-employee related
costs. The decreases were partially offset by increase of $10.7 million in acquisition costs, $2.7 million in insurance
expenses, $1.0 million increase in public company expense, and $0.8 million increase in stock offering transaction cost.

Intangible Asset Amortization Expense

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, CHANGE
    2021     2020     $     %  

(in thousands)

Intangibles asset amortization $ 38,715 $ 37,414 $  
1,301  3 %

% of total revenues 14 %  15 %      
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Intangible asset amortization expense increased by $1.3 million, or 3%, to $38.7 million for the year ended December 31,
2021 as compared to 2020. The increase in intangible asset amortization was primarily the result of increased amortization
in acquired intangible assets. Excluding $2.4 million expense in intangible asset amortization from Pinnacle, the intangible
asset amortization expense decreased $1.1 million.

Depreciation and Amortization Expense

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, CHANGE
    2021     2020     $     %  

(in thousands)

Depreciation and amortization $ 2,135 $ 2,443 $  
(308)  (13)%

% of total revenues 1 %  1 %      

Depreciation and amortization expense decreased by $0.3 million, or (13) %, to $2.1 million for the year ended December
31, 2021 as compared to 2020.  The decrease in depreciation and amortization expense was primarily due to the decrease in
average carrying balances of fixed assets in 2021 compared to 2020.

Interest Expense

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, CHANGE
    2021     2020     $     %  

(in thousands)
Interest expense $ 16,837 $ 25,296 $ (8,459)  (33)%
% of total revenues 6 %  10 %      

Interest expense decreased by $8.5 million, or 33%, to $16.8 million for the year ended December 31, 2021 as compared to
2020. The decrease in interest expense was primarily due to lower average outstanding principal balances on our credit
facilities in 2021 compared to the same period in 2020. The decrease in interest expense was partially offset by interest
expense reclassified in 2021 as interest from other comprehensive income due to hedge ineffectiveness.

Net other income (expense)

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, CHANGE
    2021     2020     $     %  

(in thousands)
Net other income (expense) $ (117) $ (465) $  348  (75)%
% of total revenues 0 %  0 %      

Net other income (expense) decreased by $0.3 million, or 75%, to $0.1 million for the year ended December 31, 2021 as
compared to 2020. The decrease in net other income (expenses) was primarily due to increase in currency gain, partially
offset by increase in loss from  fixed asset disposals.

Provision for (Benefit from) Income Taxes

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, CHANGE
    2021     2020     $     %  

(in thousands)
Provision for (Benefit from) income taxes $ 9,891 $ (784) $ 10,675 nm
Effective income tax rate (293.1)%  1.6 %      

Our income tax expense was $9.9 million, resulting in an effective income tax rate of (293.1)%, for the year ended
December 31, 2021, as compared to an income tax benefit of $0.8 million, or an effective income tax rate of 1.6%, in
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2020. Our income tax expense for the year ended December 31, 2021 was primarily due to the impact of rate changes in
certain jurisdictions, the impact of non-deductible items, and the relative mix of domestic and international earnings.

Net Loss

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, CHANGE
    2021     2020     $     %  

(in thousands)
Net loss $ (13,266) $ (49,397) $ 36,131  (73)%

Net loss decreased by $36.1 million, or 73%, to $13.3 million for the year ended December 31, 2021, as compared to the
same period in 2020. The decrease was primarily due to increase in revenues and decrease in stock-based compensation
expense and interest costs in 2021 compared to 2020, partially offset by increase in cost of revenue, employee-related
costs, acquisition costs, and taxes.

Liquidity and Capital Resources

We have consistently generated positive cash flow from operations, providing $92.5 million, $60.4 million, and $44.8
million as a source of funds each year for the years ended December 31, 2022, 2021, and 2020, respectively. Our additional
liquidity comes from several sources: maintaining adequate balances of cash and cash equivalents, issuing common stock,
and accessing credit facilities and revolving line of credit. The following table provides a summary of the major sources of
liquidity for periods ended at December 31, 2022, 2021, and 2020 and as of December 31, 2022, 2021, and 2020.

2022 2021 2020
(in thousands)

Net cash provided by operating activities $  92,543 $  60,388 $  44,810
Cash and cash equivalents(1) $  236,586 $  185,797 $  271,382
Proceeds from issuing common stock $  — $  133,351 $  316,301
Term loan credit facilities $  297,470 $  300,490 $  304,099
Revolving line of credit $  100,000 $  100,000 $  20,000

(1) Cash balance as of December 31, 2022, 2021, and 2020 included $56.4 million, $39.8 million, and $19.9 million cash and cash equivalents held
outside of the United States.

Our material cash requirements from known contractual obligations as of December 31, 2022 are as follows:

LESS THAN MORE THAN 
    TOTAL     1 YEAR     1 TO 3 YEARS    4 TO 5 YEARS    5 YEARS

(in thousands)
Lease obligations:                

Operating leases $  16,031 $  4,935 $  7,455 $  3,046 $  595
Finance leases(1)   25   25   —   —   —

Principal payments of long-term debt   297,470   3,020   6,040   288,410   —
Interest on long-term debt(2)   85,645   23,685   46,711   15,249   —

Total $ 399,171 $  31,665 $  60,206 $  306,705 $  595

(1) Inclusive of interest expense.

(2) Represents the expected cash payments for interest on our long-term debt based on the amounts outstanding as of the end of each period and the
interest rates applicable on such debt as of December 31, 2022.
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We believe our existing sources of liquidity will be sufficient to meet our working capital, capital expenditures, and
contractual obligations for the foreseeable future. We believe we will meet longer-term expected future cash requirements
and obligations through a combination of cash flows from operating activities, available cash balances, and potential future
equity or debt transactions.

Our future capital requirements, however, will depend on many factors, including funding needed for potential
acquisitions, investments, and other growth and strategic opportunities, which could increase our cash requirements. While
we believe we have, and will be able to generate, sufficient liquidity to fund our operations for the foreseeable future, our
sources of liquidity could be affected by factors described under “Risk Factors” elsewhere in this filing.

Cash Flows

The following table presents a summary of our cash flows for the periods shown:

     
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 

    2022     2021  2020
(in thousands)

Net cash provided by operating activities $  92,543 $  60,388 $  44,810
Net cash used in investing activities   (27,837)   (269,922)   (8,612)
Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities   (7,363)   123,391   208,214
Effect due to foreign exchange rate changes on cash, cash equivalents, and
restricted cash   (4,279)   (524)   (883)

Net(decrease) increase  in cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash $  53,064 $  (86,667) $  243,529
Cash paid for interest   17,268   14,169  27,607
Cash paid for income taxes   10,141   8,595  12,278

Operating Activities

Our cash flows from operating activities primarily include net income (loss) adjusted for (i) non-cash items included in net
income (loss), such as provisions for credit losses, depreciation and amortization, stock-based compensation, deferred taxes
and other non-cash items and (ii) changes in the balances of operating assets and liabilities. Net cash provided by operating
activities for the year ended December 31, 2022, was $92.5 million, compared to $60.4 million for the year ended
December 31, 2021. The $32.2 million increase in cash from operating activities was primarily due to cash collected from
higher revenues and more cash inflow from deferred revenues, partially offset by less cash used to pay for liabilities and
increase in accounts receivables.

During the year ended December 31, 2021, operating activities provided cash of approximately $60.4 million. The $15.6
million increase in cash from operating activities compared to 2020 was primarily due to a decrease in cash paid in interest
and taxes, partially offset by cash paid for accounts payable and accrued expense.

During the year ended December 31, 2020, operating activities provided approximately $44.8 million of cash and cash
equivalents, primarily resulting from a net loss of $49.4 million, offset by $100.9 million of non-cash operating expenses
inclusive of depreciation and amortization, amortization of debt issuance costs, equity-based compensation costs, and
deferred income taxes. Changes in our operating assets and liabilities used cash and cash equivalents of approximately $6.7
million.

Investing Activities

Net cash used in investing activities for the year ended December 31, 2022, was $27.8 million, a decrease of $242.1
million, compared to $269.9 million for the year ended December 31, 2021. The change in investing activities was
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primarily due to a $245.7 million decrease on cash used for business acquisitions, partially offset by cash utilized in
capitalized development costs and capital expenditures to support our growth.

During the year ended December 31, 2021, investing activities used approximately $269.9 million of cash, an increase of
$261.3 million, compared to $8.6 million in 2020. Cash used in investing activities was primarily for investing in business
acquisitions, capitalized software development, and capital expenditures to support our growth.

During the year ended December 31, 2020, investing activities used approximately $8.6 million of cash, primarily for
investing in capital expenditures and capitalized software development to support our growth.

Financing Activities

During the year ended December 31, 2022, financing activities used cash of approximately $7.4 million, compared to
$123.4 million cash provided by financing activities in the same period of 2021. The $130.8 million decrease in cash
provided from financing activities was primarily due to $133.4 million in proceeds received from stock offerings in 2021,
partially offset by the increase on tax payment related to shares withheld for employee taxes in 2022.

During the year ended December 31, 2021, financing activities provided approximately $123.4 million, compared to
$208.2 million in the same period of 2020. The $84.8 million decrease in cash from financing activities was primarily due
to $183.0 million less proceeds from stock offerings in 2021 compared to 2020. The decrease was partially offset by
$100.4 million decrease in payments on long-term debt in 2021.

During the year ended December 31, 2020, financing activities provided approximately $208.2 million of cash, primarily
attributable to proceeds from issuance of common stock in connection with our IPO, partially offset by payments on long-
term debt.

Indebtedness

Credit Facilities

We are a party to a Credit Agreement that originally provided for a $250.0 million senior secured term loan and
commitments under a revolving credit facility in an aggregate principal amount of $20.0 million, with a sub-commitment
for issuance of letters of credit of $10.0 million. The loans were originally scheduled to mature on August 14, 2024, with
respect to the term loan thereunder, and August 14, 2022, with respect to the revolving credit facility thereunder.

In January 2018, we and the lenders amended the Credit Agreement to add incremental term loans in the amount of $25.0
million to be used for our general corporate purposes. Additionally, in April 2018, we and the lenders amended the Credit
Agreement to (i) add incremental term loans in the amount of $40.0 million to be used for our general corporate purposes
and (ii) provide a reduction of 50 basis points in the margin under the term loan. The terms of such incremental term loans
were the same as the terms of our existing term loans, including in respect of maturity, and are considered an increase in
the aggregate principal amount of the existing term loans outstanding under the Credit Agreement and are part of the
existing term loan.

We entered into a third restated and amended loan agreement on June 17, 2021 (“Third Amendment”), which provides for,
among other things, (i) the extension of the termination date applicable to the revolving credit commitments under the
Credit Agreement to August 2025, (ii) the extension of the maturity date applicable to the term loans under the Credit
Agreement to August 2026, and (iii) an increase of approximately $80.0 million in commitments available under the
revolving line of credit (resulting in an aggregate amount of commitments of $100.0 million).  The term loan under the
Third Amendment has substantially the same terms as the existing term loans and revolving credit commitments. The
Credit Agreement is collateralized by substantially all U.S. assets and stock pledges for the non-U.S. subsidiaries and
contain various financial and nonfinancial covenants.

Borrowings under the Credit Agreement currently bear interest at a rate per annum equal to either (i) the Eurocurrency rate,
with a floor of 0.00%, as adjusted for the reserve percentage required under regulations issued by the Federal Reserve
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Board for determining maximum reserve requirements with respect to Eurocurrency funding, plus an applicable margin
rate of 3.50% for the term loan and between 4.00% and 3.50% for revolving credit loans, depending on the applicable first
lien leverage ratio, or (ii) an alternative base rate (“ABR”), with a floor of 1.00%, plus an applicable margin rate of 2.50%
for the term loan or between 3.00% and 2.50% for revolving credit loans, depending on the applicable first lien leverage
ratio (with the ABR determined as the greatest of (a) the prime rate, (b) the federal funds effective rate, plus 0.50%), and
(c) the Eurocurrency rate plus 1.00%.

Additionally, we are obligated to pay under the revolving credit facility (i) a commitment fee of between 0.50% and 0.25%
per annum of the unused amount of the revolving credit facility, depending on the applicable first lien leverage ratio, (ii)
customary letter of credit issuance and participation fees, and (iii) other customary fees and expenses of the letter of credit
issuers.

All obligations under the Credit Agreement are unconditionally guaranteed by our wholly owned direct and indirect
subsidiaries, subject to certain exceptions. All obligations under the Credit Agreement, and the guarantees of those
obligations, are secured on a first lien basis, subject to certain exceptions, by substantially all of our assets and the assets of
the other guarantors.

As of December 31, 2022, we had $297.5 million of outstanding borrowings on the term loan, and $100.0 million of
availability under the revolving credit facility under the Credit Agreement, and outstanding letters of credit of $0.1 million
under the Credit Agreement. As of December 31, 2022, we were in compliance with the covenants of the Credit
Agreement.  

Income Taxes

We recorded income tax expense of $4.0 million for the year ended December 31, 2022 and income tax expense of $9.9
million for the year ended December 31, 2021.

As of December 31, 2022, we had federal and state NOLs of approximately $1.8 million and $0.05 million, respectively,
which are available to reduce future taxable income and expire between 2024 and 2036 and 2029 and 2040, respectively.
We had federal and state R&D tax credit carryforwards of approximately $0.4 million and $0.1 million, respectively, to
offset future income taxes, which expire between 2025 and 2042. We also had foreign tax credits of approximately $10.6
million, which will start to expire in 2027. These carryforwards that may be utilized in a future period may be subject to
limitations based upon changes in the ownership of our stock in a future period. Additionally, we carried forward foreign
NOLs of approximately $65.8 million which will start to expire in 2022, foreign research and development credits of $0.4
million which expire in 2029, and Canadian investment tax credits of approximately $3.5 million which expire between
2030 and 2040. Our carryforwards are subject to review and possible adjustment by the appropriate taxing authorities.

As required by Accounting Standards Codification (‘‘ASC’’) Topic 740, Income Taxes, our management has evaluated the
positive and negative evidence bearing upon the realizability of our deferred tax assets, which are composed principally of
NOL carryforwards, Section 174 carryforwards, investment tax credit carryforward, and foreign tax credit carryforwards.
Management has determined that it is more likely than not that we will not realize the benefits of foreign tax credit
carryforwards. At the foreign subsidiaries, management has determined that it is more likely than not that we will not
realize the benefits of certain NOL carryforwards. As a result, a valuation allowance of $24.2 million is recorded at
December 31, 2022.

Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements

During the periods presented, we did not have, and currently we do not have, any significant off-balance sheet
arrangements, as defined under the rules and regulations of the SEC.
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Critical Accounting Policies and Estimates

Our management’s discussion and analysis of our financial condition and results of operations are based on our
consolidated financial statements, which have been prepared in accordance with GAAP. The preparation of these
consolidated financial statements requires us to make judgments and estimates that affect the reported amounts of assets,
liabilities, revenues, and expenses and the disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities in our consolidated financial
statements. We base our estimates on historical experience, known trends and events, and various other factors that we
believe to be reasonable under the circumstances, the results of which form the basis for making judgments about the
carrying values of assets and liabilities that are not readily apparent from other sources. Actual results may differ from
these estimates under different assumptions or conditions. On an ongoing basis, we evaluate our judgments and estimates
in light of changes in circumstances, facts, and experience. The effects of material revisions in estimates, if any, are
reflected in the consolidated financial statements prospectively from the date of change in estimates.

While our significant accounting policies are described in more detail in the notes to our consolidated financial statements
appearing elsewhere in this annual report, we believe the following accounting policies used in the preparation of our
consolidated financial statements require the most significant judgments and estimates.

Revenue Recognition

Application of GAAP related to the measurement and recognition of revenue requires us to make judgments and estimates.
Specifically, complex arrangements with nonstandard terms and conditions may require significant contract interpretation
to determine the appropriate accounting, including whether promised goods and services specified in an arrangement are
distinct performance obligations. Revenue recognition is also impacted by our ability to determine when a contract is
probable of collection and to estimate variable consideration. We consider various factors when making these judgments.

Our revenue is primarily derived from the sale of software products and delivery of consulting services. We recognize
revenue when control of the promised good or service is transferred to the customer in an amount that reflects the
consideration for which we are expected to be entitled in exchange for those services.

Consulting Service Revenues

The Company’s primary professional services offering includes consulting services, which may be either strategic
consulting services, reporting and analysis services, regulatory writing services, or any combination of the three. The
Company’s professional services contracts are either time-and-materials or fixed fee. Services revenues are generally
recognized over time as the services are performed. Generally, these services are delivered to customers electronically.
Revenue from time-and-material contracts is recognized on an output basis as labor hours are delivered and/or direct
expenses are incurred. Revenues for fixed price services are generally recognized over time applying input methods to
estimate progress to completion. Accordingly, the number of resources being paid for and varying lengths of time they are
being paid for, determine the measure of progress.

Software Licenses

Software license revenue consists primarily of sales of software licenses downloaded and installed by our customers on
their own hardware.  The license period is generally one year or less and includes an insignificant amount of customer
support to assist the customer with the software.   Software license performance obligations are generally recognized
upfront at the point in time when the software license has been delivered.

Software as a Service (SaaS) Revenues

SaaS revenues consists of subscription fees for access to, and related support for, the Company’s cloud-based solutions.
The Company typically invoices subscription fees in advance in annual installments.  The invoice is initially deferred and
revenue is recognized ratably over the life of the contract. The Company’s software contracts do not typically include
variable consideration, or options for future purchases that would not be similar to the original goods.
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Software Services

Maintenance services agreements on perpetual licenses consist of fees for providing software updates and for providing
technical support for software products for a specified term. Revenue allocated to maintenance services is recognized
ratably over the contract term beginning on the delivery date of each offering. Maintenance contracts generally have a term
of one year. While transfer of control of the software training and implementation performance obligations are over time,
the services are typically started and completed within a few days. Due to the quick nature of the performance obligation
from start to finish and the insignificant amounts, the Company recognizes any software training or implementation
revenue at the completion of the service. Any unrecognized portion of amounts paid in advance for licenses and services is
recorded as deferred revenue.

Arrangements with Multiple Performance Obligations

For contracts with multiple performance obligations, such as a software license plus software training, implementation,
and/or maintenance/support, or in contracts where there are multiple software licenses, the Company determines if the
products or services are distinct and allocates the consideration to each distinct performance obligation on a relative
standalone selling price basis (“SSP”). The delivery of a particular type of software and each of the user licenses would be
one performance obligation. Additionally, any training, implementation, or support and maintenance promises as part of the
software license agreement would be considered separate performance obligations, as those promises are distinct and
separately identifiable from the software licenses. The payment terms in these arrangements are less than one year such
that there is no significant financing component to the transaction.

Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets

We assess goodwill for impairment at least annually, during the fourth quarter based on balances as of October 1st, and
more frequently on an interim basis if we believe indicators of impairment exist. Goodwill is tested for impairment at the
reporting unit level, which is one level below or the same as an operating segment. The application of an interim or the
annual goodwill impairment test begins with the identification of reporting units, which requires judgment. We determined
that we have four reporting units: the software reporting unit (“Software”), the SimCyp reporting unit (“SimCyp”), the
Integrated Drug Development reporting unit (“IDD”), and the regulatory writing reporting unit (“Regulatory Writing”),
which are within a single operating segment of the Company. The process of evaluating the potential impairment of
goodwill is highly subjective and requires significant judgment. Our review of impairment starts with performing a
qualitative assessment to determine whether events or circumstances lead to a determination that it is more-likely-than-not
that the fair value of the reporting units are less than their carrying amounts.

Our qualitative assessment of the recoverability of goodwill considers various macroeconomic, industry-specific and
company-specific factors. These factors include: (1) the nature of the business and the history of the Company and its
reporting units from their inception; (2) the economic outlook in general and the condition and outlook of the industry in
which the Company and its reporting units operate; (3) the financial condition of the Company and its reporting units; (4)
the earnings capacity of the Company and its reporting units; (5) the dividend-paying capacity of the Company and its
reporting units; (6) whether goodwill or other intangible value exists within the Company and/or its reporting units; (7)
previous sales of the Company’s and/or reporting units’ stock and the size of the block of stock to be valued; and (8) the
market prices of stocks of corporations engaged in the same or a similar line of business having their stocks actively traded
in a free and open market, either on an exchange or over-the-counter. After assessing the totality of events and
circumstances, if we determine that it is not more-likely-than-not that the fair values of our reporting units are less than
their net book values, no further assessment is performed. If we determine that it is more-likely-than-not that the fair values
of our reporting units are less than carrying value or if we elect to bypass the qualitative assessment, we proceed to a
quantitative assessment or test of goodwill.

If a quantitative assessment of goodwill is required, the determination of the fair value of a reporting unit will involve the
use of significant estimates and assumptions. Our quantitative goodwill impairment test uses both the income approach and
the market approach to estimate fair value. The income approach is based on the discounted cash flow method that
discounts forecasted future cash flows expected to be generated which are based on the Company's estimates of financial
performance including revenues, adjusted EBITDA, taxes, and working capital and capital asset requirements. When
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performing our market approach, we rely specifically on the guideline public company method. Our guideline public
company method incorporates revenues and EBITDA multiples from publicly traded companies with operations and other
characteristics similar to our entity. If the carrying amount of a reporting unit exceeds its fair value, an impairment loss is
recognized in an amount equal to that excess, limited to the total amount of goodwill allocated to that reporting unit.

We performed the annual goodwill impairment analysis during the fourth quarter. The quantitative assessments resulted in
no impairment as the estimated fair value of each reporting unit exceeded its carrying value.

Our other intangible assets primarily consist of customer relationship assets, software products acquired in acquisitions,
tradenames, software development costs, and non-compete agreements. Other identifiable intangible assets with finite
lives, such as software products acquired in acquisitions, non-compete agreements, tradenames, and customer relationship
assets, are amortized over their estimated lives using either a straight-line method or a method based on pattern of expected
economic benefit of the asset as follows: acquired software — three to ten years; non-compete agreements — two to five
years; customer relationships — 11 to 16 years; and trademarks — 10 to 17 years. The Company evaluates finite intangible
assets for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount of the asset might not
be recoverable. An impairment loss is recognized when estimated undiscounted future cash flows expected to result from
the use of the asset are less than its carrying amount.

Software Development Costs

Software development costs are accounted for in accordance with ASC Subtopic 985-20 if the software is to be sold, leased
or otherwise marketed, or by ASC Subtopic 350-40 if the software is for internal use. After the technological feasibility of
the software has been established (for software to be marketed), or at the beginning of application development (for
internal-use software), software development costs, which include primarily salaries and related payroll costs and costs of
independent contractors incurred during development, are capitalized. Research and development costs incurred prior to
the establishment of technological feasibility (for software to be marketed), or prior to application development (for
internal-use software), are expensed as incurred. Software development costs are amortized on a product-by-product basis
commencing on the date of general release of the products (for software to be marketed) or the date placed in service (for
internal-use software).

Income Taxes

We are subject to the income tax laws and regulations of the many jurisdictions in which we operate. These tax laws and
regulations are complex and involve uncertainties in the application to our facts and circumstances that may be open to
interpretation. We account for uncertainty in income taxes using a two-step approach. The first step requires the Company
to conclude that a tax position, based solely on its technical merits, is more likely than not to be sustained upon
examination by a tax authority. The second step requires to measure the largest amount of benefit, determined on a
cumulative probability basis, that is more likely than not to be realized upon ultimate settlement with tax authority. We
recognize benefits for these uncertain tax positions in the period during which, based on all available evidence, we believe
it is more likely than not (a likelihood of more than 50%) that the position will be sustained upon examination. This
process is inherently subjective since it requires our assessment of the probability of future outcomes. We evaluate these
uncertain tax positions on a quarterly basis, including consideration of changes in facts and circumstances.  

On a quarterly basis, we also assess the likelihood that we will be able to recover our deferred tax assets against future
sources of taxable income and reduce the carrying amounts of deferred tax assets by recording a valuation allowance if,
based on the available evidence, it is more likely than not (a likelihood of more than 50%) that all or a portion of such
assets will not be realized.

Business Acquisitions

When we acquire businesses, we allocate the purchase price to tangible assets and liabilities and identifiable intangible
assets acquired at their acquisition date fair values. Any residual purchase price is recorded as goodwill.
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We also estimate the fair value of any contingent consideration using Level 3 unobservable inputs. Our estimates of fair
value are based upon assumptions believed to be reasonable but which are uncertain and involve significant judgments by
management. We classified our contingent consideration as a liability in a recent acquisition and will remeasure the fair
value of contingent liability quarterly until the contingency is resolved. The changes in fair value will be recognized in
earnings in our consolidated statements of operations and comprehensive income (loss).

Recently Adopted and Issued Accounting Standards

We have reviewed all recently issued standards and have determined that, other than as disclosed in Note 2 to our
consolidated financial statements appearing elsewhere in this annual report, such standards will not have a material impact
on our consolidated financial statements or do not otherwise apply to our operations.

Item 7A. Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures About Market Risk.

Market risk is broadly defined as potential economic losses due to adverse changes in the fair value of a financial
instrument. In the normal course of business, we are exposed to market risks, including foreign currency exchange rate risk
and interest rate risk.

Foreign Currency Exchange Rate Risk

We are exposed to foreign currency exchange rate risk by virtue of our international operations. This risk arises because we
use different currencies to recognize revenue and pay operating expenses. We derived 26% of our revenue for the year
ended December 31, 2022 from operations outside of the United States. Our strategy for managing foreign currency risk
relies on efforts to negotiate customer contracts to receive payment in the same currency used to pay expenses. As of
December 31, 2022, we had no outstanding foreign currency forward contracts. Foreign currency exchange rate risk is
evidenced in our consolidated financial statements through translation risk and transaction and re-measurement risk.

Translation Risk

We are exposed to movements in foreign currencies, predominately in U.S. dollars, pounds sterling, euros, or Japanese yen,
with the majority in U.S. dollars. The vast majority of our contracts are entered into by our U.S. and U.K., E.U., and
Japanese subsidiaries. Contracts entered into by our U.S. subsidiaries are almost always denominated in U.S. dollars.
Contracts entered into by our other subsidiaries are generally denominated in U.S. dollars, pounds sterling, euros, or
Japanese yen, with the majority in U.S. dollars. If the U.S. dollar had weakened 10% or strengthened 10% relative to the
pound sterling, the euro, and the Japanese yen in the year ended December 31, 2022, income from operations would have
been lower or higher by approximately $2.2 million, based on revenues and costs related to our foreign operations.

Changes in exchange rates between the applicable foreign currency and the U.S. dollar will affect the translation of foreign
subsidiaries’ financial results into U.S. dollars for purposes of reporting our consolidated financial results. The process by
which we translate each foreign subsidiary’s financial results to U.S. dollars is as follows:

● we translate statement of operations accounts at the exchange rates on the dates those transactions are recognized
or the average exchange rates for the relevant monthly period;

● we translate balance sheet asset and liability accounts at the end of period exchange rates; and

● we translate equity accounts at historical exchange rates.

Translation of the balance sheet in this manner affects stockholders’ equity through the foreign currency translation
adjustment account. This account exists only in the foreign subsidiary’s U.S. dollar balance sheet and is necessary to keep
the foreign balance sheet, stated in U.S. dollars, in balance.
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We report translation adjustments within accumulated other comprehensive loss as a separate component of stockholders’
equity on our consolidated balance sheets. Gains or losses from translating amounts in foreign currencies are recorded in
other comprehensive income (loss) on our consolidated statements of operations and comprehensive income (loss).

Transaction and Re-measurement Risk

We have currency risk resulting from the passage of time between the recognition of revenue, invoicing of customers under
contracts, and the collection of payment. If a contract is denominated in a currency other than the subsidiary’s functional
currency, we recognize an unbilled services asset at the time of revenue recognition and a receivable at the time of
invoicing for the local currency equivalent of the foreign currency invoice amount. Changes in exchange rates from the
time we recognize revenue until the time the customer pays will result in our receiving either more or less in local currency
than the amount that was originally invoiced. We recognize this difference as a foreign currency transaction gain or loss, as
applicable.

We also have currency risk as a result of intercompany loans or other intercompany borrowings throughout our
organization when such intercompany debt is denominated in a currency other than the subsidiary’s functional currency.
Changes in exchange rates from the time a subsidiary records the intercompany debt until the time the subsidiary pays the
intercompany debt will result in a foreign currency transaction gain or loss. We record all foreign currency transaction and
re-measurement gains and losses as other income (expense), net on the consolidated statement of operations and
comprehensive income (loss). We do not have significant operations in countries considered highly inflationary.

Interest Rate Risk

We have borrowings under our Credit Agreement that bear interest at a rate per annum equal to either (a) the Eurocurrency
rate, with a floor of 0.00%, as adjusted for the reserve percentage required under regulations issued by the Federal Reserve
Board for determining maximum reserve requirements with respect to Eurocurrency funding, plus an applicable margin
rate of 3.50% for the term loan and between 4.00% and 3.50% for revolving credit loans, depending on the applicable first
lien leverage ratio, or (b) an alternative base rate (“ABR”), with a floor of 1.00%, plus an applicable margin rate of 2.50%
for the term loan or between 3.00% and 2.50% for revolving credit loans, depending on the applicable first lien leverage
ratio.

The ABR is determined as the greatest of (a) the prime rate, (b) the federal funds effective rate, plus 0.5% or (c) the
Eurocurrency rate plus 1.0%. As of December 31, 2022, we had $297.5 million of outstanding borrowings on the term
loan, no outstanding borrowings under the revolving credit facility and an outstanding letter of credit of $0.1 million under
the Credit Agreement.

Each quarter basis point increase in the Eurocurrency rate would increase interest expense on our current variable rate debt
by approximately $0.2 million for the year ended December 31, 2022. Our exposure to interest rate risk is minimized by
our interest rate swaps. As of December 31, 2022, we recorded the fair value of our interest rate swaps in the amount of
$8.4 million as a derivative asset included in prepaid expenses and other assets in our consolidated balance sheets.

Other Risk

Although we perform services for customers located in a number of jurisdictions, we have not experienced any material
difficulties in receiving funds remitted from foreign countries. However, new or modified exchange control restrictions
could have an adverse effect on our ability to repatriate cash to fund our operations and make principal and interest
payments, when necessary.
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Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

To the Stockholders and the Board of Directors of Certara, Inc. and Subsidiaries

Opinion on the Financial Statements

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheet of Certara, Inc. and Subsidiaries (the Company) as of
December 31, 2022, the related consolidated statements of operations and comprehensive loss, stockholders' equity and
cash flows for the year ended December 31, 2022, and the related notes to the consolidated financial statements
(collectively, the financial statements). In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of the Company as of December 31, 2022, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for the year
ended December 31, 2022, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

We have also audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United
States) (PCAOB), the Company's internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2022, based on criteria
established in Internal Control — Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the
Treadway Commission in 2013, and our report dated March 1, 2023 expressed an unqualified opinion on the effectiveness
of the Company's internal control over financial reporting.

Basis for Opinion

These financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion
on the Company’s financial statements based on our audits. We are a public accounting firm registered with the PCAOB
and are required to be independent with respect to the Company in accordance with U.S. federal securities laws and the
applicable rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission and the PCAOB.

We conducted our audit in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB. Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement, whether
due to error or fraud. Our audit included performing procedures to assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial
statements, whether due to error or fraud, and performing procedures that respond to those risks. Such procedures included
examining, on a test basis, evidence regarding the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. Our audit also
included evaluating the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating
the overall presentation of the financial statements. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

Critical Audit Matters

The critical audit matters communicated below are matters arising from the current period audit of the financial statements
that were communicated or required to be communicated to the audit committee and that: (1) relate to accounts or
disclosures that are material to the financial statements and (2) involved our especially challenging, subjective or complex
judgments. The communication of critical audit matters does not alter in any way our opinion on the financial statements,
taken as a whole, and we are not, by communicating the critical audit matters below, providing separate opinions on the
critical audit matters or on the accounts or disclosures to which they relate.

Revenue recognition on the Company’s fixed price contract revenue

As described in Note 2 (r) to the consolidated financial statements, the Company performs professional services under
fixed price contracts with the associated revenue recognized over time. For fixed price revenue contracts recognized over
time, management utilizes the input method to measure estimated progress to completion.

We identified revenue recognition for fixed price contracts as a critical audit matter. The principal consideration for our
determination that revenue recognition for fixed price contracts was a critical audit matter is that the measure of progress
towards completion is based upon the hours incurred to date as a percentage of the total estimated hours and utilizes
assumptions for future hours to complete the performance obligations, and those assumptions have significant estimation
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uncertainty. A significant change in the assumptions could affect both the profitability of the contract and the amount of
revenue and profit recognized in an accounting period. Given these factors, the related audit effort in evaluating
management’s judgments in determining the revenue recognition for fixed price contracts was challenging, subjective, and
complex and required a high degree of auditor judgment.

Our audit procedures related to testing the existence, accuracy and completeness of the Company’s fixed price contract
revenue included the following, among others:

● We obtained an understanding of the relevant controls related to the existence, accuracy and completeness of
fixed price contract revenue and tested such controls for design and operating effectiveness, including
management review controls.

● We evaluated the reasonableness of management estimates of cost recognition by comparing costs incurred under
completed contracts to the costs estimated by management at the inception of the customer agreement.

● We selected a sample of customer contracts and performed the following procedures:

o We reviewed the terms in the customer contract and evaluated the appropriateness of management’s
application of their accounting policies, along with their use of estimates, to determine the revenue
recognition conclusions are reasonable.

o We evaluated management’s estimated cost budget for each selection and compared the actual costs
incurred to the amount recognized in accordance with management’s accounting policies.

Valuation of Regulatory Writing Reporting Unit for Goodwill Impairment Testing

As described in Notes 2 (l) and 8 to the financial statements, as of December 31, 2022, the Company’s consolidated
goodwill balance was $717.8 million. The Company tests for impairment of goodwill at the reporting unit level annually as
of the first day of the fourth quarter, or more frequently if events or circumstances indicate a potential impairment. During
the year ended December 31, 2022, the impairment test was performed at the annual test date. The Company determines
the fair value of the Regulatory Writing reporting unit using a combination of the income approach using the discounted
cash flow method, which discounts forecasted future cash flows expected to be generated, and the market approach, using
the guideline public company method, which utilizes information of comparable entities with similar operations and
economic characteristics. To quantitatively measure goodwill impairment, the Company compares the fair value of the
Regulatory Writing reporting unit to its carrying value. When determining the fair value of the Regulatory Writing
reporting unit management makes significant estimates and assumptions, including revenue growth rates, projected
operating margins, and discount rates for the income approach and comparable market data for the market approach.

We identified the valuation of the Regulatory Writing reporting unit for goodwill impairment testing as a critical audit
matter given the significant estimates and assumptions management makes to determine the fair value of the Regulatory
Writing reporting unit, we identified management’s assumptions related to revenue growth rates, projected operating
margins, discount rates and comparable market data utilized in the valuation of the Regulatory Writing reporting unit’s
quantitative test for goodwill impairment as a critical audit matter. Auditing the reasonableness of management’s estimates
and assumptions required a high degree of auditor judgment and an increased extent of effort, including the need to involve
our fair value specialists.

Our audit procedures related to revenue growth rates, projected operating margins, discount rates and comparable market
data utilized in the valuation of the Company’s Regulatory Writing reporting unit included the following, among others:

● We obtained an understanding of the relevant controls related to the valuation of the Company’s Regulatory
Writing reporting unit and tested such controls for design and operating effectiveness, including management
review controls.
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● We evaluated the reasonableness of management’s forecasted sales and expense growth rates by comparing actual
results to management’s historical forecasts.

● We evaluated the reasonableness of management’s forecasts of sales growth rates by comparing the forecasts to
(1) the historical results (2) internal communications to management and the Board of Directors, (3) external
communications from analysts and investors, as applicable and (4) external market and industry data.

● We evaluated the reasonableness of management’s selection of comparable entities with similar operations and
economic characteristics.

● With the assistance of our valuation specialists, we evaluated the reasonableness of the Company’s valuation
methodology and significant assumptions by:

o Evaluating the reasonableness of the discount rate and multiples of earnings of comparable companies
by comparing the underlying source information to publicly available market data and verifying the
accuracy of the calculations.

o Evaluating the appropriateness of the valuation methods used by management and testing their
mathematical accuracy.

Valuation of developed technology and contingent consideration related to the acquisition of Vyasa Analytics, LLC

As described in Note 5 to the consolidated financial statements, on December 28, 2022, the Company completed the
acquisition of Vyasa Analytics, LLC (“Vyasa”) which resulted in $13.1 million of intangible assets being recorded. Those
intangible assets were comprised of developed technology of $11.4 million and other intangibles of $1.7 million. Fair
values of the developed technology were estimated by management using an income approach that estimates discounted
cash flows which are specifically attributable to an intangible asset.. Management’s determination of the fair value of the
developed technology included significant assumptions related to future expected cash flows from the developed
technology and discount rates. As a result of the acquisition, the Company also recognized a contingent consideration
liability of $19.8 million. Future payments of contingent consideration are based on achieving certain eligible revenue
thresholds for each of the twelve-month periods ended December 31, 2023, 2024, and 2025, respectively. Potential
payments range from $0 to $60.0 million over the three year period. The liability was valued using a valuation model that
reflects the use of multiple probabilities.

We identified the valuation of developed technology and contingent consideration related to the acquisition of Vyasa
Analytics, LLC as a critical audit matter given the significant judgment exercised by management when determining the
valuation of developed technology, which in turn led to a high degree of auditor judgment, in performing procedures
relating to management’s significant assumptions related to the revenue growth rates and discount rates. Also, the audit
effort involved the use of professionals with valuation skill and knowledge. The determination of the proper accounting
treatment of the contingent consideration by management required judgment and the valuation is based, in part, on
unobservable inputs that are sensitive to changes in the probability of achieving the thresholds and volatility assumptions.
Given these factors, the related audit effort in evaluating management’s judgments in determining the valuation of
developed technology acquired and the contingent consideration due in the Vyasa acquisition was challenging, subjective,
and complex and required a high degree of auditor judgment.

Our audit procedures related to the Company’s valuation of the contingent consideration and developed technology in
connection with the aforementioned acquisition included the following, among others:

● We obtained an understanding of the relevant controls related to the valuation of the contingent consideration
liability and developed technology asset and tested such controls for design and operating effectiveness, including
management review controls related to the development of significant assumptions.
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● We evaluated the reasonableness of management’s forecasts of sales by comparing the forecasts to (1) the
historical results (2) internal communications to management and the Board of Directors, and (3) external market
and industry data.

● With the assistance of our valuation specialists, we evaluated the reasonableness of the Company’s valuation
methodology and significant assumptions by:

o Evaluating the reasonableness of the discount rates, volatility assumptions and the probability of certain
financial forecast scenarios.

o Testing the relevance and reliability of source information underlying the determination of the discount
rates and volatility assumptions.

/s/ RSM US LLP

We have served as the Company's auditor since 2022.

Blue Bell, Pennsylvania
March 1, 2023
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Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

Stockholders and the Board of Directors
Certara, Inc. and Subsidiaries

Opinion on the Internal Control Over Financial Reporting

We have audited Certara, Inc. and Subsidiaries (the Company) internal control over financial reporting as of December 31,
2022, based on criteria established in Internal Control—Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring
Organizations of the Treadway Commission in 2013. In our opinion, the Company maintained, in all material respects,
effective internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2022, based on criteria established in Internal Control
—Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission in 2013.We
have also audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States)
(PCAOB), the consolidated balance sheet of the Company as of December 31, 2022, the related consolidated statements of
operations and comprehensive loss, stockholders’ equity, and cash flows for the year ended December 31, 2022, and the
related notes (collectively, the consolidated financial statements) and our report dated March 1, 2023, expressed an
unqualified opinion.

Basis for Opinion

The Company’s management is responsible for maintaining effective internal control over financial reporting and for its
assessment of the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting in the accompanying Management’s Annual
Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the Company’s internal
control over financial reporting based on our audit. We are a public accounting firm registered with the PCAOB and are
required to be independent with respect to the Company in accordance with U.S. federal securities laws and the applicable
rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission and the PCAOB.

We conducted our audit in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB. Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether effective internal control over financial reporting was maintained in
all material respects. Our audit included obtaining an understanding of internal control over financial reporting, assessing
the risk that a material weakness exists, and testing and evaluating the design and operating effectiveness of internal control
based on the assessed risk. Our audit also included performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in the
circumstances. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

Definition and Limitations of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting

A company's internal control over financial reporting is a process designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the
reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles. A company's internal control over financial reporting includes those policies and
procedures that (1) pertain to the maintenance of records that, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the
transactions and dispositions of the assets of the company; (2) provide reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded
as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, and
that receipts and expenditures of the company are being made only in accordance with authorizations of management and
directors of the company; and (3) provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized
acquisition, use or disposition of the company's assets that could have a material effect on the financial statements.
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Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements. Also,
projections of any evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate
because of changes in conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate.

/s/ RSM US LLP

Blue Bell, Pennsylvania
March 1, 2023
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Report Of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

Board of Directors and Stockholders
Certara, Inc.

Opinion on the Consolidated Financial Statements

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheet of Certara, Inc. and Subsidiaries (the “Company”) as of
December 31, 2021, and the related consolidated statements of operations and comprehensive loss, stockholders’ equity,
and cash flows for each of the years in the two-year period ended December 31, 2021, and the related notes (collectively
referred to as the “consolidated financial statements”). In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements present fairly,
in all material respects, the financial position of the Company as of December 31, 2021, and the results of their operations
and their cash flows for each of the years in the two-year period ended December 31, 2021, in conformity with accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

Change in Accounting Principle

As disclosed in Note 2 to the consolidated financial statements, the Company has changed its method of accounting for
leases as of January 1, 2021 due to the adoption of Financial Accounting Standards Board Accounting Standards
Codification Topic 842, Leases.

Basis for Opinion

These consolidated financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s management. Our responsibility is to
express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on our audits. We are a public accounting firm
registered with the PCAOB and are required to be independent with respect to the Company in accordance with the U.S.
federal securities laws and the applicable rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission and the
PCAOB.

We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements are free of material
misstatement, whether due to error or fraud. Our audits included performing procedures to assess the risks of material
misstatement of the consolidated financial statements, whether due to error or fraud, and performing procedures that
respond to those risks. Such procedures included examining, on a test basis, evidence regarding the amounts and
disclosures in the consolidated financial statements. Our audits also included evaluating the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the consolidated financial
statements. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.

/s/ CohnReznick LLP

We served as the Company's auditor from 2019 to 2021.

Tysons, Virginia
March 1, 2022
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CERTARA, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS

DECEMBER 31, 
(IN THOUSANDS, EXCEPT PER SHARE AND SHARE DATA) 2022     2021
Assets      
Current assets:      

Cash and cash equivalents $ 236,586 $ 185,797
Accounts receivable, net of allowances for credit losses of $1,250 and $262, respectively  82,584  69,555
Restricted cash  3,102  827
Prepaid expenses and other current assets  19,980 18,548

Total current assets  342,252 274,727
Other assets:    

Property and equipment, net  2,400  2,935
Operating lease right-of-use assets  14,427  12,634
Goodwill  717,743  703,371
Intangible assets, net of $217,705 and $169,329, respectively  486,782  511,823
Deferred income taxes  3,703  4,073
Other long-term assets 5,615 2,167

Total assets $ 1,572,922 $ 1,511,730
Liabilities and stockholder’s equity     
Current liabilities:     

Accounts payable $ 7,533 $ 7,458
Accrued expenses  35,403  29,830
Current portion of deferred revenue  52,209  45,496
Current portion of long-term debt  3,020  3,020
Current operating lease liabilities  4,968  5,040
Other current liabilities  25  1,381

Total current liabilities  103,158  92,225
Long-term liabilities:     

Deferred revenue, net of current portion  2,815  1,531
Deferred income taxes  65,046  76,098
Operating lease liabilities, net of current portion  10,133  8,256
Long-term debt, net of current portion and debt discount 289,988 291,746
Other long-term liabilities  22,121  25

Total liabilities  493,261  469,881
Commitments and contingencies     
Stockholder’s equity     

Preferred shares, $0.01 par value, 50,000,000 and no shares authorized as of December
31, 2022 and 2021, respectively, no shares issued and outstanding as of December 31,
2022 and 2021, respectively — —
Common shares, $0.01 par value, 600,000,000 shares authorized,
159,676,150 and 159,660,048 shares issued as of December 31, 2022 and 2021,
respectively; 159,525,943  and 159,658,948 shares outstanding as of December 31, 2022
and 2021, respectively  1,596  1,596
Additional paid-in capital  1,150,168  1,119,821
Accumulated deficit  (60,873)  (75,604)
Accumulated other comprehensive loss (8,230) (3,926)
Treasury stock at cost, 150,207 and 1,100 shares at December 31, 2022 and 2021,
respectively  (3,000)  (38)

Total stockholder’s equity  1,079,661  1,041,849
Total liabilities and stockholder’s equity $ 1,572,922 $ 1,511,730

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the consolidated financial statements.
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CERTARA, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS AND COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (LOSS)

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 
(IN THOUSANDS, EXCEPT PER SHARE AND SHARE DATA) 2022     2021  2020
Revenues $ 335,644 $ 286,104 $ 243,530
Cost of revenues  132,577  111,616 100,765
Operating expenses:   

Sales and marketing  27,408  20,141 19,202
Research and development  28,205  20,379 19,644
General and administrative  71,773  79,539 88,482
Intangible asset amortization  41,429  38,715 37,414
Depreciation and amortization expense  1,731  2,135 2,443

Total operating expenses  170,546  160,909 167,185
Income (loss) from operations  32,521  13,579 (24,420)

Other expenses:         
Interest expense  (17,773)  (16,837) (25,296)
Net other income (expense)  4,007  (117) (465)

Total other expenses  (13,766)  (16,954) (25,761)
Income (loss) before income taxes  18,755  (3,375) (50,181)
Provision for (benefit from) income taxes  4,024  9,891 (784)

Net income (loss)  14,731  (13,266) (49,397)
Other comprehensive income (loss)         

Foreign currency translation adjustment, net of tax of $(916), $195,
$(277)  (10,490)  (5,154) 5,045
Change in fair value of interest rate swap, net of tax of $2,056, (16),
$(384)  6,186  547 (1,135)
Reclassification of fair value of interest rate swap, net of tax of $0,
$(765), $0 — 2,268 —

Total other comprehensive income (loss)  (4,304)  (2,339) 3,910
Comprehensive income (loss) $ 10,427 $ (15,605) $ (45,487)

Net income (loss) per share attributable to common stockholders:
Basic $ 0.09 $ (0.09) $ (0.37)
Diluted $ 0.09 $ (0.09) $ (0.37)

Weighted average common shares outstanding:
Basic 156,876,942 149,842,668 133,247,212
Diluted 159,354,394 149,842,668 133,247,212

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the consolidated financial statements.
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CERTARA, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY

ACCUMULATED 
OTHER TOTAL 

COMMON STOCK ADDITIONAL ACCUMULATED COMPREHENSIVE TREASURY  STOCK STOCKHOLDER’S 
(IN
THOUSANDS,
EXCEPT SHARE
DATA)     SHARES     AMOUNT    PAID-IN CAPITAL    DEFICIT     LOSS      SHARES    AMOUNT     EQUITY
Balance as of
December 31, 2019 132,407,786 $ 1,324 $ 509,162 $ (12,941) $ (5,497) — $ — $ 492,048
Equity-based
compensation
awards  5,941,693  59  64,448  —  — — —  64,507
Repurchase of
Parent Class B
units  —  —  (1,079)  —  — — —  (1,079)
Capital
contribution  —  —  250  —  — — —  250
Issuance of
common stock
upon initial public
offering, net  14,630,000  146  311,747  —  — — —  311,893
Change in fair 
value of  interest 
rate swap, net of  
tax  —  —  —  —  (1,135) — —  (1,135)
Net loss  —  —  —  (49,397)  — — —  (49,397)
Foreign currency
translation
adjustment, net of
tax  —  —  —  —  5,045 — —  5,045
Balance as of
December 31, 2020 152,979,479 1,529  884,528 (62,338) (1,587) — — 822,132
Equity-based
compensation
awards  (59,148)  —  29,483  —  — — —  29,483
Restricted stock
units withheld for
tax liability  — — (234) — — — —  (234)
Issuance common
stock from public
offerings, net 4,500,000  45  133,306  —  — — — 133,351
Common shares
issued in
connection with
Pinnacle
acquisition 2,239,717 22 72,738 — — — — 72,760
Restricted stock
withheld for tax
liability  — — — — — (1,100) (38)  (38)
Change in fair
value from interest
rate swap, net of
tax — — — — 547 — — 547
Reclassification of
fair value of
interest rate swap,
net of tax  — — — — 2,268 — —  2,268
Net loss  — — — (13,266) — — —  (13,266)
Foreign currency
translation
adjustment, net of
tax  — — — — (5,154) — —  (5,154)
Balance as of
December 31, 2021 159,660,048 1,596 1,119,821 (75,604) (3,926) (1,100) (38) 1,041,849
Equity-based
compensation
expense, net of
forfeiture (421,624)  (4)  30,349  —  — — — 30,345
Restricted stock
units withheld for
tax liability — — 2 — — (138,038) (2,766) (2,764)
Common shares
issued for
employee share-
based
compensation 437,726  4  (4)  —  — — — —
Restricted stock
withheld for tax
liability — — — — — (11,069) (196) (196)
Change in fair
value from interest
rate swap, net of
tax — — — — 6,186 — — 6,186
Net income — — — 14,731 — — — 14,731
Foreign currency
translation
adjustment, net of
tax — — — — (10,490) — — (10,490)
Balance as of
December 31, 2022 159,676,150 $ 1,596 $ 1,150,168 $ (60,873) $ (8,230) (150,207) $ (3,000) $ 1,079,661

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the consolidated financial statements.
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CERTARA, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 
(IN THOUSANDS)     2022     2021  2020
Cash flows from operating activities:         
Net income (loss) $ 14,731 $ (13,266) $ (49,397)
Adjustments to reconcile net loss to net cash provided by operating activities:   

Depreciation and amortization of property and equipment  1,731  2,135 2,443
Amortization of intangible assets  50,739  42,980 40,310
Amortization of debt issuance costs  1,540  1,531 1,520
(Recovery of) provision for credit losses  1,072  130 (53)
Loss on retirement of assets  169  351 19
Equity-based compensation expense  30,345  29,483 64,507
Unrealized loss on derivative — 1,144 —
Deferred income taxes  (11,511)  (1,184) (7,825)
Changes in assets and liabilities   

Accounts receivable  (15,009)  (10,066) (3,932)
Prepaid and other assets  126  585 (8,257)
Accounts payable and accrued expenses  5,289  1,421 2,381
Deferred revenue  9,530  5,435 3,094
Change in other liabilities 3,791 (291) —

Net cash provided by operating activities  92,543  60,388 44,810
Cash flows from investing activities:         
Capital expenditures  (1,430)  (1,143) (863)
Capitalized software development costs  (11,099)  (7,759) (7,074)
Business acquisitions, net of cash acquired  (15,308)  (261,020) (675)

Net cash used in investing activities  (27,837)  (269,922) (8,612)
Cash flows from financing activities:         
Capital contributions  —  — 250
Unit repurchase  —  — (1,079)
Proceeds from issuance of common stock, net of underwriters' discounts and
commissions — 133,351 316,301
Proceeds from borrowings on long-term debt  —  89 —
Payments on long-term debt and finance lease obligations (3,313) (3,973) (104,358)
Proceeds from line of credit  —  — 19,880
Payments on financing component of interest rate swap (1,088) (1,095) —
Payments on line of credit  —  — (19,880)
Payment of deferred offering costs — (1,767) (2,900)
Payment of debt issuance costs  —  (2,942) —
Payment of taxes on shares and units withheld for employee taxes (2,962)  (272) —

Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities  (7,363)  123,391 208,214
Effect of foreign exchange rate changes on cash, cash equivalents, and restricted
cash  (4,279)  (524) (883)

Net increase (decrease) in cash, cash equivalents, and restricted cash  53,064  (86,667) 243,529
Cash, cash equivalents, and restricted cash, at beginning of year  186,624  273,291 29,762

Cash, cash equivalents, and restricted cash, at end of year $ 239,688 $ 186,624 $ 273,291
Supplemental disclosures of cash flow information         
Cash paid for interest $ 17,268 $ 14,169 $ 27,607
Cash paid for taxes $ 10,141 $ 8,595 $ 12,278
Supplemental schedule of noncash investing and financing activities   
Contingent liabilities established in connection with business acquisition $ 19,813 $ — $ —
Property and equipment controlled through capital lease obligations $ — $ — $ 831
Deferred offering costs, accrued but not paid $ — $ — $ 1,767
Operating right-of-use assets recognized upon adoption of ASC 842 $ — $ 15,857 $ —
Operating lease liability recognized upon adoption of ASC 842 $ — $ 16,809 $ —
Common shares issued in connections with the Pinnacle acquisition $ — $ 72,760 $ —

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the consolidated financial statements.
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CERTARA, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(IN THOUSANDS, EXCEPT PER SHARE PERCENTAGES AND SHARE AND UNIT DATA)

1.   Description of Business

Certara, Inc. and its wholly-owned subsidiaries (together, the “Company”) deliver software products and technology-driven
services to customers to efficiently carry out and realize the full benefits of biosimulation in drug discovery, preclinical and
clinical research, regulatory submissions and market access. The Company is a global leader in biosimulation, and the
Company’s biosimulation software and technology-driven services help optimize, streamline, or even waive certain clinical
trials to accelerate programs, reduce costs, and increase the probability of success. The Company’s regulatory science and
market access software and services are underpinned by technologies such as regulatory submissions software, natural
language processing, and Bayesian analytics. When combined, these solutions allow the Company to offer customers end-
to-end support across the entire product life cycle. On October 1, 2020, the Company amended the certificate of
incorporation of EQT Avatar Topco, Inc. to change the name of the Company to Certara, Inc.

The Company has operations in the United States, Australia, Canada, China, France, Germany, India, Italy, Japan,
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland and the United Kingdom.

2.   Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

(a)   Basis of Presentation and Use of Estimates

The preparation of consolidated financial statements in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles
(“GAAP”) requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets, liabilities,
disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the consolidated financial statements and the reported amounts
of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. Significant estimates include, among other estimates, assumptions
used in the allocation of the transaction price to separate performance obligations, estimates towards the measure of
 progress of completion on fixed-price service contracts, the determination of fair values and useful lives of long-lived
assets as well as intangible assets, goodwill, allowance for credit losses for accounts receivable, recoverability of deferred
tax assets, recognition of deferred revenue, valuation of interest rate swaps, determination of fair value of equity-based
awards and assumptions used in testing for impairment of long-lived assets. Actual results could differ from those
estimates, and such differences may be material to the consolidated financial statements.

(b)   Recently Issued Accounting Pronouncements

There have been no recent accounting pronouncements, changes in accounting pronouncements during 2022 that are
significant to us.

(c)   Adopted Accounting Guidance

In October 2021, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (“FASB”) issued Accounting Standards Update (“ASU”)
2021-08, “Business Combinations (Topic 805) - Accounting for Contract Assets and Contract Liabilities from Contracts
with Customers”, which requires that at the acquisition date, an acquirer should account for the related revenue contracts in
accordance with ASC Topic 606, “Revenue from Contracts with Customers” (“Topic 606”), as if it had originated the
contracts. Generally, this results in an acquirer recognizing and measuring the acquired contract assets and contract
liabilities consistent with how they were recognized and measured in the acquiree’s financial statements if the acquiree
prepared financial statements in accordance with U. S. GAAP. For public business entities, the ASU is effective for fiscal
years beginning after December 15, 2022, including interim periods within those fiscal years. Early adoption of the ASU is
permitted. The Company early adopted ASU 2021-08 and has carried over the contract assets and liabilities from the 2021
business acquisitions into the Company’s 2021 consolidated financial statements.
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In December 2019, the FASB issued ASU 2019-12, "Simplifying the Accounting for Income Taxes" which removes certain
exceptions related to the approach for intraperiod tax allocation, the methodology for calculating income taxes in an
interim period and the recognition of deferred tax liabilities for outside basis differences. The Company adopted this
guidance on January 1, 2021 on a prospective basis. The adoption of this guidance did not have an impact on the
Company's consolidated financial statements.

In January 2017, the FASB issued ASU No. 2017-04, “Intangibles—Goodwill and Other (Topic 350): Simplifying the Test
for Goodwill Impairment”, which simplifies the subsequent measurement of goodwill and eliminated Step 2 test from
goodwill impairment test. Step 2 required an entity to perform procedures that determine the fair value of its reporting units
at the impairment testing date of its assets and liabilities following the procedure that would be required in determining the
fair value of assets acquired and liabilities assumed in a business combination. Under the new guidance, an entity should
perform its annual, or interim, goodwill impairment test by comparing the fair value of a reporting unit with it carrying
amount. The Company adopted the standard as of December 31, 2021. The adoption of this guidance did not have a
material impact on the Company's consolidated financial statements.

In June 2016, the FASB issued ASU No. 2016-13, “Financial Instruments—Credit Losses (Topic 326): Measurement of
Credit Losses on Financial Instruments”, which amended the existing accounting standard for the measurement of credit
losses. The new standard primarily requires using the current expected credit losses approach to measure and recognize
credit losses of financial assets held at amortization cost.  It replaces the existing incurred loss model with an expected loss
model and requires using historical data and adjusting for current economic conditions, including reasonable and
supportable forecasts to estimate credit losses to be expected. The Company adopted the standard as of December 31,
2021. The adoption of this guidance did not have a material impact on the Company's consolidated financial statements.

In February 2016, the FASB issued ASU 2016-02, “Leases (Topic 842)”, which supersedes FASB Topic 840, “Leases
(Topic 840)” and requires lessees to recognize most leases on the balance sheet with a corresponding right of use asset.
Leases will be classified as financing or operating which will drive the expense recognition pattern. For lessees, the income
statement presentation and expense recognition pattern for financing and operating leases is similar to the current model for
capital and operating leases, respectively. Companies may elect to exclude short-term leases. The update also requires
additional disclosures that will better enable users of financial statements to assess the amount, timing, and uncertainty of
cash flows arising from leases. The Company adopted the new standard as of January 1, 2021, due to its loss of emerging
growth company (“EGC”) status, using the effective date transition method. As permitted under the effective date transition
method, financial information and disclosure for periods prior to the date of initial application was not updated. An
adjustment to opening accumulated deficits was not required in conjunction with the Company’s adoption. The Company
has elected not to reassess whether expired or existing contracts contain leases, nor did the Company reassess the
classification of existing leases as of the adoption date. The Company did not use hindsight in the assessment of lease
terms as of the effective date. For additional information, see Note 14 - Leases.

(d)   Principles of Consolidation

The accompanying consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the Company and its wholly owned
subsidiaries. All intercompany balances and transactions have been eliminated in consolidation.

(e)   Fair Value Measurements

The Company follows Financial Accounting Standards Board (“FASB”) Accounting Standards Update (“ASC”) 820-10,
“Fair Value Measurements” (“ASC 820-10”), which defines fair value, establishes a framework for measuring fair value in
U.S. GAAP, and requires certain disclosures about fair value measurements.

ASC 820-10 defines fair value as the exchange price that would be received for an asset or paid to transfer a liability (an
exit price) in the most advantageous market for the asset or liability in an orderly transaction. Fair value measurement is
based on a hierarchy of observable or unobservable inputs. The standard describes three levels of inputs that may be used
to measure fair value.
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Level 1 — Inputs to the valuation methodology are quoted prices available in active markets for identical securities as of
the reporting date;

Level 2 — Inputs to the valuation methodology are other significant observable inputs, including quoted prices for similar
securities, interest rates, credit risk etc. as of the reporting date, and the fair value can be determined through the use of
models or other valuation methodologies; and

Level 3 — Inputs to the valuation methodology are unobservable inputs in situations where there is little, or no market
activity of the securities and the reporting entity makes estimates and assumptions relating to the pricing of the securities
including assumptions regarding risk.

If the inputs used to measure fair value fall in different levels of the fair value hierarchy, the hierarchy is based upon the
lowest level of input that is significant to the fair value measurement. For the acquisitions noted in Note 5, the fair value
measurement methods used to estimate the fair value of the assets acquired and liabilities assumed at the acquisition dates
utilized a number of significant unobservable inputs of Level 3 assumptions. These assumptions included, among other
things, projections of future operating results, implied fair value of assets using an income approach by preparing a
discounted cash flow analysis, and other subjective assumptions.

Interest rate swaps are valued in the market using discounted cash flows techniques. These techniques incorporate Level 1
and Level 2 inputs. The market inputs are utilized in the discounted cash flows’ calculation considering the instrument’s
term, notional amount, discount rate and credit risk. Significant inputs to the derivative instrument valuation model for
interest rate swaps are observable in active markets and are classified as Level 2 in the hierarchy.

Contingent liabilities related to acquisitions are measured at fair value using Level 3 unobservable inputs. The Company's
estimates of fair value are based upon assumptions believed to be reasonable but which are uncertain and involve
significant judgments by management. Any changes in the fair value of these contingent liabilities are included in the
earnings in the consolidated statements of operations and comprehensive income (loss).

The following table sets forth the assets and liabilities that were measured at fair value on a recurring and non-recurring
basis by their levels in the fair value hierarchy at December 31, 2022:

    LEVEL 1     LEVEL 2     LEVEL 3     TOTAL
(In thousands)

Assets  
Money market funds $ 100,999 $ — $ — $ 100,999
Interest rate swap assets — 8,374 — 8,374

Total assets $ 100,999 $ 8,374 $ — $ 109,373

Liabilities
Contingent liabilities $ — $ — $ 19,813 $ 19,813

Total liabilities $ — $ — $ 19,813 $ 19,813

The following table sets forth the assets that were measured at fair value on a recurring and non-recurring basis by their
levels in the fair value hierarchy at December 31, 2021:

    LEVEL 1     LEVEL 2     LEVEL 3     TOTAL
(In thousands)

Assets             
Interest rate swap assets $ — $ 57 $ — $ 57

$ — $ 57 $ — $ 57
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(f)   Cash and Cash Equivalents and Restricted Cash

Cash equivalents include highly-liquid investments with maturities of three months or less from the date purchased. At
times, cash balances held at financial institutions were in excess of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation’s (“FDIC”)
insured limits; however, the Company primarily places its temporary cash with high-credit quality financial institutions.
The Company has never experienced losses related to these balances and believes it is not exposed to any significant credit
risk on cash.

Restricted cash represents cash that is reserved to provide for a Company credit card program and unexpended restricted
grant funds. The restricted cash balance was $3,102 and $827 at December 31, 2022 and 2021, respectively.

As of December 31, 2022 and 2021, the carrying values reflected in the consolidated balance sheets reasonably
approximate the fair values of cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash due to the short-term maturity of these items.

The following table provides a reconciliation of cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash reported within the
consolidated balance sheets to the amounts presented in the consolidated statements of cash flows:

DECEMBER 31, 
2022     2021

(In thousands)
Cash and cash equivalents $ 236,586 $ 185,797
Restricted cash, current  3,102  827
Total cash and cash equivalents, and restricted cash $ 239,688 $ 186,624

(g)   Accounts Receivable

Accounts receivable includes current outstanding invoices billed to customers. Invoices are typically issued with net 30-
days to net 90-days terms upon delivery of product or upon achievement of billable events for service-based contracts.
Unbilled receivables relate to the Company’s rights to consideration for performance obligations satisfied but not billed at
the reporting date on contracts. Unbilled receivables are billed and transferred to customer accounts receivable when the
rights become unconditional. The carrying amount of accounts receivable is reduced by a valuation allowance.  

The Company estimates the expected credit losses for accounts receivables using historical loss data adjusted for current
economic conditions, including reasonable and supportable forecasts to estimate the relative size of credit losses to be
expected. The Company generally writes off a receivable or records a specific allowance for credit losses if the Company
determines that the receivable is not collectible. Allowances for credit losses of $1,250 and $262 were provided in the
accompanying consolidated financial statements as of December 31, 2022 and 2021, respectively.

DECEMBER 31, 
    2022     2021

(In thousands)
Trade receivables $ 72,238 $ 60,167
Unbilled receivables  11,309  9,071
Other receivables 287 579
Allowances for credit losses  (1,250)  (262)
Accounts receivable, net $ 82,584 $ 69,555
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The following is the allowance rollforward of credit losses for the Company’s accounts receivable as of December 31,
2022 and 2021.

DECEMBER 31, 
    2022     2021

(In thousands)
Beginning balance $ 262 $ 132
Provision for credit losses  1,009  215
Charge-offs, net of recoveries (21) (85)
Ending balance $ 1,250 $ 262

(h)   Property and Equipment

Property and equipment are stated at cost, less accumulated depreciation and amortization.

Depreciation and amortization is provided using the straight-line method over the estimated useful lives of the assets,
which range from three to ten years for computer and office equipment, the shorter of the useful lives of the improvement
or the life of the related lease term for leasehold improvements, and one to three years for purchased software. The
Company seeks to match the book useful life of assets to the expected productive lives. Assets deemed to be impaired or no
longer productive are written down to their net realizable value. The Company reviews long-lived assets for impairment
whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying value of the asset may not be recoverable. If such
events or changes in circumstances are present, an impairment loss would be recognized if the sum of the expected future
net cash flows is less than the carrying amount of the asset. An impairment loss would be recorded for the excess of the
carrying value of the asset over the estimated fair value. There was no impairment of property and equipment for the years
ended December 31, 2022, 2021, and 2020.

(i)  Leases

The Company determines if a contract contains a lease at contract inception and whether its classification as either an
operating or finance lease at lease commencement. The Company’s current portfolio includes operating leases of real estate
and capital leases of equipment. The Company records a lease liability, as of the lease commencement date, in an amount
equal to the present value of future fixed payments over the lease term. Options to extend or terminate a lease are
considered in the lease term to the extent that the option is reasonably certain of exercise. A right-of-use (“ROU”) asset is
recorded in an amount equal to the corresponding lease liability adjusted for prepayments, initial directs costs and lease
incentives, if applicable. The Company has elected not to recognize ROU assets and lease liabilities for short-term leases of
real estate with a lease term of 12 months or less.

The Company generally uses its incremental borrowing rate in determining the present value of future payments as the rate
implicit in the lease is unknown. The incremental borrowing rate represents the rate of interest that the Company would
expect to pay on a collateralized basis to borrow an amount equal to the lease payments under similar terms.

Fixed lease payments on operating leases are recognized on a straight-line basis over the lease term, while variable
payments are recognized in the period incurred. Variable lease payments include real estate taxes and charges for other
non-lease services due to lessors that are not dependent on an index or rate. The Company’s real estate contracts may
include fixed consideration attributable to both lease and non-lease components, including non-lease services provided by
the lessor, which are accounted for as a single fixed minimum payment. ROU assets under finance leases are depreciated in
a manner similar to other property and equipment.

(j)   Software Development Costs

Software development costs are accounted for in accordance with FASB ASC Subtopic 985-20 if the software is to be sold,
leased or otherwise marketed, or by FASB ASC Subtopic 350-40 if the software is for internal use. After the
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technological feasibility of the software has been established (for software to be marketed), or at the beginning of
application development (for internal-use software), software development costs, which include primarily salaries and
related payroll costs and costs of independent contractors incurred during development, are capitalized. Research and
development (“R&D”) costs incurred prior to the establishment of technological feasibility (for software to be marketed),
or prior to application development (for internal-use software), are expensed as incurred. Software development costs are
amortized on a product-by-product basis commencing on the date of general release of the products (for software to be
marketed) or the date placed in service (for internal-use software). During the years ended December 31, 2022, 2021 and
2020, costs of $11,119, $7,759, and $7,074, respectively, were capitalized related to software development activities.
Software development costs for software to be marketed are amortized using the straight-line method over its estimated
useful life, which is typically three years. The Company reviews capitalized software for impairment whenever events or
changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying value of the asset may not be recoverable. If such events or changes in
circumstances are present, an impairment loss would be recognized if the sum of the expected future net cash flows is less
than the carrying amount of the asset. An impairment loss would be recorded for the excess of the carrying value of the
asset over the estimated fair value. There was no impairment of software development costs for the years ended
December 31, 2022, 2021, and 2020.

(k)   Debt Issuance Costs

Debt issuance costs are capitalized and amortized over the term of the related debt using the effective interest rate method.
Amortization of debt issuance costs is included in interest expense within the consolidated statements of operations and
comprehensive income (loss). The unamortized amount is included as an offset against long-term debt on the consolidated
balance sheets. Debt issuance costs related to line-of-credit arrangements are capitalized and are included in other long-
term assets on the consolidated balance sheets. The capitalized costs are amortized ratably over the term of the line-of-
credit arrangement. The amortization costs are included in interest expense within the consolidated statements of
operations and comprehensive income (loss), regardless of whether there are any outstanding borrowings on the line-of-
credit arrangement.

(l)   Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets

The Company has four reporting units – Software reporting unit (“Software”), SimCyp reporting unit (“SimCyp”),
Integrated Drug Development reporting unit (“IDD”), and Regulatory Writing reporting unit (“Regulatory Writing”) which
are within a single operating segment of the Company. Goodwill is tested for impairment at the reporting unit level, which
is one level below or the same as an operating segment. When testing goodwill for impairment, the Company performs a
qualitative assessment to determine whether events or circumstances lead to a determination that it is more-likely-than-not
that the fair values of the reporting units are less than their carrying amounts. If the Company determines that it is not
more-likely-than-not that the fair values of the reporting units are less than their carrying values, no further assessment is
performed. If the Company determines that it is more-likely-than-not that the fair values of the report units are less than
carrying value, the Company proceeds to perform a quantitative goodwill impairment test. If the result of the quantitative
test shows that the carrying amount of reporting units exceeds its fair values, an impairment loss is recognized in an
amount equal to that excess, limited to the total amount of goodwill allocated to that reporting unit.

For the years ended December 31, 2022, 2021, and 2020, the Company performed quantitative assessments of goodwill.
The most recent assessment was performed on October 1, 2022. The quantitative assessments resulted in no impairment as
the estimated fair value of each reporting unit exceeded its carrying value.  Accordingly, no impairment loss was recorded
for the years ended December 31, 2022, 2021, and 2020.

Other identifiable intangible assets with finite lives, such as software products acquired in acquisitions, non-compete
agreements, tradenames and customer relationship assets, are amortized over their estimated useful lives using either a
straight-line method or a method based on pattern of expected economic benefit of the asset as follows: acquired
software — 3 to 14 years; non-compete agreements — 2 to 5 years; customer relationships — 11 to 16 years; and
trademarks — 10 to 17 years. The Company evaluates finite intangible assets for impairment whenever events or changes
in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount of the asset might not be recoverable. An impairment loss is recognized
when estimated undiscounted future cash flows expected to result from the use of the asset are less than its carrying
amount.
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There were no impairment charges related to intangible assets for the years ended December 31, 2022, 2021, and 2020.

(m)   Foreign Currency Translation

Generally, the functional currency of the Company’s international subsidiaries is the local currency of the country in which
they operate. The Company translates the assets and liabilities of its non-U.S. dollar functional currency subsidiaries into
U.S. dollars using exchange rates in effect at the end of each reporting period. Revenue and expenses for these subsidiaries
are translated using average exchange rates prevailing during the period. Gains and losses from these translations are
recognized as a cumulative translation adjustment and included as a separate component in accumulated other
comprehensive loss within the consolidated statement of stockholders’ equity.

For transactions that are not denominated in the local functional currency, the Company remeasures monetary assets and
liabilities at exchange rates in effect at the end of each reporting period. Foreign currency transaction gains and losses are
included net within comprehensive gain or loss in the consolidated statements of operations and comprehensive income
(loss) and resulted in foreign currency gains (losses) of $3,166, $175, and $(715) for the years ended December 31, 2022,
2021, and 2020, respectively.

(n)   Derivative Instruments

In the normal course of business, the Company is subject to risk from adverse fluctuations in interest rates. The Company
has chosen to manage this risk through the use of derivative financial instruments that consist of interest rate swap
contracts. Counterparties to these contracts are major financial institutions. The Company is exposed to credit loss in the
event of nonperformance by these counterparties. The Company does not use derivative instruments for trading or
speculative purposes. The objective in managing exposure to market risk is to limit the impact on cash flows. To qualify for
hedge accounting, the interest rate swaps must effectively reduce the risk exposure that they are designed to hedge. In
addition, at inception of a qualifying cash flow hedging relationship, the underlying transaction or transactions must be,
and be expected to remain, probable of occurring in accordance with the related assertions.

FASB ASC 815, “Derivatives and Hedging,” requires the Company to recognize all derivatives on the balance sheet at fair
value. The Company may enter into derivative contracts such as interest rate swap contracts that effectively convert
portions of the Company’s floating rate debt to a fixed rate, which serves to mitigate interest rate risk. The Company’s
objectives in using interest rate swaps are to add stability to interest expense and to manage its exposure to interest rate
movements. Interest rate swaps designated as cash flow hedges involve the receipt of variable-rate amounts from a
counterparty in exchange for the Company making fixed-rate payments over the life of the agreements without exchange of
the underlying notional amount.

The Company had entered into an interest rate swap agreement in May 2022 that pays fixed, receives variable to modify
the interest rate characteristics of term loan debt from variable to fixed in order to reduce the impact of changes in future
cash flows due to market interest rate changes. The swap agreement has a notional amount of $230,000, a fixed rate of
2.8% and a termination date of August 31, 2025. At December 31, 2022, the interest swap had a fair value of $8,374 and
the fair value recognized in accumulated other comprehensive income was $8,374.

The Company also had an interest rate swap agreement for a notional amount of $230,000 that fixed the interest rate at
2.1%, non-inclusive of the fixed credit spread through May 31, 2022. On August 31, 2021, the Company entered into an
amendment to the interest rate swap agreement. The amended interest rate swap agreement does not in its entirety meet the
definition of a derivative instrument because of its off market fixed rate at inception and is deemed to be a hybrid
instrument with a financing component and an embedded at-the-market derivative. Such embedded derivative is bifurcated
and accounted for separately. At inception, the financing component of $1,966 was recorded at amortized cost. The
embedded at-the-market derivative was designated and qualified as a cash flow hedge of interest rate risk for a notional
amount of $230,000 that fixed the interest rate at 1.2757%, non-inclusive of the fixed credit spread. Due to an other-than-
insignificant financing element on a portion of such hybrid instrument, the cash flows associated with this hybrid
instrument were classified as financing activities in the condensed consolidated statements of cash flows. The interest rate
swap matured on May 31, 2022. At December 31, 2022, the Company did not record any amounts for the financing
component and fair value of the interest rate swap in the consolidated balance sheets. The Company reclassified $3,033 of
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accumulated comprehensive loss to interest expense in the consolidated statements of operation and comprehensive loss in
the second quarter of 2021 due to hedge ineffectiveness.

Excluding the amount reclassified, interest expense on derivative instruments recognized in the Company’s consolidated
statements of operations and comprehensive income (loss)  were $25, $726, and $1,573 for the years ended December 31,
2022, 2021, and 2020, respectively.

The Company uses derivatives to manage certain interest exposures and designated all the derivatives as cash flow hedges.
The Company records derivatives at fair value on its consolidated balance sheets. Changes in the fair value of derivatives
designated as cash flow hedges are recorded as a component of accumulated other comprehensive income (loss). Those
amounts are reclassified into interest expenses in the same period during which the hedged transactions impact earnings.

The notional amounts and fair values, locations of derivative instruments in the consolidated balance sheets as of
December 31 were as follows:

Interest rate swap derivative designated as cash flow hedging instruments: 2022 2021

(In thousands)
Notional amounts $ 230,000 $ 230,000
Prepaid expenses and other current assets $ 4,638 $ 57
Other long-term assets $ 3,736 $ —

The net amount of deferred gains related to derivative instruments designated as cash flow hedges that is expected to be
reclassified from accumulated other comprehensive gains into earnings over the next twelve months is $4,670.

The Company includes an assurance commitment warranting the application software products will perform in accordance
with written user documentation and the agreements negotiated with customers. Since the Company does not customize its
applications software, warranty costs are insignificant and expensed as incurred.

(p)   Earnings per Share

Basic earnings per common share is computed by dividing the net earnings by the weighted-average number of shares
outstanding during the reporting period, without consideration for potentially dilutive securities. Diluted earnings per share
is computed by dividing the net earnings attributable to stockholders by the weighted-average number of shares and
dilutive securities outstanding during the period.

(q)   Income Taxes

The Company accounts for income taxes under the asset and liability method. Under this method, the amount of taxes
currently payable or refundable is accrued, and deferred tax assets and liabilities are recognized for the estimated future tax
consequences attributable to differences between the financial reporting and tax basis of existing assets and liabilities.
Deferred tax assets also include realizable tax losses and tax credit carryforwards.

The deferred tax assets may be reduced by a valuation allowance, which is established when it is more likely than not that
some portion or all of the deferred tax assets will not be realized. In addition, management is required to evaluate all
available evidence, both positive and negative, when making its judgment to determine whether to record a valuation
allowance for a portion, or all, of its deferred tax assets. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured using enacted
income tax rates in effect for the year in which those temporary differences are expected to be recovered or settled. The
effect on deferred tax assets and liabilities of a change in income tax rate is recognized in the period that includes the
enactment date.

(o)   Warranty
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Uncertainty in Income Taxes

The Company accounts for uncertainty in income taxes using a two-step approach. The first step requires the Company to
conclude that a tax position, based solely on its technical merits, is more likely than not to be sustained upon examination
by a tax authority. The second step requires the Company to measure the largest amount of benefit, determined on a
cumulative probability basis, that is more likely than not to be realized upon ultimate settlement with tax authority. The
Company recognizes the effect of income tax positions only if those positions are more likely than not of being sustained.
Changes in recognition or measurement are reflected in the period in which the change in judgment occurs. Further, the
benefit to be recorded in the consolidated financial statements is the amount most likely to be realized assuming a review
by the tax authorities having all relevant information and applying current conventions. The Company's policy is to
recognize interest and penalties related to income tax positions taken as a component of the provision for income taxes.  

The Company assessed its uncertain tax positions and determined that a liability of $2,818 and $1,059 was required to be
recorded for uncertain tax positions as of December 31, 2022 and 2021, respectively. Uncertain tax positions relate
primarily to federal and state R&D credits. The Company's policy is to recognize interest and penalties as a component of
the provision for income taxes.  For December 31, 2022 and 2021, the Company recognized interest of $0.1 million of
interest and no penalties. For December 31, 2021 the Company recognized neither interest or penalties. The Company does
not anticipate any significant changes to its uncertain tax positions during the next twelve months. U.S. federal income tax
returns are generally subject to examination for a period of three years after the filing of the return. However, the Internal
Revenue Service can audit the NOLs generated in respective years in the years that the NOLs are utilized. State income tax
returns are generally subject to examination for a period of three to six years after the filing of the respective tax return.
The state impact of any federal changes remains subject to examination by various states for a period of up to one year
after formal notification to the states. Foreign income tax returns are generally subject to examination based on the tax laws
of the respective jurisdictions.

(r)   Revenue Recognition

In accordance with Accounting Standards Codification Topic 606 ("ASC Topic 606"), “Revenue from Contracts with
Customers”, the Company determines revenue recognition through the following steps:

i. Identification of the contract, or contracts, with a customer

ii. Identification of the performance obligations in the contract

iii. Determination of the transaction price

iv. Allocation of the transaction price to the performance obligations in the contract

v. Recognition of revenue when, or as, the Company satisfies a performance obligation

The Company’s revenue consists of fees for perpetual and term licenses for its software products, post- contract customer
support (referred to as maintenance), software as a service (“SaaS”), and professional services including training and other
revenue. Revenue is recognized upon transfer of control of promised products or services to customers in an amount that
reflects the consideration to which the Company expects to be entitled in exchange for promised goods or services.

The following describes the nature of the Company’s primary types of revenues and the revenue recognition policies as
they pertain to the types of transactions the Company enters into with its customers.

Consulting Service Revenues

The Company’s primary professional services offering includes consulting services, which may be either strategic
consulting services, reporting and analysis services, regulatory writing services, or any combination of the three. The
Company’s professional services contracts are either time-and-materials or fixed fee. Services revenues are generally
recognized over time as the services are performed. Generally, these services are delivered to customers electronically.
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Revenue from time-and-material contracts is recognized on an output basis as labor hours are delivered and/or direct
expenses are incurred. Revenues for fixed price services are generally recognized over time applying input methods to
estimate progress to completion. Accordingly, the number of resources being paid for and varying lengths of time they are
being paid for, determine the measure of progress.

Software Licenses

Software license revenue consists primarily of sales of software licenses downloaded and installed by our customers on
their own hardware.  The license period is generally 1 year or less and includes an insignificant amount of customer
support to assist the customer with the software.   Software license performance obligations are generally recognized
upfront at the point in time when the software license has been delivered.

Software as a Service (SaaS) Revenues

SaaS revenues consists of subscription fees for access to, and related support for, the Company’s cloud-based solutions.
The Company typically invoices subscription fees in advance in annual installments.  The invoice is initially deferred and
revenue is recognized ratably over the life of the contract. The Company’s software contracts do not typically include,
variable consideration, or options for future purchases that would not be similar to the original goods.

Software Services

Maintenance services agreements on perpetual software consist of fees for providing software updates and for providing
technical support for software products for a specified term. Revenue allocated to maintenance services is recognized
ratably over the contract term beginning on the delivery date of each offering . Maintenance contracts generally have a
term of one year. While transfer of control of the software training and implementation performance obligations are over
time, the services are typically started and completed within a few days. Due to the quick nature of the performance
obligation from start to finish and the insignificant amounts, the Company recognizes any software training or
implementation revenue at the completion of the service. Any unrecognized portion of amounts paid in advance for
licenses and services is recorded as deferred revenue.

Arrangements with Multiple Performance Obligations

For contracts with multiple performance obligations, such as a software license plus software training, implementation,
and/or maintenance/support, or in contracts where there are multiple software licenses, the Company determines if the
products or services are distinct and allocates the consideration to each distinct performance obligation on a relative
standalone selling price basis (“SSP”).  The delivery of a particular type of software and each of the user licenses would be
one performance obligation. Additionally, any training, implementation, or support and maintenance promises as part of the
software license agreement would be considered separate performance obligations, as those promises are distinct and
separately identifiable from the software licenses. The payment terms in these arrangements are less than one year such
that there is no significant financing component to the transaction.

Contract Balances

The timing of revenue recognition, billings and cash collections results in billed accounts receivable, unbilled receivables
(contract assets), and customer advances and deposits (deferred revenue, contract liabilities) on the consolidated balance
sheets. Amounts are billed as work progresses in accordance with agreed-upon contractual terms, either at periodic
intervals (e.g., quarterly or monthly) or upon achievement of contractual milestones.

Contract assets relate to the Company’s rights to consideration for performance obligations satisfied but not billed at the
reporting date on contracts (i.e., unbilled revenue, a component of accounts receivable in the Consolidated Balance Sheets).
Contract assets are billed and transferred to customer accounts receivable when the rights become unconditional. The
Company typically invoices customers for term licenses, subscriptions, maintenance and support fees in advance with
payment due before the start of the subscription term, ranging from one to three years. The Company records the amounts
collected in advance of the satisfaction of performance obligations, usually over time, as a contract liability or deferred
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revenue. Invoiced amounts for non-cancelable services starting in future periods are included in contract assets and
deferred revenue. The portion of deferred revenue that will be recognized within 12 months is recorded as current deferred
revenue, and the remaining portion is recorded as deferred revenue in the consolidated balance sheets.

Contract balances at December 31, 2022 and 2021 were as follows:

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 
2022 2021

(In thousands)
Contract assets $ 11,309 $ 9,071
Contract liabilities $ 55,024 $ 47,027

During 2022, the Company recognized revenue of $45,496 related to contract liabilities at December 31, 2021.

The unsatisfied performance obligation as of December 31, 2022 was approximately $120,794. We expect to recognize
approximately $80,208 or 66.4% of this revenue over the next 12 months and the remainder thereafter.

Deferred Contract Acquisition Costs

Under ASC 606, sales commissions paid to the sales force and the related employer payroll taxes, collectively deferred
contract acquisition costs, are considered incremental and recoverable costs of obtaining a contract with a customer.

The Company recognizes an asset for the incremental costs of obtaining a contract with a customer if the Company expects
the benefit of those costs to be longer than one year. The Company has determined that certain sales incentive programs
meet the requirements to be capitalized. The costs capitalized are primarily sales commissions for our sales force
personnel. Capitalized costs to obtain a contract are amortized on a straight line basis over the expected period of benefit.
Amortization of capitalized costs are included in sales and marketing expense in our consolidated statements of operations
and comprehensive income (loss). Capitalized contract acquisition costs were $981 and $0 as of December 31, 2022 and
2021, respectively, and were included in prepaid expenses and other current assets in the consolidated balance sheets.

Grant Revenue

The Company receives grant funding for certain specific projects from time to time. These grants specify the funds
provided are to be used exclusively to satisfy the deliverables outlined in the grant agreements.  In these agreements, both
involved parties receive and sacrifice approximately commensurate value so these are accounted for as exchange
transactions and revenue is recognized according to ASC Topic 606. The grant funding is generally provided near contract
inception so a contract liability is initially recorded and revenue is recognized as the performance obligations are satisfied
over time.  

Sources and Timing of Revenue

The Company’s performance obligations are satisfied either over time or at a point in time. The following table presents the
Company’s revenue by timing of revenue recognition to understand the risks of timing of transfer of control and cash
flows:

 
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 

2022 2021  2020
(In thousands)

Software licenses transferred at a point in time $ 46,139 $ 40,167 $ 36,388
Software licenses transferred over time  69,327  46,658  37,075
Service revenues earned over time  220,178  199,279  170,067
Total $ 335,644 $ 286,104 $ 243,530
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(s)   Equity-Based Compensation

The Company measures equity-based compensation at fair value and recognizes the expense over the vesting period.
Forfeitures are recognized as they occur for all awards. The fair value of restricted stock, restricted stock units,
performance stock units are determined by market price of our common stock on the date of grant. Compensation costs for
our restricted stock, restricted stock units are recognized on a straight-line basis over the requisite service period.
Performance stock units with graded vesting schedule are recognized using graded vesting attribution approach.
Performance stock unit represents a right to receive a certain number of shares of common stock based on the achievement
of corporate performance goals and continued employment during the vesting period. At each reporting period, we reassess
the probability of the achievement of such corporate performance goals and any increase or decrease in equity-based
compensation expense resulting from an adjustment in the estimated shares to be released is treated as a cumulative catch-
up in the period of adjustment.

Compensation costs for our legacy Class B Units, issued by former parent company, that vested based on continued service
requirements and the restricted stock into which they were exchanged are recognized on a straight-line basis over the
requisite service period. Compensation costs for our restricted stock exchanged for our legacy Class B Units with
performance vesting conditions are recognized using the accelerated attribution approach. Compensation costs for our
restricted stock units are recognized on a straight-line basis over the requisite service period.

(t)   Comprehensive Income (Loss)

FASB ASC 220, “Comprehensive Income,” establishes standards for reporting of comprehensive income and its
components (revenue, gains, and losses) in a full set of general-purpose financial statements. FASB ASC 220 requires that
all components of comprehensive income, including net income, be reported in a financial statement that is displayed with
the same prominence as other financial statements. Comprehensive income (loss) is defined as the change in equity during
a period from transactions and other events and circumstances from non-owner sources. Net income (loss) and other
comprehensive income (loss), including foreign currency translation adjustments, and changes in fair value of derivative
instruments (interest rate swap agreements) designated as cash flow hedges, shall be reported to arrive at comprehensive
(loss). Comprehensive income (loss) is displayed in the consolidated statements of operations and comprehensive income
(loss).

The components of other comprehensive income (loss) consisted of the foreign currency translation adjustments totaling
$(10,490), $(5,154) and $5,045, respectively, and the changes in fair value of interest rate swap (excluding $2,268
reclassification, net of tax in 2021), totaling $6,186, $547, and $(1,135) for the years ended December 31, 2022, 2021, and
2020, respectively.

(u)   Reclassification

Certain previously reported amounts in the consolidated financial statements have been reclassified to conform to the
current year presentation.

(v)   COVID-19

Since the first quarter of 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic has posed a significant threat to public health as well as the global
and U.S. economies. The continued spread of variants of COVID-19 may adversely impact our business, financial
condition or results of operations as a result of increased costs, negative impacts to our workforce, or a sustained economic
downturn. Although the economy has rebounded in many areas, the outlook for containing the outbreak is still highly
uncertain. Given its ongoing and dynamic nature, it is difficult to predict the full impact of the COVID-19 outbreak on the
global and US economy and our business.

3. Public Offerings and Other significant Shareholder Transactions

On December 11, 2020, the Company completed our initial public offering (“IPO”), pursuant to which the Company issued
and sold 14,630,000 shares of common stock and certain selling stockholders, including former controlling shareholder,
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EQT, sold 18,783,250 shares of our common stock (representing the full exercise of the underwriters’ option to purchase
additional shares), at a public offering price of $23.00 per share. The Company received net proceeds of $316,301, after
deducting underwriters' discounts and commissions. In addition, $4,408 of legal, accounting and other offering costs, net of
the tax effect of $259, incurred in connection with the sale of the Company's common stock in the IPO, were capitalized
and offset against the proceeds received in the IPO.

The Company was party to a registration rights agreement with EQT AB and its affiliates (“EQT”), Arsenal Capital
Partners, and certain other stockholders, dated December 10, 2020. That agreement was terminated following the sale of all
of EQT’s common shares in the Company to Arsenal on December 8, 2022.  Arsenal and the Company entered into a new
registration rights agreement, dated November 3, 2022 (the “Registration Rights Agreement”), which contains provisions
that entitle Arsenal to certain rights to have their securities registered by the Company under the Securities Act. While the
Registration Rights Agreement is in effect, Arsenal is entitled to (i) four “demand” registrations, (ii) one underwritten
offering in any consecutive 90-day period and (iii) two underwritten offerings in any consecutive 360-day period, subject in
each case to certain limitations. In addition, the Registration Rights Agreement provides that the Company will share
certain expenses of Arsenal relating to such registrations and indemnify Arsenal against certain liabilities which may arise
under the Securities Act.

On March 29, 2021, the Company completed an underwritten secondary public offering in which certain selling
stockholders, including EQT, sold 11,500,000 shares of the Company’s common stock, including 1,500,000 shares of
common stock pursuant to the full exercise of the underwriters’ option to purchase additional shares. The Company did not
offer any common stock in this transaction and did not receive any proceeds from the sale of the shares of common stock
by the selling stockholders. The Company incurred costs of $1,100, recorded in general and administrative expenses, in
relation to the secondary public offering.

On September 13, 2021, the Company completed another public offering, at a public offering price of $31.00 per share,
pursuant to which the Company sold 4,500,000 shares of its common stock, and certain selling stockholders sold
18,500,000 shares of the Company’s common stock, including 3,000,000 shares of common stock pursuant to the full
exercise of the underwriters’ option to purchase additional shares. The Company received net proceeds of $134,096, after
deducting underwriters' discounts and commissions. In addition, $745 of legal, accounting and other offering costs incurred
in connection with the sale of the Company's common stock in the public offering, were capitalized and offset against the
proceeds received.

On November 22, 2021, the Company completed another secondary public offering in which certain selling stockholders,
including EQT, sold 10,000,000 shares of the Company’s common stock. The Company did not offer any common stock in
this transaction and did not receive any proceeds from the sale of the shares of common stock by the selling stockholders.
The Company incurred costs of $644, recorded in general and administrative expenses, in relation to the secondary public
offering.

On August 11, 2022, the Company completed a secondary public offering in which certain selling stockholders, including
EQT, sold 7,000,000 shares of the Company’s common stock. The Company did not offer any common stock in this
transaction and did not receive any proceeds from the sale of the shares of common stock by the selling stockholders. The
Company incurred costs of $596, recorded in general and administrative expenses, in relation to the secondary public
offering.

On December 8, 2022, Arsenal acquired an aggregate of 29,954,521 shares of the Company’s common stock from EQT at
a price of $15.00 per share.  In connection with this transaction, the Company entered into a letter agreement, effective
December 8, 2022, with Arsenal providing that, subject to certain exceptions, Arsenal is prohibited from transferring the
acquired shares until December 8, 2024. Also, in connection with the transaction, the Company entered into a stockholders
agreement with Arsenal, effective December 8, 2022, which, among other things, grants certain conditional rights to
Arsenal to nominate up to two directors to our Board.
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4.   Concentrations of Credit Risk

Financial instruments that potentially subject the Company to concentrations of credit risk have consisted principally of
cash and cash equivalent investments and trade receivables. The Company invests available cash in bank deposits,
investment-grade securities, and short-term interest-producing investments, including government obligations and other
money market instruments. At December 31, 2022 and 2021, the investments were bank deposits and overnight sweep
accounts. The Company has adopted credit policies and standards to evaluate the risk associated with sales that require
collateral, such as letters of credit or bank guarantees, whenever deemed necessary. Management believes that any risk of
loss is significantly reduced due to the nature of the customers and distributors with which the Company does business.

As of December 31, 2022 and 2021, no customer accounted for more than 10% of the Company’s accounts receivable. For
the years ended December 31, 2022, 2021, and 2020, no customer accounted for more than 10% of the Company’s
revenues.

5.   Business Combinations

Acquisitions have been accounted for using the acquisition method of accounting pursuant to FASB ASC 805, “Business
Combinations.” Amounts allocated to the purchased assets and liabilities assumed are based upon the total purchase price
and the estimated fair values of such assets and liabilities on the effective date of the purchase as determined by an
independent third party. The results of operations have been included in the Company’s results of operations prospectively
from the date of acquisition.

Author! B.V.

On March 2, 2021, the Company completed a transaction which qualified as a business combination for a total
consideration of $2,667. The business combination was not material to our consolidated financial statements. Based on the
Company’s purchase price allocation, approximately $1,200, $100 and $1,200 of the purchase price was assigned to
customer relationships, non-compete agreements and goodwill, respectively.

Insight Medical Writing Limited

On June 7, 2021, the Company completed a transaction which qualified as a business combination for a total consideration
of $15,197. The business combination was not material to our consolidated financial statements. Based on the Company’s
purchase price allocation, approximately $7,400 and $4,700 of the purchase price was assigned to customer relationships
and goodwill, respectively.

Pinnacle 21, LLC

On October 1, 2021, the Company acquired 100% of the equity of Pinnacle. Pinnacle  provides software and services for
preparing clinical trial data for regulatory submission. The acquisition executes on the Company’s strategy to invest in
innovation to increase the use cases of biosimulation and grow adoption of Certara’s end-to-end platform.

The acquisition of Pinnacle was accounted for as a purchase in accordance with ASC 805, “Business Combinations”,
which requires allocation of the purchase price to the estimated fair values of assets acquired and liabilities assumed in the
transaction.
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The following table summarizes the fair value of the consideration paid as well as the fair values of the assets acquired and
liabilities assumed as of the date of the acquisition:

Pinnacle
(In thousands)

Fair value of consideration:
Cash paid to sellers $ 249,115
Cash paid to others and escrow 17,200
Unregistered shares of Certara, Inc. (2,239,717 shares) 72,760

Total consideration $ 339,075

Assets acquired and liabilities assumed:
Cash and cash equivalents $ 19,409
Accounts receivable 2,925
Other current assets 619
Property and equipment 258
Deferred tax assets 2,907
Identifiable intangible assets:

Trademark 15,800
Acquired software 103,000
Customer relationships 24,600

Goodwill 180,947
Long-term deposits 34
Current liabilities (794)
Current portion of deferred revenue (10,630)

Net assets acquired $ 339,075

The fair value of the unregistered shares given as part of the purchase consideration was determined based on the market
price of Certara’s common stock on the closing date less a 7% discount for lack of marketability.

The acquisition was structured as an asset acquisition for income tax purposes; therefore, the Company’s tax basis in
Pinnacle’s identifiable assets reflects the fair value of consideration paid. However, the Company did not recognize tax
basis in certain liabilities assumed at the acquisition date; resulting in deferred income taxes being recorded in purchase
accounting.  

The fair value of the intangible assets is based on significant inputs that are not observable in the market and, therefore,
represent Level 3 measurements within the fair value measurement hierarchy. The fair value of the customer relationships
(distributor method), trademarks (relief from royalty method) and developed technology (multi-period excess earnings
method) was determined under the income approach.

Goodwill of $180,947 was recorded to reflect the excess of the purchase price over the estimated fair value of the net
identifiable assets acquired, which is generally deductible for income tax purposes. The excess of the purchase prices over
the fair values of the acquired business's net assets represent cost and revenue synergies specific to the Company, as well as
non-capitalizable intangible assets, such as the employee workforces acquired, and has been allocated to goodwill.  

The Company incurred $7,615 of transaction costs related to this acquisition, which are included in general and
administrative expenses in the consolidated statement of operations and comprehensive loss for the year ended December
31, 2021.

The results of operations of the acquired business and the fair value of the acquired assets and liabilities assumed are
included in the Company’s consolidated financial statements with effect from the date of the acquisition. The Company’s
consolidated statement of operations and comprehensive loss for the year ended December 31, 2021 includes revenues of
$6,129 and a net income of $380 which includes the effects of purchase accounting adjustments, primarily changes in
amortization of intangible assets.
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Integrated Nonclinical Development Solutions, Inc.

On January 3, 2022, the Company completed the acquisition for a total consideration of $8,048, which qualified as a
business combination. The business combination was not significant to the Company’s consolidated financial statements.
Based on the Company’s purchase price allocation, approximately $2,380, $1,040, $100, and $2,910 of the purchase price
was assigned to customer relationships, developed technology, non-compete agreements, and goodwill, respectively.

Vyasa Analytics, LLC

On December 28, 2022, the Company completed the acquisition of Vyasa Analytics, LLC (“Vyasa”), a company that
provides an AI powered, scalable deep learning software and analytics platform for organizations within healthcare and life
sciences, higher education and state and local governments for total estimated consideration of $29,276. The business
combination was not significant to the Company’s consolidated financial statements.

The total estimated consideration includes a portion of contingent consideration that is payable over the next three years in
a combination of 70% cash and 30% Certara common stock. Future payments of contingent consideration are based on
achieving certain eligible revenue thresholds for each of the twelve-month periods ended December 31, 2023, 2024, and
2025, respectively. Potential payments range from $0 to $60,000 over the three years period. The fair value of the
contingent consideration was estimated to be $19,813 as of the acquisition date.

Based on the Company’s purchase price allocation, approximately $11,400, $1,500, $120, $80 and $16,589 of the purchase
price was assigned to developed technology, customer relationships, trademarks, non-compete agreements and goodwill,
respectively.

The consolidated financial statements include the operating results of each acquisition from the date of acquisition.

6.   Prepaid expenses and other current assets and Other long-term assets

Prepaid and other current assets consisted of the following:

DECEMBER 31, 
    2022     2021

(In thousands)
Prepaid expenses $ 8,389 $ 8,973
Income tax receivable  2,014  4,800
Research and development tax credit receivable  4,207  3,951
Current portion of interest rate swap asset 4,638 57
Other current assets  732  767

Prepaid expenses and other current assets $ 19,980 $ 18,548
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 Other long-term assets consisted of the following:

DECEMBER 31, 
    2022     2021

(In thousands)
Long-term deposits $ 1,150 $ 1,160
Interest rate swap asset - long term 3,736 —
Deferred financing cost  729  1,007

Total other long-term assets $ 5,615 $ 2,167

7.   Property and Equipment

Property and equipment consisted of the following:

DECEMBER 31, 
    2022     2021

(In thousands)
Computer and office equipment $ 4,575 $ 5,955
Furniture  2,426  3,075
Purchased software for internal use  701  698
Leasehold improvements  1,345  1,762

Property and equipment  9,047  11,490
Less: Accumulated depreciation and amortization  (6,647)  (8,555)

Property and equipment, net $ 2,400 $ 2,935

Depreciation and amortization expense were $1,731, $2,135, and $2,443 for the years ended December 31, 2022, 2021, and
2020, respectively.

8.   Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets

The following table presents the Company’s intangible assets (other than goodwill) and the related amortization:

    WEIGHTED                         
AVERAGE DECEMBER 31, 2022 DECEMBER 31, 2021

AMORTIZATION GROSS GROSS
PERIOD CARRYING ACCUMULATED CARRYING ACCUMULATED

 (IN YEARS) AMOUNT AMORTIZATION NET AMOUNT AMORTIZATION NET
(In thousands)

Acquired  
software  13.42 $ 138,157 $ (20,441) $ 117,716 $ 127,123 $ (12,258) $ 114,865
Capitalized
software
development costs  2.21  41,323  (26,139)  15,184  31,477  (20,137)  11,340
Non-compete
agreements  1.00  1,543  (1,339)  204  1,391  (1,247)  144
Trademarks  14.36  56,603  (12,229)  44,374  56,483  (9,142)  47,341
Customer
relationships  10.05  466,861  (157,557)  309,304  464,678  (126,545)  338,133
Total    $ 704,487 $ (217,705) $ 486,782 $ 681,152 $ (169,329) $ 511,823

Amortization expense for intangible assets was $50,739, $42,980, and $40,310 for the years ended December 31, 2022,
2021 and 2020, respectively. Amortization expense of $9,310, $4,265, and $2,896 was recorded in cost of revenues for
the years ended December 31, 2022, 2021, and 2020, respectively.

The remaining amortization of $41,429, $38,715, and $37,414 was recorded in operating expenses for the years ended
December 31, 2022, 2021, and 2020, respectively.
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Based on the current amount of intangibles subject to amortization, the estimated annual amortization expense for each of
the succeeding five years and thereafter is as follows:

CAPITALIZED
SOFTWARE NON-

ACQUIRED DEVELOPMENT COMPETE TRADE CUSTOMER
    SOFTWARE    COSTS     AGREEMENTS     NAMES     RELATIONSHIPS     TOTAL

(In thousands)
2023 $ 10,264 $ 6,511 $ 77 $ 3,147 $ 31,447 $ 51,446
2024 10,034 5,394 40 3,147 31,447 50,062
2025 9,879 3,279 36 3,087 31,447 47,728
2026 9,736 — 36 3,087 31,447 44,306
2027 9,272 — 15 3,087 31,447 43,821
Thereafter 68,531 — — 28,819 152,069 249,419

Total $ 117,716 $ 15,184 $ 204 $ 44,374 $ 309,304 $ 486,782

Goodwill

The Company has not recognized any impairment charges for the years ended December 31, 2022, 2021, and 2020. A
reconciliation of the change in the carrying value of goodwill is as follows:

(In thousands)
Balance, December 31, 2020     $ 518,592
Goodwill associated with 2021 business combinations  186,771
Foreign currency translation  (1,992)
Balance, December 31, 2021  703,371
Goodwill associated with 2022 business combinations  19,451
Foreign currency translation  (5,079)
Balance, December 31, 2022 $ 717,743

9.   Accrued Expenses and Other Long-Term Liabilities

Accrued expenses consist of the following:

DECEMBER 31, 
    2022     2021

(In thousands)
Accrued compensation   $ 29,518 $ 24,848
Legal and professional accruals    1,297  2,477
Interest payable    176  96
Income taxes payable    2,223  1,398
Accrued business acquisition liabilities    700  —
Other    1,489  1,011

Total accrued expenses   $ 35,403 $ 29,830
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Other long-term liabilities consist of the following:

DECEMBER 31, 
    2022     2021

(In thousands)
Non-current finance lease liabilities   $ — $ 25
Uncertain tax position liability 2,308 —
Contingent consideration    19,813 —

Total other long-term liabilities   $ 22,121 $ 25

10.   Long-Term Debt and Revolving Line of Credit

Effective August 14, 2017, the Company entered into a credit agreement with lenders for a $250,000 term loan (“Credit
Agreement”). The Credit Agreement is a syndicated arrangement with various lenders providing the financing. The
$250,000 term loan is due to mature on August 14, 2024. The Company also entered into a $20,000 revolving line of credit
with lenders with a sub-commitment for issuance of letters of credit of $10,000.

The Company and lenders entered into Amendment No. 1 to the Credit Agreement on January 25, 2018, where an
additional tranche of $25,000 was added to the term loan. The amortization schedule of the new tranche was made
coterminous with the rest of the term loan. There were no other changes to the terms of the Credit Agreement.

The Company and lenders entered into Amendment No. 2 to the Credit Agreement on April 3, 2018, where an additional
tranche of $40,000 was added to the term loan. The amortization schedule of the new tranche was made coterminous with
the rest of the term loan. There were no other changes to the terms of the Credit Agreement.

The Company and lenders entered into a third amended and restated loan agreement on June 17, 2021 (“Third
Amendment”), which provides for, among other things, (i) the extension of the termination date applicable to the revolving
credit commitments under the Credit Agreement to August 2025, (ii) the extension of the maturity date applicable to the
term loans under the Credit Agreement to August 2026, and (iii) an increase of approximately $80,000 in commitments
available under the revolving line of credit (resulting in an aggregate amount of commitments of $100,000).  The term loan
under the Third Amendment has substantially the same terms as the existing term loans and revolving credit commitments.
The Credit Agreement is collateralized by substantially all U.S. assets and stock pledges for the non-U.S. subsidiaries and
contain various financial and nonfinancial covenants.

As of December 31, 2022 and 2021, available borrowings under the revolving lines of credits were $100,000, respectively.
Available borrowings under the revolving lines of credits of $100,000 as of December 31, 2022 and 2021, respectively,
were reduced by $120 and $239 standby letter of credit issued to a landlord in lieu of a security deposit.

Borrowings under the Credit Agreement are subject to a variable interest rate at LIBOR plus a margin. The applicable
margins are based on achieving certain levels of compliance with financial covenants.

The effective interest rate was 5.28% and 3.65% for the years ended December 31, 2022 and 2021, respectively, for the
Credit Agreement. As discussed previously, the Company entered into interest rate swap agreements that fixed the interest
rate.

Interest incurred on the Credit Agreement with respect to the term loan amounted to $15,803, $11,206, and $13,946 for the
years ended December 31, 2022, 2021, and 2020, respectively. Accrued interest payable on the Credit Agreement with
respect to the term loan amounted to $130 and $30 at December 31, 2022 and 2021, respectively, and is included in
accrued expenses. Interest incurred on the Credit Agreement with respect to the revolving line of credit was $257, $163,
and $483 for the years ended December 31, 2022, 2021, and 2020, respectively. There was $66 accrued interest payable  on
the revolving line of credit at December 31, 2022 and 2021.
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Effective August 14, 2017, the Company entered into an unsecured credit agreement with another lender for a $100,000
term loan (“Loan Agreement”). The loan carried interest at 8.25% which was payable in semi-annual installments on
January and July 15 through August 14, 2025, at which time all outstanding principal and interest were due. Under the
Loan Agreement, the Company could voluntarily repay outstanding loans without premium or penalty. On July 15, 2020,
the Company made a $20,000 prepayment on the loan, which reduced the amount outstanding to $80,000. On December
28, 2020, the Company repaid the remaining $80,000 aggregate principal amount owed under the Loan Agreement,
including $3,000 of accrued interest. The Company's obligations under the Loan Agreement were discharged on that date.
Interest incurred on the loan amounted to $0, $0, and $7,608 for the years ended December 31, 2022, 2021, and 2020,
respectively.

Long-term debt consists of the following:

DECEMBER 31, 
2022     2021

(In thousands)
Term loans $ 297,470 $ 300,490
Revolving line of credit  —  —
Less: debt issuance costs  (4,462)  (5,724)
Total  293,008  294,766
Current portion of long-term debt  (3,020)  (3,020)
Long-term debt, net of current portion and debt issuance costs $ 289,988 $ 291,746

The principal amount of long-term debt outstanding as of December 31, 2022, matures in the following years:

    2023     2024     2025     2026     TOTAL
(In thousands)

Maturities $ 3,020 $ 3,020 $ 3,020 $ 288,410 $ 297,470

The Credit Agreement requires the Company to make an annual mandatory prepayment as it relates to the Company’s
Excess Cash Flow calculation. For the year ended December 31, 2022, the Company was not required to make a mandatory
prepayment on the term loan. The Company is required to make a quarterly principal payment of $755 on the term loan
each quarter starting from September 30, 2021.

The fair values of the Company’s variable interest term loan and revolving line of credit are not significantly different than
their carrying value because the interest rates on these instruments are subject to change with market interest rates.

11.   Employee Benefit Plan

The Company established a defined contribution 401(k) plan covering all U.S. employees who are at least 21 years of age
and who meet IRS requirements for plan eligibility. Employees may contribute to the plan up to 50% of their
compensation, which may be further limited by law. In addition, employees who reached the age of 50 during the calendar
years 2021, 2020, and 2019 are eligible to make an additional catch-up contribution as set annually by IRS guidelines. The
Company matches employee contributions for a percentage of the employee’s deferral, not to exceed the first 6% of each
employee’s compensation.

The Company also operates a Group Personal defined contribution plan (“Plan”) covering all U.K. employees. Employees
are auto enrolled in the plan who are at least 22 years of age and paid more than £10 a year, up to the State Pension Age.
However, all employees who are between the ages of 16 and 75 can elect to join the Plan. Employees may contribute to
their personal pension account and then convert that account into income at retirement. The Company contributes an
additional 8% of salary for those employees who have registered for the Plan, which exceeds their duties under U.K. auto
enrolment legislation.

Total 401(k) and Plan contributions made by the Company were $4,746, $4,138, and $3,342 for the years ended December
31, 2022, 2021, and 2020 respectively.
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12.   Commitments and Contingencies

Legal proceedings

The Company does not have any pending or threatened litigation which, individually or in the aggregate, would have a
material adverse effect on the consolidated financial statements as of December 31, 2022.

Assurance-type warranty

The Company includes an assurance commitment warranting the application software products will perform in accordance
with written user documentation and the agreements negotiated with customers. Since the Company does not customize its
applications software, warranty costs are insignificant and expensed as incurred.

For information related to commitments for future minimum lease payments, please see Note 14 – Lease.

13.   Equity-Based Compensation

The Company’s equity-based compensation programs are intended to attract, retain and provide incentives for employees,
officers and directors. The Company has the following stock-based compensation plans and programs.

Restricted Stock and related Class B Plan

Exchange

The majority of the Company’s restricted stock awarded to its employees was originally issued in December 10, 2020 in
exchange for the Class B Profits Interest Unit (the “Class B Units”) of EQT Avatar Parent, L.P, which was former parent of
the Company.

Prior to the Company’s IPO, the Company’s management participated in a 2017 Class B Profits Interest Unit Incentive
Plan (the “Class B Plan”). The majority of the employee grant agreements for the Class B Units were comprised of 50%
time-based vesting units (“Time-based Units”) and 50% performance-based vesting units (“Performance-based Units”).

The fair value of the Time-based Units that vested solely upon continued employment was measured at the grant date and
was recognized as cost over the employee’s requisite service period, which was generally five years. The expense related to
the vesting of the Time-based Units was recorded on the Company’s books because the Company directly benefited from
the services provided by Class B Unit holders.

The grant date fair values of Class B Unit were determined based on the pricing models and valuation assumptions noted in
the following table, shown at their weighted-average values:

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 
    2020     

Pricing model  Monte Carlo  
Expected dividend yield 0.0 %  
Risk-free interest rate(1)  0.3 %  
Expected stock price volatility(2)  59 %  
Expected exercise term (in years)(3)  2.3  

(1) Based on the U.S. Treasury constant maturity interest rate whose term is consistent with the expected exercise term of our incentive units

(2) In projecting expected stock price volatility, we consider the historical volatility of the stock prices of comparable public companies.

(3) The Company estimates the expected life of incentive units based upon the timing of a potential liquidity event.
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Equity-based compensation expense related to the Time-based Units was $2,776 for the years ended December 31, 2020.
The Performance-based Units were not probable of vesting prior to the exchange of Class B Units for common shares, as
such, no expense was recorded for these Units prior to the exchange date. As of December 31, 2020, there were no
unrecognized compensation costs related to the Units as they had been exchanged for restricted stock.

Based on the stock price of $23.00 per share, on December 10, 2020, the Company issued 5,941,693 shares of restricted
common stock to holders of unvested Class B Units in exchange for such unvested Class B Units.  The total fair value of
the restricted stock was $83,260. Because the service inception date preceded the grant date of the replacement awards, a
catch up-adjustment of $56,487 was recorded at the modification date, based on the portion of the requisite service period
that had elapsed since the original grant date for each tranche of the award. Considering the original awards contained
performance conditions necessary to vest, the accelerated attribution approach was applied. The accelerated attribution
approach results in cost being allocated to each of the tranches of the awards and recognized ratably over each tranche as if
they were separate awards. Separately, upon completion of the offering, $3,912 of compensation cost was recognized
related to our Chief Executive Officer’s 853,001 performance-based Class B Units that automatically vested upon the IPO
of the Company and were exchanged for 1,561,950 common shares of the Company.

Modification accounting was not required for the time-based vesting Class B Units for which the vesting conditions,
classification and fair market value did not change as a result of the shares of restricted common stock that replaced them.
The original grant date fair value will continue to be recognized on a straight-line basis. Modification accounting was
required for the performance-based vesting Class B Units that were exchanged for time-based vesting restricted common
stock, given the vesting conditions were changed. Such performance-vesting Class B Units that were improbable of vesting
were remeasured based on the modification date fair value of the shares of restricted common stock replacing such Class B
Units.

Restricted Stock

Unvested Class B Units were exchanged for restricted stock of the Company. Share based compensation for the restricted
stock exchanged for the time-based Class B Units is recognized on a straight-line basis over the requisite service period of
the award, which is generally five years. Equity-based compensation for the restricted stock exchanged for the
performance-based Class B Units is recognized using the accelerated attribution approach.

In 2021, the Company granted 87,127 replacement shares of restricted stock in connection with the Pinnacle acquisition
under which equity-based awards are outstanding. The fair value of the restricted stock awarded was initially determined
based on the fair value of our common stock on the date of grant, then adjusted for time restrictions due to unregistered
shares  and lack of marketability. Total grant date fair value was $2,762. The restricted stock issued in 2021 generally has a
three-year vesting period except for one holder whose shares vests equally on a monthly basis for two years.  The Company
exchanged 5,941,693 shares in 2020 and did not legally authorize or issue any restricted stock during the year ended
December 31, 2022.

The weighted average grant date or exchange date fair values per share of restricted stock granted or exchanged during
2022, 2021 and 2020 were $17.07, $31.7, and $23.0, respectively. The total fair value of restricted stock vested during
2022, 2021 and 2020 was $46,401, $45,051 and $0, respectively.
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A summary of the restricted stock in 2022 is shown below:

WEIGHTED-
AVERAGE

GRANT-DATE
SHARES FAIR VALUE

Non-vested restricted stock as of December 31, 2021     3,910,722 $ 23.18
    Granted  66,220  17.07
    Vested  (2,020,065)  22.97
    Forfeited  (487,844)  23.00
    Cancelled (66,220) 23.00
Non-vested restricted stock as of December 31, 2022 1,402,813 $ 23.27

The Company did not legally authorize or issue any restricted stock during the year ended December 31, 2022. During 2022, the
Company modified an award for a recipient that resulted in 66,220 shares each assumed cancelled, granted, and forfeited. Net
compensation expense reversed was $146. The shares of restricted stock vested includes 11,069 shares of common stock that were
withheld on behalf of employees to satisfy the statutory tax withholding requirements.

Equity-based compensation expenses related to the restricted stock exchanged for performance-based Class B units were
$2,537, $12,349 and $57,421 for the years ended December 31,2022, 2021 and 2020, respectively. At December 31, 2022,
the total unrecognized equity-based compensation expenses related to outstanding restricted stock recognized using the
accelerated attribution approach was $3,294. The unrecognized compensation expense for the category at December 31,
2022 is expected to be recognized over a weighted-average period of 21.0 months.

Equity-based compensation expenses related to the time-based restricted stock were $3,166, $3,104 and $167 for the years
ended December 31, 2022, 2021 and 2020, respectively. At December 31, 2022, the total unrecognized equity-based
compensation expenses related to outstanding restricted stock recognized using the straight-line attribution approach were
$2,888. The unrecognized compensation expense for the category at December 31, 2022 is expected to be recognized over
a weighted-average period of 25.7 months.

Equity-based employee compensation expenses related to the time-based restricted stock for the Pinnacle acquisition were
$1,169 and $292 for the years ended December 31, 2022 and 2021, respectively. At December 31, 2022, the total
unrecognized equity-based compensation expenses related to outstanding restricted stock recognized using the straight-line
attribution approach was $1,301. The unrecognized compensation expense for the category at December 31, 2022 is
expected to be recognized over a weighted-average period of 15.9 months.

2020 Incentive Plan

In order to align the Company’s equity compensation program with public company practices, the Company’s Board of
Directors adopted and stockholders approved the 2020 Incentive Plan. The 2020 Incentive Plan allows for grants of non-
qualified stock options, incentive stock options, restricted stock, restricted stock units (“RSUs”), and performance stock
units (“PSUs”) to employees, directors, officers, and consultants or advisors of the Company. The 2020 Incentive Plan
allows for 20,000,000 shares (the “plan share reserve”) of common stock to be issued. No more than the number of shares
of common stock equal to the plan share reserve may be issued in the aggregate pursuant to the exercise of incentive stock
options. The maximum number of shares of common stock granted during a single fiscal year to any non-employee
director, taken together with any cash fees paid to such non-employee director during the fiscal year, may not exceed
$1,000,000 in total value, except for certain awards made to a non-executive chair of our Board of Directors. At December
31, 2022, there was 19,460,378 shares reserved for future issuance.

The plan share reserve will be increased on the first day of each fiscal year beginning with the 2021 fiscal year and ending
after the tenth anniversary of the effective date in an amount equal to the lesser of (i) the positive difference, if any,
between (x) 4.0% of the outstanding common stock on the last day of the immediately preceding fiscal year and (y) the
plan share reserve on the last day of the immediately preceding fiscal year and (ii) a lower number of shares of our
common stock as determined by our board of directors.
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Restricted Stock Units

Restricted stock units (“RSUs”) represent the right to receive shares of the Company’s common stock at a specified date in
the future. During year ended December 2022, the Company granted 1,437,957 RSUs under the 2020 Incentive Plan that
generally vest over an average three-year period. The fair value of the RSUs is based on the fair value of the underlying
shares on the date of grant.

A summary of the Company’s RSU activity is as follows:

WEIGHTED-
AVERAGE 

GRANT DATE 
    UNITS FAIR VALUE

Non-vested RSUs as of December 31, 2021 1,288,724 $ 29.28
Granted 1,437,957 21.98
Vested (432,494) 28.66
Forfeited (289,092) 25.61
Non-vested RSUs as of December 31, 2022 2,005,095 $ 24.71

The weighted average grant date fair values per share of restricted stock units granted during 2022 and 2021 were $21.98
and $29.19, respectively. The total fair value of restricted stock units vested during 2022 and 2021 were $12,395 and $569,
respectively.

Equity-based compensation expense related to the RSUs was $19,012, $8,257 and $81 for the years ended December
31,2022, 2021, and 2020, respectively. At December 31, 2022, the total unrecognized equity-based compensation expense
related to outstanding RSUs was $35,121, which is expected to be recognized over a weighted-average period of 23.1
months.

The number of RSUs vested in 2022 includes 138,038 shares that were withheld on behalf of employees to satisfy the
statutory tax withholding requirements.

Performance Restricted Stock Units

Performance stock units (“PSUs”) are issued under the 2020 Incentive Plan and represent the right to receive shares of the
Company’s common stock at a specified date in the future based on the satisfaction of various service conditions and the
achievement of certain performance thresholds including year over year revenue growth and unlevered free cash flow
growth.

Equity-based compensation for the PSUs is only recognized to the extent a threshold is probable of being achieved and is
recognized using the accelerated attribution approach. The Company will continue to assess the probability of each
condition being achieved at each reporting period to determine whether and when to recognize compensation cost. The
following table presents a summary of activity on the PSUs for the period ended December 31, 2022.

WEIGHTED-
AVERAGE 

GRANT DATE 
    UNITS FAIR VALUE

Non-vested PSUs as of December 31, 2021 406,575 $ 27.35
Granted 361,147 22.25
Vested (12,291) 24.83
Forfeited (101,123) 31.22
Non-vested PSUs as of December 31, 2022 654,308 $ 23.99
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The weighted average grant date fair values per share of performance stock units granted during 2022 and 2021 were
$22.25 and $27.36, respectively.  The total fair value of performance stock units vested during 2022 was $305. There were
no PSU shares vested during 2021. The total fair value of performance stock units vested were $305 and $0 for the year
ended December 31, 2022, 2021.

Equity-based compensation expense related to the PSUs was $4,462 and $5,481 for the year ended December 31, 2022 and
2021.  At December 31, 2022, the total unrecognized equity-based compensation expense related to outstanding PSUs was
$2,458, which is expected to be recognized over a weighted-average period of 15.5 months.

2020 Employee Stock Purchase Plan

On December 10, 2020, stockholders approved the 2020 Employee Stock Purchase Plan (the “Employee Stock Purchase
Plan”). Under the Employee Stock Purchase Plan, employees, and those of the Company’s subsidiaries, may purchase
shares of common stock, during pre-specified offering periods. Named executive officers will be eligible to participate in
the Employee Stock Purchase Plan on the same terms and conditions as all other participating employees. The maximum
number of shares authorized for sale under the Employee Stock Purchase Plan is 1,700,000 shares.  

Generally, all employees and those of the Company’s subsidiaries will be eligible to participate in the Employee Stock
Purchase Plan, except for employees who own 5% or more of the combined voting power or value of all issued and
outstanding stock. Employees may contribute through payroll deductions of 1% to 15% of such employees’ base
compensation on each payroll date that falls within an offering period. Participants may not acquire rights to purchase more
than $25 of common stock under the Employee Stock Purchase Plan for any calendar year. Common stock will be available
for purchase for up to 27 months.

Shares will be purchased at a discounted per-share purchase price equal to 85% of the per-share closing price of the
Company’s common stock on the last day of the applicable offering period. As of December 31, 2022, no shares of common
stock have been purchased under the Employee Stock Purchase Plan and no offering has been made to eligible employees
under the Plan.

Equity-based compensation expense

The following table summarizes the components of total equity-based compensation expense included in the consolidated
statements of operations and comprehensive income (loss) for each period presented:

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31,
    2022     2021  2020

(In thousands)
Cost of revenues $ 7,494 $ 5,193 $ 8,805
Sales and marketing  2,091  2,204  7,390
Research and development  5,829  2,872  7,133
General and administrative expenses  14,931  19,214  41,179

Total $ 30,345 $ 29,483 $ 64,507

The tax benefit related to compensation expense was $1,933 and $117 for the year ended December 31, 2022, and 2021.
There were no tax benefits related to compensation expense for the year ended December 31, 2020.

14.   Leases

The Company leases certain office facilities and equipment under non-cancelable operating and finance leases with
remaining terms from one to seven years.

Operating lease ROU assets are included in other asset while finance lease ROU assets are included in Property and
equipment, net in the consolidated balance sheets. With respect to operating lease liabilities, current operating lease
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liabilities are included in current liabilities and non-current operating lease liabilities are included in long-term liabilities in
the consolidated balance sheets. Current and non-current finance lease liabilities are included in other current liabilities and
other long-term liabilities in the consolidated balance sheets.

The following table presents information about the operating and finance lease right-of-use assets and lease liabilities as
well as lease term and discount rates:

Lease right-of-use assets, lease liabilities, lease term and discount rate: December 31, 2022 December 31, 2021
(In thousands)

Lease right of use assets
     Operating leases $ 14,427 $ 12,634
     Financing leases 24 271

$ 14,451 $ 12,905
Lease liabilities

Current
     Operating leases $ 4,968 $ 5,040
     Financing leases 25 293

Noncurrent
     Operating leases 10,133 8,256
     Financing leases — 25

$ 15,126 $ 13,614

For the year ended For the year ended
Weighted-average remaining lease term (years): December 31, 2022 December 31, 2021
     Operating leases 3.9 3.63
     Financing leases 0.08 1.08

Weighted-average discount rate:
     Operating leases 3.45% 3.91%
     Financing leases 6.19% 6.19%

The components of total lease cost were as follows:

December 31, 2022 December 31, 2021
(In thousands)

Operating lease cost $ 4,978 $ 5,815
Short-term lease cost 729 404
Variable lease cost 191 744
Sublease income (379) (490)
Finance lease cost:
   Amortization of right-of-use assets 254 277
   Interest on lease liabilities 11 29

Total lease cost $ 5,784 $ 6,779
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Supplemental cash flow and non-cash flow information was as follows:

December 31, 2022 December 31, 2021
(In thousands)

Cash paid for amounts included in the measurement of lease liabilities
   Operating cash flows from finance leases $ 11 $ 29
   Operating cash flows from operating leases $ 5,360 $ 6,105
   Financing cash flows from finance leases $ 293 $ 275
Right-of-use assets obtained in exchange for new and remeasured
operating leases $ 2,501 $ 520
Right-of-use assets obtained through acquisition $ 129 $ 1,648

The following table summarizes by year the maturities of our minimum lease payments as of December 31, 2022.

    OPERATING     FINANCE
LEASES LEASES

(In thousands)
Year ending December 31,       
2023 $ 4,935 $ 25
2024  4,113  —
2025  3,342  —
2026  2,129  —
2027  917  —
Thereafter  595  —

Total future lease payments  16,031  25
Less: imputed interest  (930)  —

Total $ 15,101 $ 25
G

15.  Segment data

Operating segments are defined as components of an enterprise about which separate financial information is available that
is evaluated regularly by the chief operating decision maker (“CODM”) in deciding how to allocate resources and in
assessing performance.

The Company has determined that its chief executive officer (“CEO”) is its CODM. The Company manages its operations
as a single segment for the purpose of assessing and making operating decisions. The Company’s CODM allocates
resources and assesses performance based upon financial information at the consolidated level. Since the Company
operates in one operating segment, all required financial segment information can be found in the consolidated financial
statements.

The following table summarizes revenue by geographic area:

    YEAR ENDED
    DECEMBER 31, 
    2022     2021 2020

(In thousands)
Revenue(1):          

Americas $ 252,921 $ 205,377 $ 182,629
EMEA  57,002  56,410  42,844
Asia Pac  25,721  24,317  18,057
Total $ 335,644 $ 286,104 $ 243,530

(1) Revenue is attributable to the countries based on the location of the customer
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The following table summarizes property, plant and equipment, net by geographic area as of December 31, 2022 and  2021:
DECEMBER 31, 

    2022     2021
 (In thousands)

Property, plant and equipment, net:
Americas $ 1,406 $ 1,903
EMEA  732  712
Asia Pac  262  320
Total $ 2,400 $ 2,935

16.   Income Taxes

The components of income (loss) before income taxes were as follows:

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 
    2022     2021     2020

(In thousands)
Domestic $ 9,456 $ (10,373) $ (55,355)
Foreign  9,299  6,998  5,174

Total $ 18,755 $ (3,375) $ (50,181)

The components of provision for (benefit from) income taxes were as follows:

DECEMBER 31, 
    2022     2021     2020

(In thousands)
Current tax provision          
Federal $ 1,882 $ 451 $ 326
State and local  3,335  1,798  1,659
Foreign  10,318  8,826  4,634

Total current  15,535  11,075  6,619
Deferred tax benefit          
Federal  (6,788)  (4,416)  (3,620)
State and local  (2,190)  (1,156)  276
Foreign  (2,533)  4,388  (4,059)

Total deferred  (11,511)  (1,184)  (7,403)
Total provision (benefit) $ 4,024 $ 9,891 $ (784)
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The effective income tax rate was 21.46%, (293.06%), and 1.56% for the years ended December 31, 2022, 2021 and 2020,
respectively. The primary reconciling items between the statutory income tax rate of 21% and the effective income tax rate
were as a result of the following:

DECEMBER 31, 
    2022     2021  2020

(In thousands, except for percentage)
Tax at U.S. federal statutory rate $ 3,939  21.00 %  $ (709) 21.00 %$ (10,538) 21.00 %
State taxes, net of federal benefit  967  5.16 %   226  (6.71)% 1,125  (2.24)%
Foreign rate differential  3,545  18.90 %   3,872  (114.72)% 2,296  (4.58)%
Permanent items  (1,227) (6.54)%   (670) 19.84 % (139) 0.28 %
Equity compensation 2,278 12.15 %  3,534 (104.70)% 13,562 (27.03)%
GIL TI inclusion 451 2.41 %  540 (16.00)% 932 (1.86)%
Tax credits  (6,427) (34.27)%   (7,060) 209.19 % (7,618) 15.18 %
Rate change (605) (3.23)%  5,256 (155.75)% 2,076 (4.14)%
Other adjustments  (4,554) (24.28)%   3,131  (92.76)% 1,223  (2.43)%
Return to provision adjustments  (405) (2.16)%   (66) 1.95 % (103) 0.21 %
Valuation allowance  6,062  32.32 %   1,837  (54.40)% (3,600) 7.17 %

Effective tax rate $ 4,024  21.46 %  $ 9,891  (293.06)%$ (784) 1.56 %

A portion of the Company's income was attributable to Madeira, Portugal which qualified for special tax programs
authorized by the European Union (“EU”) and administered by the Portuguese Tax Authority (“PTA”).  For the period of
2008 through 2011, the Company was subject to Madeira's income tax rate of 0%, for 2012 an income tax rate of 4%
applied, for the period of 2013 through 2020 an income tax rate of 5% applied, for 2021 an income tax rate of 5% applied.
 During the current year, the EU disallowed the PTA’s interpretation of certain provisions of the Madeira Free Zone
(“MFZ”) Regime III, with a lookback period of 10 years, which resulted in an increase to the tax rate applied to the
Company’s income for the aforementioned years and for 2022. 
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The tax effects of temporary differences that give rise to deferred tax assets and liabilities are summarized as follows:

    DECEMBER 31, 
    2022     2021

(In thousands)
Deferred tax assets       
Accounts receivable $ 279 $ 61
Accrued compensation  4,385  3,552
Accrued expenses  529                       -
Deferred revenue 392 696
Net operating loss carryforwards  14,264  4,117
R&D credit carryforward  3,918  4,965
Foreign tax credits  12,131  15,054
Interest rate hedge  —  253
Equity based compensation 4,752 3,015
Other assets  189 380
Interest expense  103 224
Lease liability 3,136 2,944
Section 174 9,425 —
Total gross deferred tax asset 53,503 35,261
Less: Valuation allowance  (25,732) (18,235)
Net deferred tax asset  27,771  17,026
Deferred tax liabilities       
Property, equipment, and other long-lived assets  (152)  (272)
Goodwill and intangible assets  (82,100)  (83,844)
Prepaid expenses  (1,820)  (1,968)
Accrued expenses — (184)
Deferred revenue  —  —
Interest rate hedge (2,085) —
Right-of-use (ROU) Asset (2,957) (2,783)
Total gross deferred tax liability  (89,114)  (89,051)

Net deferred tax liability $ (61,343) $ (72,025)

The net change in the total valuation allowance resulted in an increase of $7,497 in 2022 compared to an increase of $1,520
in 2021. The valuation allowance is determined separately for each jurisdiction. A U.S. valuation allowance was required
against the foreign tax credit carryforward. At the foreign subsidiaries, the valuation allowance was primarily related to
foreign net operating losses that, in the judgment of management, are not more likely than not to be realized.  

In assessing the realizability of deferred tax assets, management considered whether it is more likely than not that some
portion or all of the deferred tax assets will not be realized. The ultimate realization of deferred tax assets is dependent
upon the generation of future taxable income during the periods in which those temporary differences become deductible
and carryforward attributes can be utilized. Management considered the reversal of deferred tax liabilities in making this
assessment. Management believes it is more likely than not that the Company will realize the benefits of the deferred tax
assets, net of the existing valuation allowance, at December 31, 2022.

At December 31, 2022, the Company has net operating loss carryforwards for federal income tax purposes of
approximately $1,805 majority of which will expire if unused in years 2024 through 2036. The Company has net operating
loss carryforwards for state income tax purposes of approximately $50, which will expire if unused in years 2029 through
2040. The Company has foreign net operating loss carryforwards of $65,805 which will expire if unused starting in 2022.

The Company has $395 of federal research and development credits that will expire if unused in years 2025 through 2042,
$143 of California research and development credits with indefinite carryover period, and $363 of foreign research and
development credits that will expire if unused starting in 2029. The Company has foreign tax credits of $10,607 that will
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expire if unused in years 2027 through 2031, and also Canadian investment tax credits of $3,552 which will expire if
unused in years 2030 through 2040.

The Company has net operating losses and tax credits that are subject to limitation under Internal Revenue Code Section
382 and Section 383 due to changes in ownership. The Company has analyzed the realizability of these tax attributes
carried forward and have recorded deferred tax assets for the attributes that meet the more-likely-than-not realizability
threshold.

Foreign undistributed earnings were considered permanently invested, therefore no provision for U.S. income taxes was
accrued as of December 31, 2022 and 2021, with the exception of the withholding tax liability of $168 on the potential
repatriation from Certara Canada Corporation.

The Company assessed its uncertain tax positions and determined that a liability of $2,818 and $1,059 was required to be
recorded for uncertain tax positions as of December 31, 2022 and 2021, respectively. Uncertain tax positions relate
primarily to federal and state R&D credits. The Company's policy is to recognize interest and penalties as a component of
the provision for income taxes.  For December 31, 2022 and 2021, the Company recognized interest of $0.1 million of
interest and no penalties. For December 31, 2021 the Company recognized neither interest or penalties. The Company does
not anticipate any significant changes to its uncertain tax positions during the next twelve months. .

A reconciliation of the beginning and ending balance of unrecognized tax benefits is as follows:

(In thousands)
Balance at December 31, 2020     $ 897
Additions for tax positions related to the current year  156
Additions for tax positions of prior years  6
Balance at December 31, 2021  1,059
Additions for tax positions related to the current year  205
Additions for tax positions of prior years  1,554
Balance at December 31, 2022 $ 2,818

The uncertain tax positions, exclusive of interest and penalties, were $2,818 and $1,059 as of December 31, 2022 and
December 31, 2021, respectively, which also represents potential tax benefits that if recognized, would impact the effective
tax rate.

U.S. federal income tax returns are generally subject to examination for a period of three years after the filing of the return.
However, the Internal Revenue Service can audit the NOLs generated in respective years in the years that the NOLs are
utilized. State income tax returns are generally subject to examination for a period of three to six years after the filing of
the respective return. The state impact of any federal changes remains subject to examination by various states for a period
of up to one year after formal notification to the states. Foreign income tax returns are generally subject to examination
based on the tax laws of the respective jurisdictions.

The Company is subject to tax on Global Intangible Low-Taxed Income (GILTI) and has elected to account for GILTI as a
current period expense. 
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17.  Earnings per Share

Basic earnings per share is computed by dividing net income (loss) attributable to common stockholders by the weighted-
average common shares outstanding for the period. Diluted net income (loss) per share is computed by dividing the net
income (loss) attributable to stockholders by the weighted-average number of shares and dilutive potential common shares
during the period.

    YEAR ENDED  
    DECEMBER 31,  
    2022     2021     2020  

(In thousands, except per share and share data)
Basic earnings per share          

Net income (loss) available to common shareholders $ 14,731 $ (13,266) $ (49,397)
Basic weighted-average common shares outstanding  156,876,942  149,842,668  133,247,212
Basic earnings per common share $ 0.09 $ (0.09) $ (0.37)

Diluted earnings per share
Net income available to common shares $ 14,731 $ (13,266) $ (49,397)
Basic weighted-average common shares outstanding 156,876,942 149,842,668 133,247,212
Dilutive potential common shares 2,477,452 (1) — (2) — (2)

Diluted weighted-average common shares outstanding 159,354,394 149,842,668 133,247,212
Diluted earnings per common share $ 0.09 $ (0.09) $ (0.37)

(1) For the year ended December 31, 2022, the Company excluded certain potentially dilutive securities attributable to outstanding RSUs and RSAs
from the computation of diluted EPS because the securities would have had an antidilutive effect.

(2) For the year ended December 31, 2021, and 2020, the Company excluded the restricted stock and restricted stock units from the calculation of
diluted earnings per share that could potentially dilute earnings per share in the future because of the anti-dilutive effect of the reported net loss.
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Item 9. Changes in and Disagreements With Accountants on Accounting and Financial Disclosure.

None.
Item 9A. Controls and Procedures.

Evaluation of Disclosure Controls and Procedures

As of the end of the period covered by this Annual Report on Form 10-K, we performed an evaluation under the
supervision and with the participation of management, including our Chief Executive Officer and our Chief Financial
Officer, of the design and effectiveness of our disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Rules 13a-15(e) or 15d-
15(e) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 as amended (the “Exchange Act”). Based upon that evaluation, our Chief
Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer concluded, as of the end of the period covered by this Annual Report that
our disclosure controls and procedures were effective at the reasonable assurance level to ensure that information required
to be disclosed was recorded, processed, summarized and reported within the time periods specified in the SEC’s rules and
forms, and to provide reasonable assurance that information required to be disclosed in such reports is accumulated and
communicated to the Company’s management, including its Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, as
appropriate to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosure.

Management’s Annual Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting

Our management is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting, as is
defined in the Exchange Act. Internal control over financial reporting is a process designed to provide reasonable assurance
regarding the reliability of our financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external reporting
purposes in accordance with GAAP and includes those policies and procedures that: (1) pertain to the maintenance of
records that in reasonable detail accurately and fairly reflect our transactions and the dispositions of our assets; (2) provide
reasonable assurance that our transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in
accordance with GAAP and that our receipts and expenditures are being made only in accordance with appropriate
authorizations; and (3) provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized acquisition,
use or disposition of our assets that could have a material effect on our consolidated financial statements.

Our management conducted an evaluation of the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting as of
December 31, 2022, based on the framework in Internal Control – Integrated Framework (2013) issued by the Committee
of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission.

As disclosed in the Management’s Annual Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting in Item 8 in our Annual
Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2021, during the fourth quarter of 2021, we identified a material
weakness in internal control related to ineffective information technology general controls in the areas over a cloud-based
software system that supports our project set-up and time submissions for services provided to our customers.

During 2022, management implemented its previously disclosed remediation plan that included: (i) Implement a more
robust process for the onboarding, offboarding, and access rights modifications in the application environment to ensure
appropriate provisioning of rights on a least privileged basis; (ii) Document the levels of privileged access roles with
specific “allowed” capabilities warranting levels of access for specific roles; (iii) Implement a quarterly log review by
business  owners to ensure that no privileged account access was provided and removed outside of documented service
requests; (iv) Implement a controlled process for application and system level changes in the application environment to
ensure appropriate understanding of the changes on financial reporting; and (v) Strengthen ownership and reporting
through the IT Governance Process currently in place which will serve as the mechanism to monitor the remediation
update.

During the fourth quarter of 2022, we completed our testing of the operating effectiveness of the implemented controls and
found them to be effective. As a result, we have concluded the material weakness has been remediated as of December 31,
2022.
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Changes in Internal Control over Financial Reporting

Except for the changes in connection with our implementation of the remediation plan discussed above, there were no
changes in our internal control over financial reporting (as such term is defined in Rules 13a-15(f) under the Exchange Act)
during the quarter ended December 31, 2022 that have materially affected, or are reasonably likely to materially affect, our
internal control over financial reporting.

Item 9B. Other Information.

None

Item 9C. Disclosure Regarding Foreign Jurisdictions That Prevent Inspections.

Not Applicable
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PART III

Item 10. Directors, Executive Officers and Corporate Governance.

We have adopted a Code of Conduct (the “Code of Conduct”) applicable to all employees, executive officers and directors
that addresses legal and ethical issues that may be encountered in carrying out their duties and responsibilities, including
the requirement to report any conduct they believe to be a violation of the Code of Conduct. The Code of Conduct is
available on our website, www.certara.com. The information available on or through our website is not part of this annual
report. If we ever were to amend or waive any provision of our Code of Conduct that applies to our principal executive
officer, principal financial officer, principal accounting officer or any person performing similar functions, we intend to
satisfy our disclosure obligations with respect to any such waiver or amendment by posting such information on our
internet website set forth above rather than by filing a Form 8-K.

The remaining information required under this item is incorporated herein by reference to our definitive proxy statement
(the “Proxy Statement”) pursuant to Regulation 14A under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, which Proxy
Statement is expected to be filed with Securities and Exchange Commission not later than 120 days after the close of our
fiscal year ended December 31, 2022.

Item 11. Executive Compensation.

The information required by this item will be set forth in the Proxy Statement and is incorporated herein by reference.

Item 12. Security Ownership of Certain Beneficial Owners and Management and Related Stockholder Matters.

The information required by this item will be set forth in the Proxy Statement and is incorporated herein by reference.

Item 13. Certain Relationships and Related Transactions, and Director Independence.

The information required by this item will be set forth in the Proxy Statement and is incorporated herein by reference.

Item 14. Principal Accounting Fees and Services.

The information required by this item will be set forth in the Proxy Statement and is incorporated herein by reference.
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PART IV

Item 15. Exhibits, Financial Statement Schedules.  

(a)   The following documents are filed as part of this Annual Report:
(1)   Financial Statements

The financial statements filed as part of this Annual Report are included in Part II, Item 8 of this Annual Report.
(2)   Financial Statement Schedules

Financial statement schedules have been omitted in this Annual Report because they are not applicable, not required under
the instructions or the information requested is set forth in the financial statements or related notes thereto.

(3)   List of Exhibits required by Item 601 of Regulation S-K

Incorporated by Reference

Exhibit
 Number

       
Exhibit Title Form File No. Exhibit Filing Date

 2.1 Agreement and Plan of Merger dated as of August 2,
2021, by and among Certara, Inc., Puma Merger Sub,
LLC and Shareholder Representative Services LLC, as
the Equityholder Representative thereunder 8-K 001-39799 2.1 8/5/2021

 3.1 Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation of
Certara, Inc. S-8 333-251368 4.1 12/15/2020

 3.2 Amended and Restated Bylaws of Certara, Inc. S-8 333-251368 4.2 12/15/2020
 4.1 Form of Stock Certificate for Common Stock S-1/A 333-250182 4.1 12/03/2020
 4.2 Description of Certara, Inc.’s Securities 10-K 001-39799 4.2 3/15/2021
 10.1 Credit Agreement, dated as of August 15, 2017, among

Certara Holdings, Inc. (f/k/a EQT Avatar Holdings,
Inc.), Certara Holdco, Inc., Certara USA, Inc., EQT
Avatar Intermediate, Inc., Jefferies Finance LLC, as
Administrative Agent and Issuing Bank, Golub Capital
LLC as Issuing Bank and each lender from time to time
party thereto S-1/A 333-250182 10.3 11/18/2020

 10.2 First Amendment, dated as of January 24, 2018, to the
Credit Agreement, among Certara Holdings, Inc. (f/k/a
EQT Avatar Holdings, Inc.), Certara Holdco, Inc.,
Certara USA, Inc., EQT Avatar Intermediate, Inc.,
Jefferies Finance LLC, as Administrative Agent and
Issuing Bank, Golub Capital LLC as Issuing Bank and
each lender from time to time party thereto S-1/A 333-250182 10.4 11/18/2020

 10.3 Second Amendment, dated as of April 3, 2018, to the
Credit Agreement, among Certara Holdings, Inc. (f/k/a
EQT Avatar Holdings, Inc.), Certara Holdco, Inc.,
Certara USA, Inc., Certara Intermediate, Inc. (f/k/a
EQT Avatar Intermediate, Inc.), Jefferies Finance LLC,
as Administrative Agent and Issuing Bank, Golub
Capital LLC as Issuing Bank and each lender from
time to time party thereto

S-1/A 333-250182 10.5 11/18/2020

https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/0001827090/000110465921100776/tm2123444d2_8k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1827090/000110465920135789/tm2030105d18_ex4-1.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1827090/000110465920135789/tm2030105d18_ex4-2.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1827090/000110465920131754/tm2030105d13_ex4-1.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1827090/000155837021002979/cert-20201231xex4d2.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1827090/000110465920126924/tm2030105d8_ex10-3.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1827090/000110465920126924/tm2030105d8_ex10-4.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1827090/000110465920126924/tm2030105d8_ex10-5.htm
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 10.4 Third Amendment, dated as of June 17, 2021, to the
Credit Agreement, among Certara Holdings, Inc.,
Certara Holdco, Inc., Certara USA, Inc., Certara
Intermediate, Inc., Bank of America, N.A., as
Administrative Agent for the lenders from time to time
party thereto and collateral agent for the secured parties
thereunder 8-K 001-39799 10.1 6/22/2021

 10.5 Loan Guaranty, dated as of August 15, 2017, by and
among the Loan Guarantors, as defined therein, and
Jefferies Finance LLC, as Administrative Agent S-1/A 333-250182 10.6 11/18/2020

 10.6 Pledge and Security Agreement, dated as of August 15,
2017, by and among the Grantors, as defined therein,
and Jefferies Finance LLC, as Agent S-1/A 333-250182 10.7 11/18/2020

 10.7 Loan Agreement, dated as of July 6, 2017, between
Santo Holding (Deutschland) GmbH and Certara, Inc.
(f/k/a EQT Avatar Topco, Inc.) S-1/A 333-250182 10.8 11/18/2020

 10.8* Form of Indemnification Agreement between Certara,
Inc. and directors and executive officers of Certara,
Inc. S-1/A 333-250182 10.9 11/25/2020

10.9* Employment Agreement, dated as of May 14, 2019, by
and among EQT Avatar Parent L.P., Certara USA, Inc.
and William Feehery S-1/A 333-250182 10.10 11/18/2020

 10.10* Employment Agreement, dated as of July 11, 2014,
between Certara USA, Inc. and M. Andrew Schmick 10-K 001-39799 10.11 3/15/2021

 10.11* Employment Agreement, dated as of July 20, 2020,
between Certara USA, Inc. and Leif E. Pedersen 10-K 001-39799 10.12 3/15/2021

 10.12* Employment Agreement, dated as of September 2,
2016, between D3 MEDICINE LLC, Certara USA,
Inc. and Patrick Smith

 10.13* Certara, Inc. 2020 Incentive Plan S-1/A 333-250182 10.18 11/25/2020
 10.14* Form of Restricted Stock Unit Grant and Award

Agreement (Certara, Inc. 2020 Incentive Plan) 10-K 001-39799 10.14 3-15-2021
 10.15* Form of Exchange Acknowledgement and Agreement S-1/A 333-250182 10.19 12/03/2020
 10.16* Form of Stock Restriction Agreement S-1/A 333-250182 10.20 12/03/2020
  10.17* Form of Performance Stock Unit Grant Notice and

Agreement for Certara, Inc. 2020 Incentive Plan* 10-Q 001-39799 10.1 5/7/2021
 10.18* Certara, Inc. 2020 Employee Stock Purchase Plan S-1/A 333-250182 10.21 11/25/2020
 10.19* Certara, Inc. Directors Deferral Plan 10-K 001-39799 10.18 3/15/2021
 10.20* Employment Agreement, dated September 26, 2018

between Certara UK Limited and Robert Aspbury 10-K 001-39799 10.21 3/1/2022
 10.21* Employment Agreement, dated January 23, 2019, by

and between EQT Certara USA, Inc. and Justin Edge S-1/A 333-250182 10.15 11/8/2020
 10.22 Letter Agreement, dated as of November 3, 2022, by

and among Certara, Inc. and Arsenal Saturn Holdings
LP 8-K 001-39799 10.1 11/7/2022

 10.23 Stockholders Agreement, dated as of November 3,
2022, by and among Certara, Inc. and the other parties
thereto 8-K 001-39799 10.2 11/7/2022

 10.24 Registration Rights Agreement, dated as of November
3, 2022, by and among Certara, Inc. and the other
parties thereto 8-K 001-39799 10.3 11/7/2022

https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/0001827090/000155837021008495/cert-20210617x8k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1827090/000110465920126924/tm2030105d8_ex10-6.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1827090/000110465920126924/tm2030105d8_ex10-7.htm
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https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1827090/000155837021002979/cert-20201231xex10d11.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1827090/000155837021002979/cert-20201231xex10d12.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1827090/000110465920129621/tm2030105d10_ex10-18.htm
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https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1827090/000110465920131754/tm2030105d13_ex10-20.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001827090/000155837021006313/cert-20210331xex10d1.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1827090/000110465920129621/tm2030105d10_ex10-21.htm
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https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1827090/000155837022002608/cert-20211231xex10d21.htm
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 10.25* Form of 2022 Performance Stock Unit Grant Notice
and Agreement for Certara, Inc. 2020 Incentive Plan 10-Q 001-39799 10.1 5/5/2022

 16.1 Letter from CohnReznick LLP to the Securities and
Exchange Commission, dated March 30, 2022 8-K 001-39799 16.1 3/30/2022

 21.1 Subsidiaries of the Registrant
 23.1 Consent of CohnReznick LLP

 23.2 Consent of RSM US LLP
 24.1 Power of Attorney (included in the signature page to

this Annual Report)
 31.1 Certification of Principal Executive Officer Pursuant to

Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
 31.2 Certification of Principal Financial and Accounting

Officer Pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act of 2002

 32.1 Certification of Principal Executive Officer Pursuant to
Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002+

 32.2 Certification of Principal Financial Officer Pursuant to
Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002+

 101.INS XBRL Instance Document – the instance document
does not appear in the Interactive Data File because its
XBRL tags are embedded within the Inline XBRL
document

 101.SCH XBRL Taxonomy Extension Schema Document
 101.CAL XBRL Taxonomy Extension Calculation Linkbase

Document
 101.DEF XBRL Taxonomy Extension Definition Linkbase

Document
 101.LAB XBRL Taxonomy Extension Label Linkbase

Document
 101.PRE XBRL Taxonomy Extension Presentation Linkbase

Document
 104 Cover Page Interactive Data File (formatted in Inline

XBRL and contained in Exhibit 101)

*       Management contract or compensatory plan or arrangement.

+      This certification is deemed not filed for purposes of Section 18 of the Exchange Act, or otherwise subject to the 
liability of that section, nor shall it be deemed incorporated by reference into any filing under the Securities Act or the 
Exchange Act.

**      Certain schedules and exhibits have been omitted pursuant to Item 601(a)(5) of Regulation S-K. The registrant
agrees to furnish a copy of any omitted schedule or exhibit to the SEC upon request; provided, however, that the registrant
may request confidential treatment pursuant to Rule 24b-2 of the Exchange Act for any document so furnished.

Item 16. Form 10-K Summary.

None.

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1827090/000155837022007443/cert-20220331xex10d1.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1827090/000155837022004739/cert-20220324xex16d1.htm
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Signatures

Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused
this report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.

CERTARA, INC.

Date: March 1, 2023 By: /s/ William F. Feehery
Name:William F. Feehery
Title: Chief Executive Officer

(Principal Executive Officer)

Date: March 1, 2023 By: /s/ M. Andrew Schemick
Name:M. Andrew Schemick
Title: Chief Financial Officer

(Principal Financial Officer)

KNOW ALL BY THESE PRESENTS, that each person whose signature appears below hereby constitutes and appoints
William F. Feehery, M. Andrew Schemick and Richard M. Traynor and each of them, his or her true and lawful agent,
proxy and attorney-in-fact, with full power of substitution and resubstitution, for him or her and in his or her name, place
and stead, in any and all capacities, to sign any and all amendments to this Annual Report on Form 10-K, and to file the
same, with all exhibits thereto, and other documents in connection therewith, with the Securities and Exchange
Commission, granting unto said attorneys-in-fact and agents, and each of them, full power and authority to do and perform
each and every act and thing requisite and necessary to be done in connection therewith, as fully to all intents and purposes
as he or she might or could do in person, hereby ratifying and confirming all that said attorneys-in-fact and agents, or any
of them, or their or his substitutes, may lawfully do or cause to be done by virtue thereof.

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, this report has been signed below by the following
persons on behalf of the registrant and in the capacities and on the dates indicated.

Signature     Title

/s/ William F. Feehery Chief Executive Officer and Director
William F. Feehery (Principal Executive Officer)

/s/ M. Andrew Schemick Chief Financial Officer
M. Andrew Schemick (Principal Financial Officer and Principal Accounting Officer)

/s/ James E. Cashman III Chairman
James E. Cashman III

/s/ Eran Broshy Director
Eran Broshy

/s/ Cynthia Collins Director
Cynthia Collins

/s/ Rose Crane Director
Rose Crane
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/s/ Nancy Killefer Director
Nancy Killefer

/s/ Stephen McLean Director
Stephen McLean

/s/ David Spaight Director
David Spaight

/s/ Matthew Walsh Director
Matthew Walsh
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EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT

EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT, dated as of September 2, 2016 (the “Effective Date”),
between D3 MEDICINE LLC (the “Company”), and Patrick Smith (the “Executive”).

WHEREAS, the Company has entered into the Membership Interest Purchase Agreement,
dated as of September 2, 2016 (the “Purchase Agreement”) among Certara USA, Inc., the
Company and the Sellers listed on Exhibit A to the Purchase Agreement; and

WHEREAS, contingent on the Closing (as defined in the Purchase Agreement), the
Company and Executive desire to embody the terms and conditions of Executive’s employment
with the Company in a written employment agreement, which will supersede all prior agreements,
whether written or oral, between the Company and Executive.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and covenants set forth in this
Agreement, the Parties agree as follows:

1. Employment Duties and Acceptance.

1.1 Employment by the Company. Subject to Closing, effective as of
September 2, 2016 (“Start Date”), the Company shall employ or continue to employ the Executive,
for itself and its subsidiaries and affiliates, to render exclusive and full-time services in the capacity
of CSO of the Company under the terms of this Agreement. Executive shall be an “at-will”
employee for all purposes. The parties acknowledge that the Original Start Date is the relevant date
for the purpose of calculating benefits based on service.

1.2 Duties and Responsibilities. The Executive shall have duties and
responsibilities consistent with his position, subject to the oversight and direction by the CEO and
the Board of Directors of the Company or its direct or indirect parent entity, or their respective
designee (each, the “Board”). The Executive shall devote substantially all of the Executive’s
working time and efforts to the business and affairs of the Company. Executive shall not, without
the prior approval of the Board, whether for compensation or otherwise, directly or indirectly, alone
or as a member of any partnership or other organization, be actively engaged in or concerned with
any other business duties or personal pursuits which interfere with the performance of the
Executive’s responsibilities under this Agreement.

1.3 Acceptance of Employment by the Executive. The Executive accepts
employment or continuing employment based on the terms of this Agreement and shall render the
services described above. Subject to appointment by the Board as such, the Executive may also
serve as an officer of any other entity controlled by, or under common control with, the Company,
and as a director of the Company and of any other entity controlled by or under common control
with the Company, in each case without any compensation therefor other than that specified in this
Agreement. Upon request, or upon termination of employment with Company hereunder for any
reason, the Executive shall, upon request, resign as a director or officer of the Company and of any
other entity controlled by, or under common control with, the Company.
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1.4 Place of Employment. The Executive’s principal place of
employment shall be Parsippany, New Jersey (the “Employment Location”), subject to such
reasonable travel as the rendering of the services hereunder may require.

2. Term of Employment. The stated term of employment under this Agreement
(the “Term”) shall commence on the Start Date and shall continue until Executive ceases to be
employed by the Company (or any of its subsidiaries or affiliates) for any reason.

3. Compensation.

3.1 Salary. As compensation for all services to be rendered pursuant to
this Agreement, the Company shall pay the Executive during the Term a salary, initially
$250,000.00 per annum, payable not less frequently than monthly, less such deductions as shall be
required to be withheld by applicable rules and regulations (the “Base Salary”). The Base Salary
shall not preclude raises, incentive bonus plans and other compensation or incentives, including
equity incentives should the Board, in its sole and absolute discretion, so determine to provide such
additional compensation or incentives to the Executive. Executive’s compensation shall be
reviewed at least once per year.

3.2 Incentive Bonus. In addition to his Base Salary, Executive shall be
eligible to receive an annual incentive bonus in an amount up to 30% of Executive’s then Base
Salary (the “Incentive Bonus”) in the sole discretion of the Board. Executive shall maintain the
same eligibility to receive an Incentive Bonus, for a period of two (2) years after Closing, as the
Executive did prior to Closing. In addition, following such two (2) year period, the Company will
evaluate adjusting the Incentive Bonus but shall not materially reduce the bonus opportunity for the
Executive. The applicable criteria for achieving an Incentive Bonus shall be established by the
Board and communicated to Executive annually. The Incentive Bonus, if any, shall be payable on
the date that the Company generally pays bonuses. Subject to the Executive’s rights to maintain
eligibility to an Incentive Bonus as set out above, the Company may amend, replace or terminate
this discretionary incentive bonus plan at any time in its sole discretion.

3.3 Participation in Employee Benefit Plans. The Executive shall be
permitted, if and to the extent eligible, to participate on the same terms in any group life,
hospitalization or disability insurance plan, health program, pension plan or similar benefit plan of
the Company that is available generally to other senior executives and managers of the Company.
The Company may amend or terminate its benefit plans at any time in its discretion.

3.4 Expenses. Subject to policies applicable to executives of the
Company generally, as may from time to time be established by the Board, the Company shall pay
or reimburse the Executive for reasonable travel, entertainment and other business expenses
actually incurred or paid by the Executive during the Term in the performance of the Executive’s
services under this Agreement, and which expenses are consistent with the Company’s policies in
effect from time to time with respect to such travel, entertainment and other business expenses,
upon presentation of expense statements or vouchers or such other supporting information as it may
require.
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3.5 Vacation. The Executive shall be entitled to paid annual leave in
accordance with the Company’s annual leave policy in effect from time to time, subject to
applicable law. Executive understands that it is the Company’s intention to provide an unlimited
annual leave policy; provided, however, the Company reserves the right to modify its annual leave
policy at any time in its discretion.

4. Termination.

4.1 Termination upon Death. If the Executive dies while employed by
the Company, this Agreement shall terminate and the Executive or the Executive’s estate shall be
entitled only to receive the Accrued Obligations payable through the date of such death.

4.2 Termination upon Disability. If the Executive becomes physically or
mentally disabled while employed by the Company (whether totally or partially, so that the
Executive is unable substantially to perform the Executive’s essential functions hereunder with or
without reasonable accommodation as determined, in good faith, by the Board following
consultation with medical advisors selected by the Board) for (a) a period of three consecutive
months, or (b) for shorter periods aggregating three months during any six month period (in each of
clauses (a) and (b), such time periods shall include any legally required leaves of absence or
accommodation), the Company may, except as prohibited by law, by written notice to the
Executive, terminate the Executive’s employment. In the event of termination of the Executive’s
employment by the Company by reason of disability, the Executive shall be entitled only to receive
the Accrued Obligations payable through the date of termination.

4.3 Termination for Cause. The Company may at any time by written
notice to the Executive terminate the Executive’s employment for Cause (as defined below) and the
Executive shall be entitled only to receive the Accrued Obligations payable through the date of
termination.

4.4 Termination with Good Reason or without Cause. The Executive
may terminate the Executive’s employment with the Company at any time with Good Reason (as
defined below), and the Company may terminate the Executive’s employment without Cause, in
each case upon ten (10) days’ written notice to the other party thereto. Following a termination by
the Executive with Good Reason or by the Company without Cause, and so long as the Executive
has not breached and does not breach the provisions of Sections 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 or
5.5 and the Executive has entered into an effective general release of claims reasonably satisfactory
to the Company that becomes effective and irrevocable by no later than the 30th day after
Executive’s termination of employment, the Executive shall have the right to:

(a) Payment by the Company of an amount equal to the Accrued
Obligations as of the date of termination, which shall be paid when they otherwise would have been
paid had Executive not been terminated; and

(b) Continuation of Executive’s then-applicable Base Salary for six (6)
months, payable in accordance with the Company’s normal payroll practices.

For purposes of this Agreement:
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“Accrued Obligations” means as of the date of Executive’s termination, (a)
Executive’s earned but unpaid Base Salary, if any, through such date, (b) any unreimbursed
business expenses payable to Executive pursuant to applicable Company policy and (c) any
Incentive Bonus awarded by the Board but not previously paid to the Executive with respect to the
fiscal year preceding the fiscal year in which such date of termination occurs.

“Cause” means (i) Executive’s conviction of, or plea of nolo contendere to, a felony
or to any other crime involving fraud, dishonesty or breach of trust, (ii) Executive’s gross
negligence or intentional misconduct in the performance of Executive’s duties to the Company,
Executive’s failure to perform at a standard reasonably expected of an employee in Executive’s
position with the Company, or Executive’s failure to devote Executive’s full business time to the
Company, after the Company has delivered to Executive a written demand for performance which
describes the basis for the Company’s belief that Executive has not substantially performed
Executive’s duties and provides Executive with thirty (30) days to cure such failure,
(iii) Executive’s fraud or willful dishonesty or misrepresentation intended to result in direct or
indirect gain or personal enrichment at the expense of the Company or its equity holders, (iv)
Executive’s public or consistent drunkenness or illegal use of narcotics that is reasonably likely to
become materially injurious to the reputation or business of the Company or that is reasonably
likely to impair Executive’s performance of duties to the Company, (v) the failure of the Executive
to follow the reasonable directions of the Board or the individual(s) to whom such Executive
reports, after the Company has delivered to Executive a written demand for performance which
describes the basis for the Company’s belief that Executive has not followed such directions and
provides Executive with thirty (30) days to cure such failure; or (vi) any other intentional conduct
of Executive that materially injures the Company or its reputation.

“Good Reason” means (a) a material diminution in Executive’s authority, duties, or
responsibilities, (b) the principal place of employment of the Executive is relocated to any location
which is outside of a 50 mile radius of the Employment Location, or (c) a material reduction in
Executive’s Base Salary (other than a general reduction in Base Salary that affects all similarly
situated executives in substantially the same proportions); provided that Good Reason shall not
exist unless (i) within twenty (20) days after the occurrence of such act the Executive gives written
notice to the Company stating that such act constitutes Good Reason, is not acceptable to the
Executive, and requesting that the Company cure such act and (ii) the Executive terminates his or
her employment with the Company within ninety (90) days after delivery of such notice.

4.5 Voluntary Termination. The Executive may terminate the Executive’s
employment with the Company at any time in the Executive’s sole and absolute discretion upon
giving at least thirty (30) days’ advance written notice to such effect to the Company (a “Voluntary
Termination”). In the event the Executive’s employment is terminated during the Term by the
Executive’s Voluntary Termination (other than termination by the Executive for Good Reason),
then the Executive shall be entitled only to receive the Accrued Obligations payable through the
date of such Voluntary Termination.
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5. Confidentiality, Intellectual Property, Noncompete and Nonsolicitation.

5.1 Nondisclosure and Nonuse of Confidential Information. The
Executive will not disclose or use at any time during or after the Term any Confidential Information
(as defined below) of which the Executive is or becomes aware, whether or not such information is
developed by the Executive, except to the extent that such disclosure or use is directly related to
and required by the Executive’s performance of duties assigned to the Executive pursuant to this
Agreement. Under all circumstances and at all times, the Executive will take all appropriate steps
to safeguard Confidential Information in the Executive’s possession and to protect it against
disclosure, misuse, espionage, loss and theft. For purposes hereof, “Confidential Information”
means information that is not generally known to the public and that was or is used, developed or
obtained by the Company or its ultimate parent company, Arsenal MBDD Holding, LP, and their
respective affiliates and subsidiaries and their respective predecessors (collectively, “Company
Group”) in connection with their business. For the avoidance of doubt and for purposes of this
Agreement, Arsenal Capital Partners (“Arsenal”) is not considered an affiliate of any of the
Company Group, nor is any other company considered an affiliate of any of the Company Group
solely by virtue that it is an affiliate of Arsenal. It shall not include information (a) required to
be disclosed by court or administrative order,
(b) lawfully obtainable from other sources or which is in the public domain through no fault of the
Executive; or (c) the disclosure of which is consented to in writing by the Company.

5.2 Ownership of Intellectual Property. In the event that the Executive as
part of the Executive’s activities on behalf of the Company Group generates, authors or contributes
to any invention, design, know-how, new development, device, brand, trademark, product, method
of process (whether or not patentable or reduced to practice or comprising Confidential
Information, whether registered or unregistered), any copyrightable work (whether or not
comprising Confidential Information) or any other form of Confidential Information relating
directly or indirectly to the business of the Company Group as now or hereinafter conducted
(collectively, “Intellectual Property”), the Executive acknowledges and agrees that such Intellectual
Property is the sole and exclusive property of the Company and hereby assigns all right title and
interest in and to such Intellectual Property to the Company. Any copyrightable work prepared in
whole or in part by the Executive during the Term will be deemed “a work made for hire” under
Section 201(b) of the Copyright Act of 1976, as amended, and the Company will own all of the
rights comprised in the copyright therein. The Executive will promptly and fully disclose all
Intellectual Property and will cooperate with the Company to protect the Company’ interests in and
rights to such Intellectual Property (including providing reasonable assistance in securing patent
protection and copyright registrations and executing all documents as reasonably requested by the
Company, whether such requests occur prior to or after termination of Executive’s employment
hereunder).

5.3 Delivery of Materials upon Termination of Employment. As
requested by the Company, from time to time and upon the termination of the Executive’s
employment with the Company for any reason, the Executive will promptly deliver to the Company
all copies and embodiments, in whatever form or medium, of all Confidential Information or
Intellectual Property in the Executive’s possession or within the Executive’s control (including
written records, notes, photographs, manuals, notebooks, documentation, program listings, flow
charts, magnetic media, disks, diskettes, tapes and all other materials
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containing any Confidential Information or Intellectual Property) irrespective of the location or
form of such material and, if requested by the Company, will provide the Company with written
confirmation that all such materials have been delivered to the Company.

5.4 Noncompetition. The Executive acknowledges that during the
Executive’s employment with the Company, the Executive will become familiar with trade
secrets and other Confidential Information concerning the Company Group, and that the
Executive’s services are of special, unique and extraordinary value to the Company. Therefore, the
Executive hereby agrees that at any time during his or her employment with the Company and for a
period of twelve (12) months thereafter (the “Noncompetition Period”), the Executive will not
directly or indirectly own, manage, control, participate in, consult with, render services for or in
any manner engage in any business, including pharmaceutical or research organizations, worldwide
competing with the businesses of the Company or the Company Group, as such businesses exist or
are in the process or being planned as of the termination of Executive’s employment. It shall not
be considered a violation of this Section 5.4 for the Executive to be a passive owner of not more
than 2% of the outstanding stock of any class of a competing corporation which is publicly traded,
so long as the Executive has no active participation in the business of such corporation.

5.5 Nonsolicitation. The Executive hereby agrees that (a) during the
Term and for a period of twenty four (24) months after the termination of employment for any
reason (the “Nonsolicitation Period”), the Executive will not, directly or indirectly through another
entity, hire or actively induce or attempt to induce any employee of the Company Group to leave
the employ of the Company Group, or in any way interfere with the relationship between the
Company Group and any employee thereof who was an employee of the Company Group at any
time during such Nonsolicitation Period or within the twelve month period prior thereto, and (b)
during the Nonsolicitation Period, the Executive will not induce or attempt to induce any
customer, supplier, client or other business relation of the Company Group, who or which is, at
that time, or has been within the twelve month period prior thereto, associated with the Company
Group to cease doing business with the Company Group.

5.6 Enforcement of Noncompete and Nonsolicitation. If, at the
enforcement of Sections 5.4 and 5.5, a court holds that the duration, scope or area restrictions
stated herein are unreasonable under circumstances then existing, the parties agree that the
maximum duration, scope or area reasonable under such circumstances will be substituted for the
stated duration, scope or area and that the court will be permitted to revise the restrictions
contained in Sections 5.4 or 5.5 to cover the maximum duration, scope and area permitted by law.

5.7 Equitable Relief. The Executive acknowledges that (a) the covenants
contained herein are reasonable and necessary to protect the legitimate interests of the Company
Group and that each and every one of the restraints is reasonable in respect to subject matter, length
of time and geographic area, and that these restraints, individually or in the aggregate, will not
prevent the Executive from obtaining other suitable employment during the period in which the
Executive is bound by the restraints. The Executive acknowledges that each of these covenants has
a unique, very substantial and immeasurable value to the Company and its affiliates and that the
Executive has sufficient assets and skills to provide a livelihood while such
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covenants remain in force. The Executive further covenants that the Executive will not challenge
the reasonableness or enforceability of any of the covenants set forth in this Section 5, and that the
Executive will reimburse the Company and/or the Company Group (including reasonable
attorneys’ fees) incurred in connection with any action to enforce any of the provision of this
Section 5 if any of the Company Group prevails on any material issue involved in such dispute or if
the Executive challenges the reasonableness or enforceability of any of the provisions of this
Section 5. The Executive acknowledges that any violation of this Section 5 will result in
irreparable injury to the Company Group and agrees that the Company shall be entitled to seek
preliminary and permanent injunctive relief, without the necessity of proving actual damages, as
well as an equitable accounting of all earnings, profits and other benefits arising from any violation
of this Section 5 by the Executive, which rights shall be cumulative and in addition to any other
rights or remedies to which the Company may be entitled. Without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, the Noncompetition Period and Nonsolicitation Period shall be extended for an
additional period equal to any period during which the Executive is in breach of the Executive’s
obligations under this Section 5. The Executive represents and acknowledges that (i) the Executive
has been advised by the Company to consult the Executive’s own legal counsel in respect of this
Agreement, and (ii) the Executive has had full opportunity, prior to execution of this Agreement, to
review thoroughly this Agreement with the Executive’s counsel.

6. Other Provisions.

6.1 Notices. Any notice or other communication required or which may
be given hereunder shall be in writing and shall be delivered personally, by facsimile (with a
confirming copy by overnight delivery service or first class mail), sent by overnight delivery
service with delivery signature required, or sent with return receipt requested by certified,
registered, or express mail, postage prepaid to the parties at the following addresses or at such other
addresses as shall be specified by the parties by like notice, and shall be deemed given when so
delivered personally, faxed or if mailed, two days after the date of mailing, as follows:

if to the Company, at: D3

MEDICINE LLC
4 Century Drive, 2nd Floor
Parsippany, NJ 07054
Attn: SVP, HR

With a copy to:

Attn: Alan Lefkowitz C/O
Certara
100 Overlook Center #101

Princeton, NJ 08540 if

to the Executive, at:

Patrick Smith
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4 Navajo Ct.
Montville, NJ 07045

6.2 Entire Agreement. This Agreement (including the documents
referred to herein) constitutes the entire agreement among the parties and supersedes and nullifies
any prior understandings, agreements or representations by or among the parties, written or oral,
that may have related in any way to the subject matter hereof; provided that nothing herein shall
effect any of the Executive’s obligations contained in the Purchase Agreement or related documents

6.3 Waivers and Amendments. This Agreement may be amended,
modified, superseded, cancelled, renewed or extended, and the terms and conditions hereof may be
waived, only by a written instrument signed by the parties making specific reference to this
Agreement, or, in the case of a waiver, by the party waiving compliance. No delay on the part of
any party in exercising any right, power or privilege hereunder shall operate as a waiver thereof,
nor shall any waiver on the part of any party of any right, power or privilege hereunder, nor any
single or partial exercise of any right, power or privilege hereunder preclude any other or further
exercise thereof or the exercise of any other right, power or privilege hereunder.

6.4 Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed
and enforced in accordance with and subject to, the laws of the State of New Jersey applicable to
agreements made and to be performed entirely within such state.

6.5 Attorneys’ Fees. In the event that either Party shall bring an action to
enforce to effect its rights under this Agreement or in any dispute relating to the reasonableness or
enforceability of any of the provisions of this Agreement (with the exception of Section 5), the
prevailing Party shall be entitled to recover its costs and expenses, including the costs of
mediation, arbitration, litigation, court fees, and reasonable attorneys’ fees incurred in connection
with such an action. For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 6.5 does not apply to Section 5
herein.

6.6 Acknowledgments. The Executive acknowledges that the Executive
has read this entire Agreement, has had the opportunity to consult with an attorney, and fully
understands the terms of this Agreement. The Executive is satisfied with the terms of this
Agreement and agrees that its terms are binding upon the Executive and the Executive’s heirs,
assigns, executors, administrators, and legal representatives.

6.7 Assignment. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the
benefit of the parties hereto and their respective successors, heirs and permitted assigns. No rights
or obligations of the Executive under this Agreement may be assigned or transferred by the
Executive other than the Executive’s right to compensation and benefits hereunder, which may be
transferred by will or operation of law subject to the limitations of this Agreement. No rights or
obligations of the Company under this Agreement may be assigned or transferred by the Company
except that such rights or obligations may be assigned or transferred pursuant to a merger or
consolidation or amalgamation or scheme of arrangement in which the Company is not the
continuing entity, or the sale or liquidation of all or substantially all of the assets of the Company,
provided that the assignee or transferee is the successor to all or substantially all of
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the assets of the Company and such assignee or transferee assumes by operation of law or in a
writing duly executed by the assignee or transferee all of the liabilities, obligations and duties of the
Company, as contained in this Agreement, either contractually or as a matter of law, as if no such
assignment or transfer had taken place.

6.8 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in two or more
counterparts (which may be effectively delivered by facsimile or other electronic means), each of
which shall be deemed an original but all of which together shall constitute one and the same
instrument.

6.9 Headings. The headings in this Agreement are for reference purposes
only and shall not in any way affect the meaning or interpretation of this Agreement

6.10 Severability. If any term, provision, covenant or restriction of this
Agreement, or any part thereof, is held by a court of competent jurisdiction of any foreign, federal,
state, county or local government or any other governmental, regulatory or administrative agency
or authority to be invalid, void, unenforceable or against public policy for any reason, the
remainder of the terms, provisions, covenants and restrictions of this Agreement shall remain in full
force and effect and shall in no way be affected, impaired or invalidated.

6.11 Section 409A.

(a) If the Company determines in good faith that any provision of this
Agreement would cause the Executive to incur an additional tax, penalty, or interest under Section
409A of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the “Code”), and the applicable guidance
thereunder (“Section 409A”), the Company and the Executive shall use reasonable efforts to reform
such provision, if possible, in a mutually agreeable fashion to maintain to the maximum extent
practicable the original intent of the applicable provision without violating the provisions of
Section 409A or causing the imposition of such additional tax, penalty, or interest under Section
409A. The preceding provision, however, shall not be construed as a guarantee by the Company of
any particular tax effect to the Executive under this Agreement.

(b) For purposes of Section 409A, the right to a series of installment
payments under this Agreement shall be treated as a right to a series of separate payments.

(c) With respect to any reimbursement of expenses of, or any provision
of in-kind benefits to, the Executive, as specified under this Agreement, such reimbursement of
expenses or provision of in-kind benefits shall be subject to the following conditions: (1) the
expenses eligible for reimbursement or the amount of in-kind benefits provided in one taxable year
shall not affect the expenses eligible for reimbursement or the amount of in-kind benefits provided
in any other taxable year, except for any medical reimbursement arrangement providing for the
reimbursement of expenses referred to in Section 105(b) of the Code; (2) the reimbursement of
an eligible expense shall be made no later than the end of the year after the year in which such
expense was incurred; and (3) the right to reimbursement or in-kind benefits shall not be subject to
liquidation or exchange for another benefit.
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(d) “Termination of employment,” or words of similar import, as used in
this Agreement means, for purposes of any payments under this Agreement that are payments of
deferred compensation subject to Section 409A, the Executive’s “separation from service” as
defined in Section 409A.

(e) Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, if the
period during which the Executive has discretion to execute or revoke the general release of claims
provided for by Section 5.4 straddles two calendar years, the payments provided for by Section 5.4
shall begin as soon as practicable in the second of the two calendar years, regardless of which
calendar year the Executive actually delivers the executed release to the Company, subject to the
release first becoming effective.

signature page follows
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement the date first
above written.

D3 MEDICINE
LLC

/s/ Edmundo Muniz

Name: Edmundo Muniz Title:
Chief Executive Officer

Executive:

/s/ Patrick Smith   
Patrick Smith

1 Sept 2016
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Subsidiaries of the Registrant

Subsidiary Jurisdiction of Incorporation or Organization

Analytica LA-SER International, Inc. Delaware

ANSER Europe Limited United Kingdom

AUTHOR! et al, B.V. Netherlands

BaseCase, Inc. Delaware

BioMedCom Consultants, Inc. Canada

Certara Australia Pty Ltd Australia

Certara Canada Corporation Canada

Certara Coöperatief U.A. Netherlands

Certara France S.a.r.l. France

Certara Germany GmbH Germany

Certara G.K. Japan

Certara Holdco, Inc. Delaware

Certara Holding, Inc. Delaware

Certara Holdings, Inc. Delaware

Certara Intermediate, Inc. Delaware

Certara Italy S.r.l. Italy
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Certara, L.P. Delaware

Certara, L.P. - Sucursal em Portugal Portugal

Certara Netherlands B.V. Netherlands

Certara Philippines Inc. Philippines

Certara S.a.r.l. Luxembourg

Certara (Shanghai) Pharmaceutical Consulting Co., Ltd. China

Certara Spain, S.L. Spain

Certara Software India Private Limited India

Certara UK Holdings, Ltd. United Kingdom

Certara UK Limited United Kingdom

Certara USA, Inc. Delaware

Insight Medical Writing Limited United Kingdom

Insight PV & Consulting GmbH Germany

Instytut ARCANA sp. z o. o. Poland

Integrated Nonclinical Development Solutions, Inc. Michigan

La-Ser Europe Limited United Kingdom

MBDD UK, LLC Delaware
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MBDD US, L.L.C. Delaware

Pinnacle 21, LLC Delaware

Pinnacle 21, Japan GK Japan

Quantitative Solutions, Inc. California

Quantitative Solutions LLC Delaware

Quantitative Solutions L.P. California

Synchrogenix Europe Limited United Kingdom

Synchrogenix Information Strategies, LLC Delaware

Tripos Investments, L.L.C. Delaware

Vyasa Analytics, LLC Delaware
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CONSENT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM

We consent to the incorporation by reference in the registration statements on Form S-3 (No. 333-265084) and Form
S-8 (No. 333-251368) of Certara, Inc. and Subsidiaries (the “Company”) of our report dated March 1, 2022 on our
audits of the consolidated financial statements of the Company as of December 31, 2021 and for each of the years in
the two-year period ended December 31, 2021, included in this Annual Report on Form 10-K of the Company for the
year ended December 31, 2022.

Our report dated March 1, 2022, on the consolidated financial statements, refers to the Company’s change in its
method of accounting for leases effective January 1, 2021, due to the adoption of Financial Accounting Standards
Board Accounting Standards Codification Topic 842, Leases.

/s/ CohnReznick LLP

Tysons, Virginia
March 1, 2023
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Consent of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

We consent to the incorporation by reference in the Registration Statement (No. 333-251368) on Form S-8 of Certara, Inc. and
Subsidiaries of our reports dated March 1, 2023, relating to the consolidated financial statements, and the effectiveness of internal control
over financial reporting of Certara, Inc. and Subsidiaries, appearing in the Annual Report to Shareholders, which is incorporated in this
Annual Report on Form 10-K of Certara, Inc. and Subsidiaries for the year ended December 31, 2022.

   
/s/ RSM US LLP

Blue Bell, Pennsylvania
March 1, 2023
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RULE 13a-14(a) CERTIFICATION
CERTARA, INC.

CERTIFICATION OF CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER (Principal Executive Officer)

I, William F. Feehery, certify that:

1.            I have reviewed this annual report on Form 10-K of Certara, Inc.;

2.            Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact
necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading
with respect to the period covered by this report;

3.            Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all
material respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods
presented in this report;

4.            The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and
procedures (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined
in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:

(a)          Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed
under our supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated
subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is
being prepared;

(b)          Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be
designed under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the
preparation of the financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles;

(c)          Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our
conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by
this report based on such evaluation; and

(d)          Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the
registrant’s most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has
materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting;
and

5.            The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over
financial reporting, to the registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the registrant’s Board of Directors:

(a)          All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial
reporting which are reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and
report financial information; and

(b)          Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the
registrant’s internal control over financial reporting.

Date:  March 01, 2023     /s/ William F. Feehery
William F. Feehery
Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)
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RULE 13a-14(a) CERTIFICATION

CERTARA, INC.

CERTIFICATION OF CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER (Principal Financial Officer)

I, M. Andrew Schemick, certify that:

1.            I have reviewed this annual report on Form 10-K of Certara, Inc.;

2.            Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact
necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading
with respect to the period covered by this report;

3.            Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all
material respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods
presented in this report;

4.            The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and
procedures (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined
in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:

(a)          Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed
under our supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated
subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is
being prepared;

(b)          Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be
designed under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the
preparation of the financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles;

(c)          Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our
conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by
this report based on such evaluation; and

(d)          Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the
registrant’s most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has
materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting;
and

5.            The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over
financial reporting, to the registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the registrant’s Board of Directors:

(a)          All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial
reporting which are reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and
report financial information; and

(b)          Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the
registrant’s internal control over financial reporting.

Date:  March 01, 2023     /s/ M. Andrew Schemick
M. Andrew Schemick
Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial Officer)
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STATEMENT PURSUANT TO
18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350

AS REQUIRED BY
SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002

In connection with the Annual Report of Certara, Inc. (the “Company”) on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2022, as filed
with the Securities and Exchange Commission on the date hereof (the “Report”), I, the undersigned, hereby certify that to the best of my
knowledge:

1.    The Report fully complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; and

2.    The information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations
of the Company.

March 01, 2023     /s/ William Feehery     
William Feehery
Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)

A signed original of this written statement required by Section 906 has been provided to the Company and will be retained by the
Company and furnished to the Securities and Exchange Commission or its staff upon request.
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STATEMENT PURSUANT TO
18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350

AS REQUIRED BY
SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002

In connection with the Annual Report of Certara, Inc. (the “Company”) on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2022, as filed
with the Securities and Exchange Commission on the date hereof (the “Report”), I, the undersigned, hereby certify that to the best of my
knowledge:

1.    The Report fully complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; and

2.    The information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations
of the Company.

March 01, 2023 /s/ M. Andrew Schemick
M. Andrew Schemick
Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial Officer)

A signed original of this written statement required by Section 906 has been provided to the Company and will be retained by the
Company and furnished to the Securities and Exchange Commission or its staff upon request.


